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Abstract

Determination of factors, that govern the kinetics of photocatalytic processes
and the knowledge of their roles in transition metal oxides is a critical com-
ponent to consider when devising efficient materials. Previous studies have

shown that point defects, such as substitutional atoms, interstitials and vacancies ac-
count remarkably for the electronic structure and chemical properties, that influence
the performance of these material in various applications. The expectation that a fun-
damental understanding of such defects will benefit to elucidate the influence that they
have on the system’s functionality is the driving force for pursuing experimental and
theoretical research on doped and reduced materials. This dissertation aims to ascertain
how electronic structure of rutile and anatase TiO2, which is considered the model sys-
tem in transition metal oxides, changes when the material contains even subtle amount
of dopants (H, Fe and Cd) and point defects. Consequently, time-differential γ − γ
perturbed angular correlation technique, along with Mössbauer spectroscopy and tracer
diffusion studies have been applied and mostly complemented with theoretical studies
and standard techniques. Furthermore, the author presents a newly developed emis-
sion Mössbauer set-up (eMIL), which has been developed and constructed during the
current study.

Obtained results demonstrate that dopant behaviour is not straight-forward. In
monocrystalline rutile, Cd resides not only at the cationic site, but also at impurity-
vacancy configurations near the probe. The probe in both environments seem to with-
stand high temperature annealing/measurements, although associated with alterations
in fractions ratio. During emission Mössbauer studies, thin films of anatase show the
temperature dependent behaviour throughout the whole temperature range. This re-
sults in two annealing stages caused by the vacancy movements and their interaction
with Ti interstitials. Substitutional Fe3+, at Ti sites showing spin-lattice relaxation
transforms upon hydrogenation, implying that hydrogen behaves as a shallow donor.
eMS experiments performed in a temperature range of 300 - 700 K reveal that vacan-
cies and their agglomerations may govern the hydrogen motion. Further perturbed
angular correlation studies at the temperature when the hydrogen motion starts, show
that depending on the hydrogenation degree the dopant (hydrogen) acts differently and
could form a unique coupling with Cd. Hydrogenation for prolonged times demon-
strates that doping/reduction is followed by the recovery processes.

The current work clearly indicates that experimental techniques based on hyperfine
interactions can unravel a wealth of information about the nature and behaviour of
defects in transition metal oxides, that may be readily evaluated and complemented
with detailed density functional theory calculations.
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Kurzfassung

Die Bestimmung von Faktoren, welche die Kinetik von photokatalytischen Pro-
zessen beeinflussen und das Nachvollziehen von deren Funktion in Übergangs-
metalloxiden, ist das Hauptthema beim Design von effizienten Materialien.

Vorhergehende Studien haben gezeigt, dass Punktdefekte wie zum Beispiel Substi-
tutionsatome, Zwischengitteratome und Leerstellen einen wesentlichen Beitrag zur
Bandstruktur und zu den chemischen Eigenschaften eines Materials beitragen. Die
Veränderung dieser Eigenschaften beeinflusst die Performance von Materialien in ge-
wissen Anwendungsbereichen stark. Die Erwartung, dass ein fundamentales Verständ-
nis von solchen Gitterdefekten positiv zur Aufklärung von deren Wirkung auf die Ei-
genschaften eines Materials beiträgt, ist die treibende Kraft hinter theoretischer und
praktischer Forschung an dotierten und reduzierten Materialien. Das Ziel dieser Dis-
sertation ist die Veränderung der elektronischen Struktur von Rutil und Anatas TiO2,
welche die Modellsysteme von Übergangsmetalloxiden darstellen, unter der Beeinflus-
sung von niedrigen Dotierungen mit Wasserstoff, Eisen und Cadmium sowie den Ein-
fluss von Punktdefekten, zu untersuchen. Hierfür wurden Untersuchungen mir der
Gestörte γ − γ-Winkelkorrelation (englisch: time-differential perturbed angular cor-
relation oder PAC) Methode, gemeinsam mit Mössbauer Spektroskopie und Tracer
Diffusionsexperimenten durchgeführt, welche durch theoretische Studien und Unter-
suchungen mit Standardmethoden ergänzt wurden. Des weiteren präsentiert der Autor
einen neuen Versuchsaufbau zur Durchführung von Emissions-Mössbauer Messun-
gen (eMIL), welches während dieser Arbeit entwickelt und konstruiert wurde.

Die beobachteten Ergebnisse zeigen, dass das Dotandenverhalten nicht leicht vor-
aussehbar ist und das Cd als Dotand in monokristallinem Rutil nicht nur am Kationen-
platz sitzt, sondern dass Anteile davon auch andere Umgebungen, die von Leerstellen-
konfigurationen beeinflusst werden, besetzen. Beide entdeckten Probenumgebungen
scheinen hohen Temperaturen zu wiederstehen, allerdings sind Änderungen im An-
teilverhalten sichtbar. Bei Emissions-Mössbauer Messungen zeigen dünne Schichten
von Anastase ein temperaturabhängiges Verhalten im gesamten Messbereich. Dies hat
zur Folge, dass zwei Anlass Stufen entstehen, welche durch Leerstellenbewegung und
deren Interaktion mit Ti Zwischengitteratomen hervorgerufen werden. Die Oxidatios-
stufe Fe3+, welche eine Spin-Gitter-Relaxation zeigt, ändert sich durch Hydrierung.
Dies impliziert, dass Wasserstoff ein sogenannter flacher Do na tor ist. Experimente
in einem bestimmten Temperaturbereich zeigen, dass Leerstellen und Leerstellenan-
sammlungen die Wasserstoffbewegung beeinflussen. Weitere PAC Experimente an
den Temperaturwerten, an denen die Wasserstoffbewegung startet, zeigen eine Ab-
hängigkeit des Verhaltens des Dotanden (Wasserstoff ), zum Beispiel eine Kopplung
mit Cd, von der Hydrierungsstärke. Längere Hydrierungsdauern zeigen, dass nach
Dotierungs bzw. Reduktionsprozessen Erholungseffekte folgen können.

Die vorliegende Arbeit zeigt deutlich, dass die Methoden der Hyperfeinwechsel-
wirkungen Informationen über die Natur und das Verhalten von Defekten in Über-
gangsmetalloxiden bereitstellen können. Diese Ergebnisse können einfach evaluiert
und mit detaillierten Dichtefunktionaltheoriesimulationen verglichen werden.
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Objectives and structure of theThesis

Materials based on TiO2 are promising candidates for numerous applications. But
the fact remains that, the coupling among various defects and their stability, as well
as the lack of comprehensive theory is yet to be devised, understood and summed

up.
The present dissertation addresses the production of such materials, structure modifica-

tion (defects alteration, doping) and usage of advanced local techniques to study how crystal
imperfections behave near the probes. There is a handful of methods which can bring new
transparency on the electronic and defect structure in TiO2. These methods allow us to
study the probe element local environment using hyperfine nuclear interactions, which are
quite affected by the local defects. Studies require a fine quantity of foreign atoms to be in-
cluded in desired materials, commonly via diffusion or ion implantation. The latter allows
to control exactly the depth and concentration of isotopes. In the current study 57Mn/Fe
and 111mCd/Cd were implanted (at ISOLDE/CERN) and employed as probes for emis-
sion Mössbauer and Perturbed angular correlation spectroscopy, respectively. Both nuclear
methods bear complementary characteristics to each other, whereas providing extreme sen-
sitivity to the changes in magnetic and local atomic structures over a temperature range.
Besides, these investigations are extended by supplementary studies.

Moreover, additional objectives were set to develop, construct and deliver a new versatile
emission Mössbauer spectrometer to ISOLDE/CERN. Successful realisation of these aims
is going to overcome the short comings of the old Mössbauer set-up as well as provide more
reliable and precise working experience.

The current work consists of 6 chapters, starting with the introduction and theory about
methods and hyperfine interactions, then moving on to materials and experimental details.
Subsequent sections will discuss the obtained results and the newly developed spectrometer.
Finally, the dissertation ends with conclusions and the future outlook. A brief summary of
chapters is given as follows:

• Chapter I provides the reader with essential basics of the structure and physical prop-
erties of TiO2. The chapter includes an overview of defects and their influence on
electronic structure, raises questions and doubts about charge states and behaviour of
those defects and how their adjustment could beneficially affect optical absorption.

• Chapter II familiarises the reader with hyperfine interactions and methods which
allow to probe them.

• Chapter III presents an overview of how the samples were made, treated and mea-
sured later on. This includes experimental details on the beam production at ISOL-
DE/CERN and applied methods of nuclear solid-state physics.

xvii



xviii OBJECTIVES AND STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS

• Chapter IV contains experimental data. It is divided into 4 parts, where 2 parts con-
sider hydrogen doping, its structural influence and stability. While the other two deal
with continuous hydrogen plasma reduction and impact of Vo on hyperfine properties
and diffusion in TiO2.

• Chapter V presents/discusses the newly built emission Mössbauer spectrometer set-
up. At this point, the design and construction part is covered in details.

• Chapter VI includes conclusions and outlook, summarises results and provides pos-
sible ways to expand knowledge about TiO2 imperfections further. The chapter is
followed by a list with the author’s scientific publications, which have been published
over the course of the PhD study.



L’homme n’est rien, l ’oeuvre — tout

Gustave Flaubert

Introduction 1

Metal oxides, originally regarded as insulators, are currently proving to be impor-
tant semiconductors. The minima of conduction band in those semiconductors
are rather low, on the absolute energy scale (i.e., they possess high electron affin-

ity). The latter is related to the noteworthy properties of TiO2, which are of big use in dye-
sensitised solar cells [1], photocatalytic hydrogen production [2], the reduction of global at-
mospheric pollution [3], water purification [4] and CO2 reduction [5]. Furthermore, it has
been theoretically predicted that transition metal doped non-magnetic metal oxides could
exhibit ferromagnetic behaviour at room temperature and beyond (due to carrier-mediated
magnetic interactions) [6]. The above-mentioned properties, combined with thermal and
chemical stability, make TiO2 an interesting candidate for the multiple applications. The
optical and electrical properties of the TiO2-based materials, however, are subject to big
influence of intrinsic and extrinsic defects. Therefore, substantial effort has been devoted to
improving its photocatalytic activity by adding and altering crystal imperfections. Owing to
rather complicated crystal structures, it has been fairly difficult to perform reasonable the-
oretical simulations explaining the origin of possible changes observed from experimental
data.

1.1 TitaniumDioxide

Titanium dioxide (titania, TiO2) has three main phases: anatase and rutile (tetragonal) and
brookite (orthorhombic); and numerous minor phases such as TiO2-B (C2/m), TiO2-R
(Pbnm), TiO2-H (I4/m), TiO2-II (Pbcn) and TiO2-III (P2/C) [7, 8]. Amongst all three
main phases, rutile is the most stable and common form. As only anatase and rutile are
manufactured on a large scale and play a significant role in the applications, the current
study is going to be limited to them. Selected properties are shown in Table 1.1.

Both structures are tetragonal and slightly distorted, consisting of Ti ions surrounded
by 6 oxygen anions. In addition, it should be noted that in both structures the two bonds
between Ti and O atoms (at the apices of the octahedron) are a bit longer. Anatase, shows
a deviation from a 90◦ bond angle. In rutile (shown in Figure 1.1a), octahedral corners
are shared along ⟨110⟩ direction and are stacked by their long axis changing by 90◦. With
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1. INTRODUCTION

Table 1.1: Properties of rutile and anatase, TiO2.

Feature: Rutile: Anatase:

Bandgap (eV) 3.05 3.2
Density (g/cm3) 4.23 3.78
Space group and class D14

4h − P42/mnm D19
4h − I41/amd

Unit cell (Å) a=b=4.594 c=2.959 a=b=3.733 c=9.370
Atomic radius (nm) O = 0.066 (covalent); Ti = 0.146 (metallic)
Ionic radius (nm) Ti+4 = 0.064 and O−2 = 0.14
Melting point (K) 2116
Crystal system Tetragonal

a b

FIGURE 1.1: Crystal structures of TiO2 polymorphs: (a) rutile; (b) anatase. Gray spheres
represent Ti atoms, red are O atoms and the blue octahedra represent TiO6 blocks.

regards to anatase, these octahedra form (001) planes (see Figure 1.1b). Planes connect
with the plane of octahedra which is located below. The stacking of the octahedra results in
three-fold coordinated oxygen atoms [9].

As it is clearly seen in Table 1.1 both polymorphs have a large electronic bandgap of
3-3.2 eV. This fact imposes severe limitations on the optical absorption and limits it only to
certain amount of UV light [10]. Even with UV light, photocatalytic activity is not so simple
and depends strongly on the amount of holes and electrons at the surface participating in
reactions. In this case, a quantum of light (energy is bigger than the bandgap) gets absorbed,
and in the conduction band an excited electron appears, while a hole appears in the valence
band of TiO2. These excited carriers could diffuse to the surface within a certain period
of time. A ratio between the time and amount of excited carriers determines the fraction,
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1.2. Defects and Imperfections

which is going to take part in the photocatalysis. Nevertheless, a certain amount of these
carriers may swiftly recombine, and thus vanish. The quantity of these generated carriers
at the surface depends directly on the amount of absorbed light. Therefore, it has become
a logical consequence to intensify the optical absorption, and thus increase performance of
TiO2-based materials. As it is well-known that optical and electronic properties in solids
depend highly on the structure, phases and defects. Hence, by adjusting these features
it becomes possible to tailor electronic and optical properties. There have been plenty of
reports on the successful absorption boosting with metal doping [11, 12], anion doping [13,
14] and self doping [15, 16]. However, often during the bandgap reduction, the dopants can
start acting as carrier scattering centres and traps, therefore decreasing chances for carriers
to reach the surface.

1.2 Defects and Imperfections

1.2.1 Native Defects

Regardless of the fact, that TiO2 has been studied for several decades there are numer-
ous questions that need answering. Most of them are related to the inner defects, which
are commonly present (native defects) depending on the growth conditions. They can be
featured in various forms with multiple charge states, and remarkably influence the pho-
tocatalytic performance. Point defects include oxygen vacancies (Vo), titanium vacancies
(VTi), interstitial titanium (TiI), doping-induced interstitials and substitutional atoms. Oc-
casionally, one may find planar and volume defects. The charge balance in the lattice is
mainly maintained by Vo, in order to compensate for cations of valence smaller than Ti4+,
several oxygen sites remain to be vacant. As each oxygen is surrounded by three Ti atoms in
the lattice (distance among is 1.94 - 1.99 Å), then as a result a formation of Vo creates three
cations next to it in the pyramidal coordination. It is a widely held view that the origin of
dilute magnetic semiconductors lies in Vo [17].

It is generally believed that Vo and TiI are responsible for n-type conductivity seen in
stoichiometric samples [18, 19]. Once the system receives additional electrons they can
localise at Ti-3d orbitals, promoting Ti3+ ions. This causes a relaxation of the surrounding
lattice (typically ∼ 0.1 Å). The new configuration, made of an electron coupled to the
relaxation of the surrounding lattice is known as a small polaron. When the temperature
rises, this polaron starts hopping to neighbouring sites [20]. In the case where structural
deformation spreads over several lattice sites the configuration is called a large polaron [21].

It has commonly been assumed that the influence of defects differs in these two poly-
morphs. For instance, doping anatase with Nb gives rise to a shallow state, changing the ma-
terial into a transparent conductive oxide (at high concentrations), while rutile with the same
amount of Nb remains as insulator (due to a Nb-induced deep level in the bandgap) [22, 23].
This behaviour could be explained in terms of rutile’s tendency to trap electrons at the cation
lattice [24]. This trapping gives rise to polaronic, deep states (neighbourhood of the dopant).
Oxygen vacancy (Vo) undergoes the same route, and normally looses its 2 electrons, even in
oxidised samples for such trap states [25]. On the contrary, in the bulk anatase, there are no
such trapping sites and Nb provides an effective mass theory like donor state. Identically,
Vo in the bulk anatase keeps its two electrons [26]. As a result in anatase, Vo contribute sig-
nificantly to an electron excess of the lattice. However, charge distribution at the anatase’s
surface resembles charge distribution in rutile, where electrons go to the surface traps at a
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1. INTRODUCTION

sixfold coordinated (6c) site with much more deeper ionisation energy than in the bulk [26].
Based on the aforementioned features, one may conclude that in rutile, electron excess can
localise at any lattice Ti ion, forming a small polaron. In contrast, in anatase electrons are
in a free-carrier state [20].

It is worth mentioning, that tiny electron polarons may form at some anatase surfaces,
whilst this may not be the case at some rutile surfaces [26, 27]. This could suggest that
the existence of polaron states relies on the local geometrical constraints. Moreover, several
vacancies could interact with each other, and lead to the shallower defect states. If they
are shallower, their donors’ activation energy is lower, which enviably leads to a spike of
conductivity. The forces of attraction among these Vo likely arise from the polaronic effects.
These effects may stir the electron excess, in order to decrease the Coulomb repulsion [28].
When the amount of Vo rises it may lead to a clustering of such defects and forthwith
TiO2 becomes metallic. In the case when vacancies have long-range order, one may have
the crystallographic shear bands formation, which could eventually lead to Magnéli phases
(TinO2n−1) [29–31]. These phases have metallic conductivity, which can be employed in
fuel cells as electrode materials [32]. Since the majority of studies have focused on the
surface of TiO2 it is yet to be fully understood whether annealing under oxygen-rich/poor
atmosphere actually affects the materials as a whole or just affects the sub surface layers [19].

Another intrinsic defect is hydrogen, which is known for being a common impurity in
oxides with a strong impact on properties of such materials. As it happens, hydrogen may
act fairly differently from one system to another. For instance, interstitial hydrogen forms
-OH bonds in both ZnO and TiO2, the formation is different though. In the case of ZnO,
hydrogen can break a bond and use two pathways to form -OH structures (more stable bond-
centred position and anti-bonding position) [33]. While in the case of TiO2 the 3-fold
coordinated oxygen forms a dative bond and leaves the lattice structure undisturbed [34].
As hydrogen’s behaviour is quite uncertain and tangled it is going to be reviewed fully in
Section 1.3.

1.2.2 Intentionally Induced Defects

As mentioned above the defects can open a broad, yet perplexing pathway, leading to im-
proved properties. While volume defects always cause the unpleasant outcomes and lower
performance, linear and planar defects are in fact defects which might potentially be of
use. However, considerate attention has to be paid to the point defects. Amongst the
wide spread TiO2 polymorphs, rutile needs the highest formation energy for a Vo to ap-
pear (rutile 5.82 eV > anatase 5.58 eV > brookite 5.52 eV) [35]. There are differences in
formation tendency as well. The stablest anatase surface (101) seemingly does not have that
pronounced of an ability to favour Vo (unlike surface (110) in rutile) [36].

As it is well-known a Vo is formed, once an oxygen atom gets knocked out from the
lattice. There is a plethora of methods which have been reported on making metal oxides
defective. Performing annealing in an inert atmosphere is most used. Another way is via
exposing samples to UV irradiation, which could induce vacancies formation. However, in
this case an additional reducing agent is needed, since irradiation energy often falls short
(energy has be ⩾ 6-7 eV) [35]. Mechanical grinding TiO2 with NaBH4 and adding sub-
sequent annealing in Ar has similar impact. Electron irradiation can also induce vacancies,
which are primarily localised on the surface [37].
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Assuredly, ion implantation is one of the straight-forward ways used to create TiI and
Vo. The method is often used in order to dope materials with other elements as well as for
local probe studies [38, 39]. Dopants could substitute Ti or O atoms and/or become an
interstitial defect. Furthermore, dopants could introduce new impurity levels and decrease
the bandgap. Although, these are dependent on several factors and could affect properties
both ways (may serve centres for carriers recombination).

1.2.3 Hydrogenation

There are several ways in which one may dope TiO2 with hydrogen. These include: anneal-
ing in H2 atmosphere, implantation and hydrogen plasma treatment [40–43]. Perhaps, the
most easily performed method is heat treatment in H2 atmosphere. Annealing provides
relatively homogeneous concentration with quantities being quite close to the equilibrium.
For this reason one cannot introduce more hydrogen above the sample’s solubility limit. It
is therefore possible to extend concentration by carrying out annealing at elevated tempera-
tures and high pressure, causing some additional damage to the lattice. In 2011, Chen et al.
have applied annealing in hydrogen atmosphere on pristine powders of TiO2 [40]. They ob-
served a solid increase of light absorption in the whole visible range and called the obtained
materials — black titania. The latter is related to both hydrogen doping and simultaneous
creation of Vo.

Ion implantation with hydrogen allows for achieving a relatively high quantity of dopant.
By varying ion energy, dose and time one could precisely control depth and desired amount.
However, the latter causes significant lattice damage and could require annealing in order
to remove damage, unfortunately loosing the majority of implanted hydrogen.

Similarly, one could treat samples in hydrogen plasma. This action results in high con-
centrations of dopant even at low temperatures. However, the used parameters requires
one to be careful and attentive to plasma properties, otherwise the surface could undergo
substantial damage. The vital parameters here are the hydrogen flux and the energy of the
ions, both are sensitive to gas pressure. As an example, exposing TiO2 to hydrogen plasma
made it possible to significantly improve absorption of TiO2, even in comparison to the
original black TiO2 [44]. The obtained structure was classified as a core/shell structure.
In this case hydrogen behaviour is very similar to what Ag or Pt loading in TiO2 looks
like (high light absorption and low recombination). Plasma treatment highly affected the
upper-layers, converting Ti4+ (3d0) into Ti3+ (3d1) by adding hydrogen dopant and Vo.
In this case, the structure could feature titanium sub-oxides (Ti2O3 and Magnéli phases)
and break the lattice symmetry only in certain unit cells. However, there have been several
studies where the received results did not show any Ti2+ ions and Vo presence, but solely
Ti-OH and Ti-H formation. Particularly, -OH and -H formation took place at relatively
high temperatures and intensity [45–47].

1.3 Hydrogen Behaviour in Titania
In general, a hydrogen impurity shows amphoteric behaviour in the majority of semiconduc-
tors. Hence, in materials demonstrating the p-type conductivity it behaves as a donor, while
n-type semiconductors make it act as an acceptor. Peculiarly, in ZnO, SnO2 and TiO2 sys-
tems it tends to feature the donor behaviour. The reason so far remains elusive.Calculations
in metal oxides are fairly challenging, because of underestimation of the band gap and
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spurious electron self-interaction in the standard semi-local implementations (polaronic ef-
fects) [24]. There have been theoretical calculations on possible hydrogen behaviour and
forms it could take in TiO2. Most of the calculations suggest the following: that hydrogen
is a shallow donor in rutile [48, 49], can be present in several forms and occupy various
lattice sites depending on its charge: H+, H− and H0. On the contrary, if calculations take
into account the polaron formation (see Section 1.2.1) within the supercell, it may add deep
donor levels to the bandgap [24, 50]. It is important to point out that it has been considered
that H0 acts as a shallow donor as well.

Experimental studies found that hydrogen was indeed showing markers belonging to
shallow states at the edge of the conduction band [48, 51] as well as had several forms [52].
Positively charged (H+) atoms tend to settle in regions with high density of electrons and
vice versa for H−. The feature is governed by Coulomb potential, and happens to an isolated
hydrogen across all semiconductors [53]. Unfortunately, this cannot be applied to a neutral
hydrogen H0. Taking into account that H0 escapes the potential’s influence, one may as-
sume it has higher energy than those H+ and H− forms. Moreover, H0 is metastable so as
it may decrease its energy when another H0 interacts with it (e.g., 2H0 → H+ + H−).

Besides uncertainties about hydrogen forms in TiO2, there are questions regarding its
diffusion and thermal stability. As a shallow donor, hydrogen ionises to H+ with a delo-
calised electron in the conduction band, and thus a H+ establishes a strong bond to an O
atom. When hydrogen acts as a deep impurity it may form several longer (weak) bonds to
some oxygen anions and become a metastable interstitial (H•

I ) [51, 54]. When samples are
neither doped nor reduced it is likely that -OH formation will take place (lowest forma-
tion energy for all Fermi levels and oxygen chemical potentials) and become a predominant
state [55]. Theoretical investigation suggests that there could be a deep state H0, located in
the oxygen vacancy with two sturdy bonds to Ti atoms [50].

Hydrogen could interact with itself and form H2 molecules. Dissociation of these bonds
is directly governed by the system energy. Usually, H+ movement includes: 1) breaking the
bonds 2) reorientation of -OH [56] and in order to break the bonds high temperature has
to be achieved. The movement is anisotropic, and preferably it gets transferred along the
c-axis, where the energy barrier is smaller, rather then through channels in a− b plane [57].
This H2 form may also get trapped at the interstitial site, Vo formations, interstitial impu-
rities [58, 59]. Presently, there is no reliable information available regarding the stability
of the interstitial hydrogen and its charge, how it interacts with the lattice and Vo, how it
transforms into -OH [60].
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Theory Behind Hyperfine Interactions 2

In this chapter, a brief theoretical overview of the employed methods that allow to
probe the local environment in solids is presented. Both used techniques, Mössbauer
Spectroscopy (MS) and Perturbed Angular Correlation Spectroscopy (PAC), bear the com-

plementary character, measure the nuclear hyperfine interactions with the material charge
distribution in the probe’s nuclear neighbourhood and are based on the usage of radioactive
probes. In the case of PAC studies, the parameter governing the magnitude of the observ-
able effect is the temperature independent angular correlation coefficientAkk, while for MS
studies there is Debye-Weller factor. Since the lattice parameter is temperature dependent,
it becomes more complicated to preform MS studies at high temperatures. None the worse,
this dependence allows one to study dynamic effects, which is not feasible for PAC studies.
Furthermore, MS is able additionally to determine isomer shift. However, the spectra can
become remarkably complex due to the variety of possible interactions, which could hinder
their interpretation in a unique way. It is difficult to detect the presence of non-resonant
probe atoms when one deal with MS, while in the case of PAC those atoms decrease the
observed correlation coefficient Akk, thus can be extricated effortlessly. Regardless, MS
cannot replace PAC and vice versa due to the factors depending on different isotopes as
well as direct (MS) and indirect nature (PAC) of the local examination. Both these aspects
are going to be covered in more details in this chapter, with additional references provided
where in-depth knowledge is required. Nonetheless, the quantum-mechanical formalism is
not covered here in full, as one can find additional references elsewhere [61, 62].

2.1 Hyperfine Interactions

The interaction of the charge distribution of atomic nuclei with the electromagnetic fields
created by the external charge distribution, due to the atomic shell electrons and all the
additional charges from where the nuclei are embedded, are called the (nuclear) hyperfine
interactions. Because of these interactions the nuclear and atomic levels become perturbed,
split or shifted. The interactions are well described by the Hamiltonian in terms of a mul-
tipole expansion, where both the charge distributions of the nucleus and of the external
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2. THEORY BEHIND HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

charges will be decomposed on multipole series of so-called momenta:

Ĥ = ĤIS + ĤQ + ĤM + ..., (2.1)

where ĤIS stands for the electric monopole, ĤM the magnetic dipole and ĤQ for the
electric quadrupole interactions. Each Hamiltonian of the equation (2.1) can be expressed
as the product of a nuclear moment and the corresponding term of the electromagnetic field.
Therefore, a survey of these hyperfine interactions yields information on both the solid-state
surroundings and the nuclear moments.

Particularly, ĤIS demonstrates the electrostatic Coulomb interaction between the nu-
clear charge (spread over a finite volume) and electrons inside the nuclear region. Since the
nuclear volumes are different at each excitation state, the electrostatic shifts are also differ-
ent for each nuclear state. One could see in Figure 2.1, that nuclear levels of the ground and
excited states are shifted. As in various chemical environments of different materials the
configuration of the electron shell differs, thus chemical surroundings in various materials
can be distinguished by the energy shifts of the nuclear levels. This isomer shift is expressed
as follows:

∆EIS =
2π

3
zS′(z)e∆ρ(0)

(〈
r2
〉
e
−
〈
r2
〉
g

)
. (2.2)

Here,
〈
r2
〉
e

and
〈
r2
〉
g

are the mean squares of the charge radii of the excited state and
the ground state, ∆ρ(0) = e(|ψr(0)| − |ψs(0)|) represents the difference between the s
electron charge densities at the nuclei in the reference (or absorber) and the source, e is the
elementary charge, S′(z) is the relativistic factor (employed for heavy elements, until iron)
where z stands for the number of protons.
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FIGURE 2.1: Influence of the isomer shift on the nuclear energy levels.

Equation (2.2) evidently shows that the isomer shift is in essence a measure of difference
of s electron densities at the nuclei in the reference and source. It is important to point out
that there are two main factors which determine the electron density at the nuclear site.
The first factor is due to the inner s electrons of the Mössbauer atom, while the second is
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2.1. Hyperfine Interactions

from the valence electrons of the outer shell and electrons of ligands. Surely, the first is not
sensitive enough to the changes in the local chemical environment thus often it is taken as a
constant. The second factor is more developed and consists of two contributions: 1) changes
in the s electrons of the valence shell, affecting ρ(0) — a direct interaction; 2) changes in the
shielding of the s electrons (when p, d and f electrons increase or decrease) — an indirect
interaction.

The Isomer Shift (IS) demonstrates that any change in bonding, coordination number,
spin, electronegativity of a ligand or oxidation state influences the s-electron density, hence
providing opportunities to characterise chemical and magnetic properties of a material [62].
Figure 2.2 illustrates a schematic guideline of isomer shifts for various oxidations states
(and spins) with their velocity ranges [62]. As one may notice, under certain circumstances
(δ = 0.4 mm/s) it is not possible to distinguish an exact oxidation/spin state on a basis of
velocity range alone. In order to overcome this drawback one may need to know the natural
valence state of Fe in the studied lattice, quadrupole and magnetic hyperfine interactions
which might hint on possible configurations.
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FIGURE 2.2: Approximate ranges of isomer shifts for 57Fe in various compounds. The ranges
are given relative to α-Fe at room temperature. S stands for the spin quantum number.

During Mössbauer experiments, when the source and absorber have a different elec-
tronic environment, it results in a shift of the necessary Doppler velocity to attain the ab-
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2. THEORY BEHIND HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

sorption resonance as shown in Figure 2.1 [63]. The single absorption or emission line is
commonly called singlet.

However, starting from certain temperatures there is a thermal motion (lattice vibra-
tions) causing a temperature dependent shift, which is attributed to the atomic mean-square
velocity of the nuclei ⟨ν2⟩. Let us assume that the source and the reference are at different
temperatures Ts and Tr. This impacts the experimental isomer shift by adding the so-called
Second-order Doppler Shift (SOD) δSOD and the observed shift of the whole spectrum is
called the centre shift:

δE = δE0 + δSOD = δE0 +
⟨ν2⟩Ts

2c
− ⟨ν2⟩Tr

2c
; (2.3)

δSOD =
−Eγ⟨ν2⟩

2c2
. (2.4)

Probing temperature dependences of SOD, one can obtain insight of the Debye tem-
perature.

The next term of equation (2.1) represents the energy contribution of the electric quadrupole
interation ĤQ. This contribution can be experimentally detected by both PAC and MS
methods, when a nuclear probe state with an angular quantum number I > 1/2 is used (ap-
plicable for both isotopes 57Mn/Fe and 111mCd/Cd used in this work), since in this case it
has non-spherical charge distribution and Q ̸= 0. If the last condition is fulfilled, it can in-
teract with the non-homogeneous electric charge distribution at the nucleus. The deviation
from a spherical symmetry of the external charge distribution is described by the Electric
Field Gradient (EFG) and is a 3×3 second-order tensor of second derivatives of the electric
potential in a Cartesian coordinate system [62]:

Vij =
∂2V

∂xi∂xj
, where (i, j = x, y, z). (2.5)

As it is possible to determine a coordinate system in a way where one has Vij = 0
for a condition i ̸= j and Vxx + Vyy + Vzz = 0 (the tensor is traceless) then the EFG be-
comes characterised by only two principal components (for its traceless character): 1) largest
eigenvalue Vzz (since the impact of Vxx and Vyy can be neglected); 2) its axial asymmetry
parameter as η:

η =
Vxx − Vyy

Vzz
for which 0 ⩽ η ⩽ 1. (2.6)

Here, η provides information on the deviation of the EFG from the axially symmetric
state in the lattice (η = 0).

For scenarios where a nucleus site is characterised by a threefold axis of symmetry, one
obtains a symmetric EFG Vxx = Vyy and therefore η = 0. The electric quadrupole interac-
tion splits the 2I+1-fold degenerate energy level of a nuclear state into substates |I,±mI >.
For instance for 57Fe one has Ie = 3/2 and Q ̸= 0, however in the ground state Ig = 1/2,
which results in no splitting since Q = 0, and also becomes a twofold degenerate level. The
latter can be lifted by the magnetic perturbation [62]. Therefore, the energy of sub-levels is
calculated by:

EQ =
eQVzz

4I(2I − 1)

[
3m2

I − I(I + 1)
]√

1 +
η2

3
, (2.7)
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2.1. Hyperfine Interactions

dE

eQ
I= 3/2

I= 1/2

Vzz=0

E∆

Vzz >0

± 3/ 2

± 1/ 2

± 1/ 2Lorem ipsum

m I

∆

� E

0

Doublet

δ

FIGURE 2.3: The electric quadrupole interaction, which is visualised by the precession of the
quadrupole moment vector about the field gradient, splits the degenerate I = 3/2 level into
two substates with mI = ±3/2,±1/2. The current interaction gives rise to two transition
lines with even intensity, which are separated by EQ.

where mI stands for the magnetic quantum number of the sub-level, Q is the electric
quadrupole moment of the nucleus and e is the elementary charge. On the one hand, when
η = 0 one has the difference in energies expressed:

∆EQ = (Em − Em′) =
3eQVzz

4I(2I − 1)

∣∣m2 −m′2∣∣ = 3
∣∣m2 −m′2∣∣ℏωQ, (2.8)

where ωQ is the quadrupole frequency of the interaction and the quantity is always an
integer. ωQ does not depend on the magnetic quantum number of the sub-levels. The latter
defined as:

ωQ =
eQVzz

4I(2I − 1)ℏ
, ω0 = kωQ, (2.9)

here I is the nuclear spin of 5/2 (for 111mCd) and k is 3 (or 6) for integer (half-integer)
spin when the asymmetry parameter is equal to zero. Instead of ω0, which is spin dependent,
the quadrupole coupling constant νQ is usually employed [64], where:

νQ =
eQVzz
h

. (2.10)

The energy gap between split sub-levels, is called the Quadrupole Splitting (QS) On
the other hand, if η ̸= 0 then the dealing becomes more sophisticated and the sub-levels
are given by superposition of mI-states. In this case the intensity of the transition can
fluctuate in accordance with the superposition law and η. Regardless the nuclear states,
which have half-integer spin are never fully split by pure quadrupole interaction, and pairs of
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2. THEORY BEHIND HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

mI-states (Kramer’s doublets) remain doubly degenerate for any η value [62, 65]. Generally,
the EFG Vzz has two contributions. First contribution is originating from the charges
on neighbouring ions around the probe in non-cubic symmetry, commonly known as the
lattice contribution. Second one, arises from the valence electron anisotropic distribution
of the probe and called valence electron contribution. Figure 2.3 shows a typical case of a
Mössbauer spectrum with a quadrupole doublet component (or simply doublet) [63].

The next term in the equation (2.1) is the magnetic hyperfine interaction ĤM . The
interaction results in a nuclear splitting of the nuclear state with spin quantum number I > 0
into 2I +1, resembling how it happens when one uses methods of optical spectroscopy (so-
called Zeeman splitting). Here, the interaction takes place between the nuclear magnetic
dipole moment µ and the magnetic field at the nucleus. Diagonalisation of ĤM gives the
eigenvalues for sub-levels:

Em = −gNµNmI |Beff |, (2.11)

where gN stands for the Landé factor, µI = eℏ
2mpc

≈ 5.051 · 10−27J/T is the nuclear
magnetron, mI stands for magnetic quantum numbers of a certain level with a spin I and
|Beff | is an effecting magnetic field at the nucleus.

Figure 2.4 shows the effect of the interaction where I = 3/2 and 1/2 spin states are split
into four and two substates [63]. The allowed transition between sublevels follow the selec-
tion rules ∆m = 0,±1 and ∆I = 1 and allows 6 possible transitions. Therefore, it results
in a spectrum split into 6 lines, which is also known as a sextet pattern. Relative intensities
of the absorption peaks depend on the direction of the hyperfine magnetic field, with re-
spect to the direction of the incident photons (−→γ ). However, in polycrystalline powdered
samples, the hyperfine field is randomly oriented in respect to −→γ , resulting in a relationship
among the peaks of 3:2:1:1:2:3.

I= 3/2

I= 1/2

m I� E
B

µ
− 1/ 2

− 1/ 2

− 3/ 2

∆ I = ± 1, ∆ m I = 0 , ± 1

Bhf

Sextet

+ 3/ 2
+ 1/ 2

+ 1/ 2

FIGURE 2.4: The effect of magnetic splitting on the nuclear levels with no quadrupole split-
ting. The magnitude of splitting is proportional to the total magnetic field at the nucleus.
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2.2. Perturbed Angular Correlations

As the magnetic splitting is a vector sum of two contributions (constant nuclear term
and a variable term influenced by the electronic structure) it is usually called the effective
field Beff :

Beff = Bloc + Bhf , where Bhf = Bcore + Borb + Bdip + Btrhf , (2.12)

here Bhf stands for a sum of fields from both indirect and direct interactions of the
electronic system with the nucleus, Bcore is Fermi contact interaction and bears the main
contribution, Borb is the orbital magnetic term, Bdip is the dipolar term and Btrhf is a
transferred hyperfine field. The last term is due to the interaction between the spin of the
nucleus and the spin of magnetic ions surrounding the nucleus. The dipolar term originates
from a direct interaction of spins from nucleus and valence electrons. Borb exists because
of the interaction of the magnetic moment of the nucleus with the total orbital angular
momentum of electrons in the open shells. Bcore arises from the the spin polarization of
core electrons. Bloc is determined by external conditions (such as external applied magnetic
field Bext) and provided by a vector sum Bloc = Bext+DM whereD is the demagnetisation
factor and M magnetisation).

Before discovery of the Mössbauer effect it was impossible to measure the magnetic
hyperfine interaction for both excited and ground states simultaneously. PAC spectroscopy,
however, can capture, although only for the excited state [62, 65].

2.2 Perturbed Angular Correlations
Perturbed angular correlations or simply PAC (TDPAC for Time-Differential, which is
used in the current work) spectroscopy is widely used experimental technique to study hyper-
fine interactions in solids, liquids and soft matter. The method is well applied for studying
of electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole interactions and consequently used to investigate
various features such as: defects (types, orientations, annealing behaviour), magnetism (spin
dynamics, exchange interactions, stability of magnetic moments), phase-transformation,
formation of precipitates [66]. Most noticeable advantages of the method include things
such as temperature independence (unlike it happens in the case of MS, where one is limited
by Debye-Waller factor) and the needed amount of atoms is extremely diluted 1011. Since
the theoretical foundations of PAC is fairly complex solely a brief description will be given.
More detailed insight can be found elsewhere [61].

2.2.1 Angular Correlations

Method of perturbed angular correlations is based on the consecutive emission of a cas-
cade consisting of γ1-γ2 (or e-γ, e-β) rays. Thanks to the angular momentum conservation,
I , there is a correlation between two emission directions k1 and k2. As all spins are ran-
domly distributed throughout space and the radiation is isotropic, therefore one may need
to create special conditions to obtain anisotropic γ angular distribution. In order obtain
this anisotropic distribution, 2I +1 degenerate m sub-levels cannot be simply equally pop-
ulated, thus the state when emission occurs has to be either polarised or aligned. The nuclei
are considered to be polarised when the density of states ρ(m) is dependent on m, while
ρ(m) ̸= ρ(−m). This aligned state is achieved, when the density of states depends only on
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2. THEORY BEHIND HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

their absolute values ρ(m) = ρ(−m) ̸= ρ(m′) [67]. Generally speaking, there are two ways
how to orientate nuclei. One way is to apply a strong magnetic field or decrease temperature
significantly. Another way (case of angular correlations) is to pick only those nuclei, whose
spins happen to lie in a preferred direction.

Let us review a situation where a nucleus in an initial state |Ii, πi,mi⟩ decays via a γ1-γ2
cascade (see Figure 2.5) where the spin is spontaneously oriented or randomly distributed
(i.e., occupation of the different mi states is homogeneous) [68].

 γ2

FIGURE 2.5: A γ-γ nuclear cascade.

The observation of γ1 in a fixed direction k1 (can be picked as the Z-axis) determines a
group of nuclei in the intermediate state whose magnetic sub-levelsm are no longer equally
populated. This is a consequence of the angular momentum conservation (Ii = I + L,
where Ii and I are angular momentum of initial and intermediate states and L stands for
the photon angular momentum) and angular distribution of the electromagnetic radiation,
with respect to its angular momentum L. Thanks to the alignment of the intermediate
state the emission pattern of γ2 is anisotropic and demonstrates an angular correlation with
respect to the observation direction of the γ1. There is a probability W (θ) of finding γ2
in a certain direction, k1 at angle θ with respect to k2 and in coincidence with γ1 can be
expressed as follows:

W (k1,k2) =W (θ) =

k=kmax∑
k=0

Ak(γ1)Ak(γ2)Pk(cos(θ)), (2.13)

where due to the parity conservation of the electromagnetic radiation, the sum runs over
for the even values of k. In this case, kmax is governed by the smallest of 2I, where L1 + L′

1

and L2+L
′
2 where L′

x,x stand for multipolarities of transitions. Anisotropy therms Ak(γ1)
andAk(γ2) characterise the deviation of the coincidence probability from the isotropic case
where W(θ) = 1. At this pointAk(γ1) is dependent only on the first transition, whilstAk(γ2)
only on second. In other words, they rely on the correspondent angular momentum of the
involved levels and on the type and multipolarity of emitted radiation. The last components
are the Legendre polynomials Pk, which are describing the spatial angular distributions
of the emitted particles. Experientially, this can be done by placing two detectors where
one is fixed and the other is not (the probability of emission of two successive gamma rays
depends on a cascade of their relative emission angle). Equation (2.13) is only applicable
when a nucleus is free from any extra nuclear fields.
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2.2. Perturbed Angular Correlations

When a nucleus is under influence of the extra-nuclear fields, due to the external charges
density and polarisation distributions, e.g., in solid, it results in an interaction between them
and the nuclear quadrupole and/or magnetic dipole moment of a nucleus. When it happens,
the angular correlation function becomes time dependent or perturbed. The interaction of
EFG and the nuclear quadrupole moment results in the energy splitting of the nuclear
magnetic sublevels. In the middle of a γ1-γ2 cascade emission, when a nucleus is at the
intermediate state it is exposed to a hyperfine interaction that modifies the occupation of
different magnetic sublevels (m −m′ transitions) and eventually, the emission probability
of γ2 in a certain direction turns time dependent.

Since in the current approximation we no longer consider the free atom, the pertur-
bation has to be added into the angular correlation, therefore equation (2.13) has to be
extended accordingly to the changes in the occupation of the sublevel during γ1-γ2 elapsed
time. Therefore, within the density matrix formalism, the density operator ρ̂(k1) describes
the nuclear system after the emission of the first radiation (t = 0) changes in accordance
with the the Liouville-von Neumann equation:

dρ̂(k1, t)

dt
= − i

ℏ
[
Ĥ, ρ̂

(
k1, t

)]
, (2.14)

where Ĥ stands for the extranuclear fields (if any is present). For a static Ĥ , the density
operator ρ̂(k1) is expressed as:

ρ̂(k1, t) = Λ̂(t)ρ̂(k1)Λ̂†(t) (2.15)

here, a time-evolution operator Λ̂(t) describes how the perturbation affects the inter-
mediate state can be describe as follows:

Λ̂(t) = e−
i
ℏ Ĥt. (2.16)

Then the derived angular correlation function W (k1,k2, t) becomes after the deter-
mination of matrix elements [67]:

W (k1,k2, t) =
∑

k1,k2,N1,N2

Ak(γ1)Ak(γ2)G
N1N2
k1k2

Y N1
k1

(θ1, ϕ1)Y
N2
k2

(θ2, ϕ2)√
(2k1 + 1)(2k2 + 1)

, (2.17)

where Y Ni
ki

are spherical harmonics with angles θi, ϕi of spherical coordinates for the
emission directions k, and GN1N2

k1k2
is known as the perturbation function and describes the

effects of external perturbation on the probe. The perturbation function is expressed as:

GN1N2
k1k2

=
∑
mamb

(−1)2I+ma+mb
√

(2k1 + 1)(2k2 + 1)⟨mb|Λ̂(t)|ma⟩·

⟨m′
b|Λ̂(t)|m′

a⟩∗
(
I I k1
m′

a −ma N1

)(
I I k2
m′

b −mb N2

)
,

(2.18)

in this case ma,b are the quantum numbers of the intermediate state.
As the perturbed angular correlation function depends heavily on the crystalline nature

of the sample, the function becomes fairly simplified when one has a polycrystalline sample.
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2. THEORY BEHIND HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

Since, the angular correlation function in this case is obtained by averaging is averaged the
angular correlation over all possible orientations of EFG and only the relative angle between
two field direction matters. Furthermore, if the interaction hamiltonian is diagonal and
static (for example, case of axially symmetric quadrupole interactions) evolution operator in
the matrix can be set specifically that reduces the angular correlation function to [61]:

W (θ, t) =

k=kmax∑
k=0

Ak(γ1)Ak(γ2)Gkk(t)Pk(cos(θ)). (2.19)

Using ∆EQ from equation (2.8) the perturbation factor shown in (2.6) for the case of
static axial symmetric electric quadrupole interaction in a polycrystalline sample becomes:

Gkk(t) =

nmax∑
n=0

skncos(nω0t), (2.20)

where frequency (or perturbation) amplitudes are Skn, n = |m2 − m′2|/2 for I half-
integer and n = |m2 −m′2| for I integer, as the transition frequencies are normalised to
the spin of an intermediate state. The current explanation of the quadrupole interaction in
a polycrystalline sample is only applicable when η = 0. However, in the case of electric
field gradient without axial symmetry (η > 0) the Hamiltonian of the interaction has to
be further diagonalised for each η because the angular momentum operators mediate tran-
sitions between different m states. Regardless, whether one has a polycrystalline or single
crystalline sample when η > 0 the frequencies ω0n are not affected, however amplitudes
are S2n. The Hamiltonian of the interaction is also now no longer applicable because the
angles, which γ1 and γ2 form with the direction of the Vzz component, have to be taken
into account, and W (θ, t) has to be calculated separately for each detector arrangement.

2.2.1.1 PAC-data Collection and Analysis

In order to find the perturbation factorGkk(t), which includes all information on the hyper-
fine fields, one needs to experimentally measure the coincidences N , as a function of time
between the emission of two rays at a set detector angle. An experimental PAC spectrom-
eter usually consists of 4 or 6 detectors, which are geometrically aligned among each other
with 90◦, 180◦ or θi. During a measurement if a γ-ray with a pre-set energy is detected then
a clock starts. Later on, after a certain time another γ-ray reaches on of the other detectors.
In case when the second γ-ray possesses the expected energy the clock stops, and the event
is saved in the array of coincidences.

Once the twelve (or thirty) time spectra are collected for all possible combinations of the
four (six) detectors, then after the background subtraction, correction and normalisation of
statistics of all coincidence rate, from detector pairs at 90, 180◦ with different efficiencies,
N(θ, t) it becomes possible to calculate the PAC time spectrum R(t) given as follows [69]:

Rexp(t) = 2
N(180◦, t)−N(90◦, t)

N(180◦, t) + 2N(90◦, t)
. (2.21)

For a polycrystalline sample one has R(t) ≈ A22 · G(t) [67], significantly simplified
previous equation.

The first steps in experimental data analysis start from a theoretical fit. The method relies
on the reconstruction of a theoretical function, Rfit(t). Here, the perturbation function in
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2.2. Perturbed Angular Correlations

Equation (2.20) calculated considering the full hamiltonian for the nuclear quadrupole (in
this case) hyperfine interaction.

It is worth to mention, that frequently in PAC results the hyperfine field of the nuclear
interaction is different for all probes. Therefore, one can measure only a distribution of
frequencies near a certain average value. Such behaviour could stem from small differences
in the local environment due to the lattice defects, inhomogeneity of neighbours’ atoms
near the probes. Due to these hyperfine field distributions, there is an attenuation of the
time spectra [70]. When there is a fine density of such defects, these distributions can be
described by Lorentzian or Gaussian function in the frequency domain. For the Gaussian
hyperfine fields distribution, the attenuation function can be presented as:

Dgauss(Ffwhm, t) = e−
F2
fwhm
16ln2

t2 , (2.22)

where the standard deviation σ of the attenuation function is σ = Ffwhm/
√
8ln2 and

Ffwhm is the distribution full width at half maximum. In the literature, one normally shows
a fraction of the fundamental frequency δ = σ/ω0.

In case of the Lorentzian hyperfine field distribution, one has attenuation expressed as:

Dlorentz(Ffwhm, t) = e−
Ffwhm

2
t, (2.23)

here σ is defined as σ = Ffwhm/2.
Another source of attenuation (damping) is due to the finite time resolution of a par-

ticular PAC set-up τs. This matters when ωnτs > 2π and a correction to the skn is neces-
sary. This correction is considered by multiplying each term of Gkk(t) by a function of the
observed frequencies P (F ′

fwhm, ωn). Time resolution then is also assumed to follow the
Gaussian distribution:

P (F ∗
fwhm, ωn) = e−

F ′
fwhm

2

16ln2
ω2
n = e−

1
2
τ2sω

2
n (2.24)

Furthermore, possible distributions of the EFG are considered multiplying Gkk(t) by
the distribution of Fourier transformation D(Ffwhm, t)

1:

G′
kk(t) =

∑
n

skncos(ωnt)D(Ffwhm, t)P (F
′
fwhm, ωn). (2.25)

After this, corresponding angular functionsW ′,t are calculated for various θ (90◦, 180◦):

Rfit(t) = 2
W ′(180◦, t)−W ′(90◦, t)

W ′(180◦, t) + 2W ′(90◦, t)
. (2.26)

As generally the distinct fractions of probes are subjected to certain electric field gradient
then one may have the fit function expressed as follows:

W ′(θ, t) =
∑
i

fiW
′
i (θ, t), (2.27)

here fi (when
∑
fi = 1) stands for the relative intensity of each perturbed angular

correlation function W ′
i (θ, t).

1Depends on the type of a hyperfine field distribution (Lorentzian or Gaussian)
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2. THEORY BEHIND HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

Software, which calculates the eigenvalues and eigenstates of the hamiltonian used for
evaluation of spectra in the current dissertation are NIGHTMARE and GFIT. Both pro-
grammes are based on NNFIT [71, 72].

2.2.1.2 Temperature Dependence of the EFG

Influence of the temperature on the trends of the electric field gradient in solids has been
significantly studied. Obtained results show that there exist certain trends, amongst which
a decline of Vzz with temperature rising is without doubt the most common, although there
are reports when it happens vice versa [73]. It is assumed that there are several contribu-
tions to the Vzz temperature dependence and their significance is mainly dependent on the
particular system under the scope, hence no generalised theory exist.

First important enlightening on the matter was brought by H.Bayer [74] and later on
generalised [75, 76], where it was suggested that electric filed gradient was proportional to
the lattice contribution, and all changes of Vzz were originating from both the lattice pa-
rameter thermal expansion and phonons. Accordingly, for the case of ionic crystal influence
of the thermal expansion on EFG can be expressed as follows:

1

Vzz

(
∂Vzz
∂T

)
P

=
1

Vzz

(
∂Vzz
∂V

)(
∂V

∂T

)
P

= − 1

Vzz

(
∂V

∂T

)
P

, (2.28)

where Vzz ∝ V−1, for inter-atomic distances influence Vzz as 1/r3. Based on that,
with a temperature decrease, Vzz is going to grow (positive thermal expansion). Regardless,
thermal extension is not much of influence in solids near 300 K and is not often responsible
for changes in Vzz [77]. At high elevated temperatures though, it can be used to explain
changes happening to Vzz [78, 79].

Phonons’ contribution, on the other hand, causes time-dependent fluctuation of the
electric filed with higher frequencies than such of the quadrupole frequency (in order of
104 higher), thus averaging the EFG of measurements. If one takes into account harmonic
vibrations around the atom’s equilibrium positions and to equal the mean energy of the
standard harmonic oscillator to the mean energy of the Planck’s oscillator (if ℏω/kBT ≪ 1)
it is possible to come up with an equation for ⟨Vzz⟩:

⟨Vzz⟩ = V eq
zz

(
1− 3kBT

2Θω2

)
, (2.29)

where V eq
zz is the EFG principal component when no fluctuations, ω is the angular

frequency of the normal mode, Θ is inertia moment of a rotation mode and kB is the Boltz-
mann constant. In this case, one may expect a linear increase of the EFG with a temperature
decrease (when kBT ≫ ℏω). The aforementioned theory by H. Bayer [74] serves quite well
for a temperature dependence in ionic lattices, falling short for the metals. Generally speak-
ing, it can be evaluated in a way that the electronic fluid was not included. In metals, the
electronic contribution to the EFG temperature dependence is very important for electrons
mediate the effect of lattice vibrations on the EFG. Experimentally, a dependence for non-
cubic metals has been proposed, however it received no theoretical explanation [80]. As
the current work does not include any experiments performed on metals, hypothesis on the
EFG behaviour in metals can be found elsewhere [81].
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Regarding the metal oxides, several of them, including TiO2 rutile tend to show a pecu-
liar behaviour in terms of the EFG [82, 83]. However, in most of the cases with an increase
in temperature, a metal oxide shows a decrease of the EFG principal component [84, 85].

2.3 Mössbauer Spectroscopy
The phenomenon of the recoilless emission and the recoilless resonant absorption of γ-rays
by the nucleus is known as the Mössbauer effect [86]. Utilisation of this effect made it
possible to probe the local environment of certain atoms (probes) in various solids. Re-
sults are obtained in form of three hyperfine interactions, namely: the electric monopole,
electric quadrupole and magnetic dipole interactions. Based on these parameters one can
get the atomic scale information on the electronic, magnetic structure, geometry of studied
materials [62, 87]

2.3.1 Mössbauer Effect & Recoil Free-fraction

In case when a γ-ray is emitted from a free excited nucleus with mass M, which is at rest
before the emission, a recoil is bestowed to the nucleus what causes a movement of the
nucleus in the opposite direction of the emission. As a consequence the carried energy by
the γ-ray equals to the transition energy E0 minus the energy of the recoil ER. The caused
recoil creates a displacement of the emission line from the position of E0 by amount of
energy taken by recoil. Therefore it prevents subsequent resonant absorption of the γ-ray.
However, if the excited nucleus is located within a solid matrix, the recoil is transferred
through a linear momentum to the solid as a whole, leading to negligible recoil losses. Due
to much higher mass of the solid in comparison to a free nucleus it results in a possible
recoilless emission of the γ-photon. If there is no energy losses for the transition from
the excited to the ground state it makes possible the resonant emission and absorption by
another not free nucleus of the same kind. Sometimes, the nucleus can get de-excited to
the ground state by emission of fluorescent photons or conversion electrons.

The recoil-free fraction of en emitted γ-quanta f can be expressed as follows [62]:

f = exp

(
−

E2
γ

ℏ2c2
⟨x2⟩

)
, (2.30)

here ⟨x2⟩ stands for the mean square vibrational amplitude of the emitter in the direc-
tion of radiation. Higher the temperature is, higher the mean displacement of ⟨x2⟩ becomes,
inevitably decreasing the recoil-free fraction. Evaluation of ⟨x2⟩ requires a model, describ-
ing the vibrational spectrum (usually the Debye model is employed). Due to a bit stronger
interactions of Fe3+ with ligands the Debye temperature is higher, than it happens to be
with Fe2+ (when sites are close to be the same). A substitutional 57Fe bears higher Debye
temperature (in contrast to interstitial) since it is firmer bounded to the lattice, the feature
is widely used to say whether one deals with 57Fe being at the interstitial or substitutional
environment.

2.3.2 Mössbauer Spectra Collection and Evaluation

Regardless of Mössbauer experiment type or arrangement, spectra are recorded by mea-
suring total amount of counts during an experiment as a function of the relative velocity
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2. THEORY BEHIND HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS

between the absorber and source. If the absorber and source move toward each other then
the velocity is positive. If there is a defined relative velocity of the source and reference v,
then the out-coming γ-quantum is going to have energy defined as follows:

∆E = E0
v

c
cosθ, (2.31)

where θ is a small angle between the γ-ray direction and the relative velocity and c is
speed of light, assuming Eγ ≈ E0 is the transition energy at rest. Thanks to the Doppler
effect an emitted γ-quanta bear altered energy. For 57Mössbauer spectroscopy a change in
the velocity v for 1 mm s −1 equals to ∆E ∼ 4.81× 10−8 eV. The high spectral resolution
originates from the half-life of the Mössbauer isotope (for 57Fe, Γfwhm = 4.69×10−9 eV).

The simplest way to describe the intensity profile I(E)n as a function of energy can be
done by Lorentzian profile Γfwhm excluding the recoil as [62]:

I(E) ∝
Γfwhm/2π

(E − E0)2 + (Γfwhm/2)2
. (2.32)

An experimentally obtained spectrum’s Γfwhm is generally twice as wide as the natural
line-width ≈ 0.194 mm/s for the emission line overlaps the absorption line. It is not feasible
under normal circumstances to observe such an narrow line due to imperfections in the
experimental set-ups and inhomogeneity of Fe probes etc.

In the current work all Mössbauer spectra were analysed with a spreadsheet-based soft-
ware VINDA [88], which is based on Visual Basic for Application framework. The tool allows
to fit simultaneously several spectra where every spectrum is a separate spreadsheet. The best
fit value is achieved with minimising of χ2:

χ2 =
N∑
i=1

(
di −mi

σi

)2

, (2.33)

where N is the quantity of channels, di and mi are the experimental and model values
and σi =

√
di is the standard deviation. Additional data was obtained on a simultaneous

routine in HAPPY SLOTH environment [89].
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Materials and Experiments Details 3

The current chapter provides a brief description of the synthesis methods employed
for the samples production. This is followed by an overview of the experimental tech-
niques of nuclear solid state methods, which have been used to characterise samples

during this work. Additionally, a state of the emission Mössbauer spectroscopy at Isotope
mass Separator On-Line facility (ISOLDE), CERN, prior the developments described in
Chapter 5 is shown. As the majority of the local probe methods are based on the use of
radioactive isotopes, the radioactive beam production is presented along with the implanta-
tion routine of isotopes used in this study is explained. As most of the experimental results
are complemented with ab-initio calculations a brief description is also provided.

3.1 Sample Preparation

Samples used in this work were obtained from two sources. Thin films on Si substrates,
which were used during the current studies were produced at Chair Materials for Electrical
Engineering and Electronics, Institute of Materials Science and Engineering, Institute of
Micro and Nanotechnologies MacroNano, TU Ilmenau, Germany. On the other hand,
monocrystalline samples of rutile used in PAC studies were purchased from Goodfellow.
Used thin films of TiO2 were deposited onto Si and quartz substrates by means of radio fre-
quency sputtering (LA 440S by VON ARDENNE) utilising a ceramic TiO2 target (99.9%
FHR Anlagenbau, Germany). During the process, the sputtering power was kept at 200-
210 W and the Ar flux was fixed at 80 sccm. The thickness of thin films was controlled
to be in order of 100 and 150-500 nm (for anatase and rutile, respectively) with an ellip-
someter (Sentech SE 801) and the crystal structure was determined by virtue of Grazing
Incidence X-ray Diffraction (GIXRD). Prior to hydrogenation, the samples were generally
annealed at 773 K (813 K) (or 1173 K for rutile) for 3-4 hours to ensure their crystallisa-
tion. Thereafter, the samples were treated in a chamber for plasma-enhanced hydrogenation
treatment, where an inductively coupled plasma instrument (Plasma Lab 100 ICP-CVD,
Oxford Instruments) was employed. It is worth mentioning that before hydrogenation, so-
called preconditioning procedure was applied. During the preconditioning 500 nm of SiO2

is deposited on the chamber walls with pressure of 38.5 sccm for N2, 11.5 sccm for N2O
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3. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTS DETAILS

and 5 sccm for SiH4 at 500 W.
Treatment in hydrogen plasma was performed for 30 minutes within a range of temper-

atures, starting from RT and going up to 663 K. The ICP power was varied between 2 and
3 kW, the chamber pressure at 3.5 Pa, and the H2 flow rate was kept at 50 sccm.

3.1.1 Charge Density Modelling with Ab-initioCalculations

Presently, the most used way of solving the quantum-mechanical problem in solids isDensity
FunctionalTheory (DFT) based calculations, where one varies the electronic density. The last
can be achieved on a basis of Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, which reflect that the electronic
density used in the universal functional minimises an expression applied for the total energy
in the case when the electronic density is comparable to the ground-state electronic density,
and it corresponds uniquely to the ground-state wave function [90]. Applicable way to
determine the electronic density is to solve the Kohn-Sham equations [91]:

(− ℏ2

2m
∇2 + Vs(r))ϕi(r) = ϵiϕi(r), (3.1)

here Vs stands for the effective potential of solving a single particle problem:

Vs = Vext +

∫
n(r′)
r− r′dr

′ + Vxc(n(r)), (3.2)

Vext is the external potential which also features the nuclei due to using of the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. Vxc is the exchange-correlation potential and represents all
the many-body effects which can not be precisely calculated with the current method. Start-
ing with an initial density, the potential Vs is constructed to find the orbitals ϕi, which are
further used to determine a new density via:

n(r) =
N∑
i

|ϕi|2 (3.3)

In order to converge the density, one has to iterate the procedure. Presuming complete
knowledge of all the functionals used in the equations, it precisely corresponds to the ground-
state density of the many-body system. Nevertheless, when it comes to practice Vxc, the
exchange-correlation potential remains undetermined, thus one needs to approximate it.
Basic class of this approximation is Local-Density Approximation (LDA). LDA depends
solely on the values of the electronic density at each point in space, where Vxc corresponds to
the exchange-correlation potential of an electron gas with the homogeneous density which
equals to the local density at that point. LDA approximation is often used, however since
it approximates the energy of the true density by the energy of a local constant density it
turns out to be meagre in scenarios where the density undergoes rapid changes.

An enhancement could be made by considering the gradient of the electron density, the
so-called Generalised Gradient Approximation (GGA). In the case of GGA generalisation,
it is imposing certain conditions which gradients are to follow. Both LDA and GGA can
be generalised to take spin into consideration, although both cannot describe well strongly-
correlated-systems. One can find workarounds by using hybrid functionals.

Nowadays, there are numerous implementations to solve the Kohn-Sham equations.
Nonetheless, the major differences are expressed in various ways to describe ϕi with/out con-
veying the pseudopotentials. In the current dissertation several methods have been applied.
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3.2. Beam Production and Nuclear Solid-State Methods

Theoretical Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parametrisation of the GGA (PBE) functional has been
employed with the linearised augmented plane wave + local orbitals method (L)/APW+lo
in WIEN2K environment [92], the Projector Augmented-Wave method (PAW) and in several
cases additionally DFT+U was used to treat the strong on-site Coulomb interaction of lo-
calised electrons in the VASP code [93].

A representation of a wave function in WIEN2K is based on the augmented plane wave
(APW) method. It assumes that the unit cell is divided in 2 regions: spheres at the atomic
nuclear proposition (muffin tin) and the remnants as interstitial space. Descriptions of the
Kohn-Sham functions in both are different. In muffin tin spheres, atomic-like functions are
employed in a way

∑
lmA

K
lmul(r

′, ϵ)Ylm(r̂′), where Ylm(r̂′) stands for spherical harmonics
for orbital quantum number l and magnetic quantum number m, ul(r′, ϵ) is the solution of
the radial Schödinger equation in a spherical potential for energy ϵ where coefficients AK

lm

are chosen in order to match functions at the sphere boundary with the plane waves. In
the interstitial space, plane waves are used (eiG.r), where G is a vector in the reciprocal lat-
tice. The (L)/APW+lo method employs linearisation energies and local orbitals to improve
the accuracy and efficiency of the calculation in WIEN2K. Additional details can be found
elsewhere [94]. The second environment used in the current work is VASP, with implanta-
tion of PAW [95]. The method uses no approximation of pseudopotentials, whilst the full
wave-functions are also used.

As over the course of the current work various dopants have been introduced (Cd, Fe,
H and various configurations of oxygen vacancies), conditions have been also varied. In the
case of Ti:Fe doped with hydrogen, the ab-initio calculations have been based on the PAW
method, which is based on 3× 3× 3 k-points grids implemented in VASP environment. In
the current calculation we made use of the PBE exchange-correlation functional to calculate
the electric field gradients (mainly in VASP) as well as the isomer shifts (in WIEN2K). It is
important to mention that the nuclear matter has very large stiffness, hence remains practi-
cally unperturbed by the electronic shells of the atom and its surrounding. Based on that, it
is possible to approximate that the nuclear charge distribution is a homogeneously charged
sphere, besides and one can presume that the electron density stays constant within such a
sphere. Taking this into account one can come to the isomer shift expressed as follows:

∆EIS = α(ρa(0)− ρb(0)), (3.4)

where ρa(0) and ρb(0) are electron charge densities at the nuclear site for the absorber
and source, respectively and α is calibration constant -0.21α0

-3 mm s-1 (where α0 is Bohr
ratio) [96]. Quadrupole splitting is calculated with equation (2.7).

Additional effort on predicting possible isomer shifts, besides the DFT calculations,
was based on an empirical model for determination of Mössbauer isomer-shifts in ionic and
covalent binary compounds. The model predicts room temperature isomer-shift values for
Fe2+ in metal oxides. The empirical model relies mainly on the nearest-neighbour distances
and Pauling electronegativity (∆χP < 2) [97].

3.2 Beam Production and Nuclear Solid-StateMethods
In this section information on the two methods is going to be provided, with high attention
devoted to MS, as well as insight on a tracer diffusion experiments, including blueprints of
the facility where the radioactive beams are produced.
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Nowadays both PAC and MS experiments can be easily performed on a basis of a regular
laboratory with only one remark — experiments are preformed with the long-lived isotopes.
For that one may only need a radioactive source, which commonly are 57Co, 119mSn in
Rh matrix for MS experiments, or 111InCl3, which can be electrochemically deposited on
samples of interest for PAC (57CoCl3 for MS experiments). However, that imposes several
limitations such as: limited amount (or too high, depending on the aim) of isotopes, which
are possible to introduce into samples, sometimes no nuclear reaction with appropriate cross
section exists for the production. Therefore, on the basis of aforementioned information it
is desirable to perform experiments in centralised facilities, regularly achieving production
and in-situ delivery of a large panoply of short-lived isotopes/elements of interest. In this
particular case, experiments have been carried out at ISOLDE (Isotope Separator On-Line-
DEvice) facility, as part of PAC and Mössbauer collaborations at ISOLDE/CERN [98–
100].

The blueprint of ISOLDE facility is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. The radioactive beam
is produced when protons of high energy bombard a fixed target. The procedure commences
with the protons production, which are later accelerated up to 50 MeV in a linear accelerator.
Consecutively, the protons are introduced into the Proton Synchrotron Booster, which has
four superimposed rings with radius of 25 m where the protons undergo acceleration up to
1.4 GeV. Afterwards, radioactive ions are produced utilising 1.4 GeV proton-induced nu-
clear spallation fragmentation and fission reactions in a UC2(MS experiments) or (molten
Sn) target . During proton irradiation the target is kept approximately at 2300 K (depends
on numerous factors including desired isotopes, age and so forth), for the facilitation of the
new radioactive nuclei diffusion towards the target’s surface. These radioactive elements are
later ionised by one of the numerous ion sources (lasers are used for MS, while for PAC im-
pllanations VADIS or MK5 are engaged), then are accelerated by the extraction electrode to
30 - 60 kV and mass separated by the separator magnets. At ISOLDE there are two separa-
tor magnets: General Purpose Separator (GPS) and High Resolution Separator. The GPS
separator allows the simultaneous extraction of three mass separated beams in two low mass
(GLM) and high mass (GHM) beamlines and preferentially used by solid-state physics, bi-
ological and medical applications. Hence, once mass separated the ions are implanted into
the material of interest [101, 102] at GLM beamline (where the collections for PAC mea-
surements take place along with Mössbauer measurements). The lasers are used due to their
element-specific selectivity and together with the isobar-specific selectivity of the separation
magnet it becomes possible to suppress significant quantities of contaminants [103].

Figure 3.1 shows a picture of the experimental hall. GLM beamline location, where the
newly developed eMIL spectrometer is going to be installed is highlighted.

3.2.1 TDPAC Spectroscopy at ISOLDE/CERN

Time Differential Perturbed Angular Correlations spectroscopy (generally and shortly des-
ignated as PAC) is one of most appealing and productive experimental methods for micro-
scopic studies of solids. It deserves its special place due to several reasons: no Debye-Waller
(while it takes place in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and MS), no applied magnetic field
is needed (unlike in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance), slightly more sensitive than MS, needs
even diluter amount of radioactive probes. A detailed review on a contemporary PAC spec-
trometer can be found elsewhere [104, 105].
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GLM

FIGURE 3.1: The ISOLDE hall. By courtesy of CERN.

In the current study the PAC measurements were performed utilising both analogous
and digital slow-fast set-up equipped four/six detectors PAC spectrometers equipped with
BaF2 (with time-resolution 650 ps) and LaBr3:Ce (220 ps) scintillators, disposed in the 90◦
and 180◦ geometry [61]. Although, description of only an analogous det-up is going to be
provided. Information about digital set-ups can be found elsewhere [106]. In a few words, a
PAC spectrometer collects a time-dependent histogram of events where a photon γ1 enters
a scintillator and in a following time (t) later a second photon γ2 enters another detector.
Based on that, the positive signal originating from each detector, it becomes preamplified
and is forwarded to an amplifier. Once a fraction of the signal is integrated, it is instantly
sent to a single-channel analyser, which is pre-set to certain energies of expected γ1 − γ2.
The single-channel analyser creates a positive gate signal ones a γ with selected energy (am-
plitude) comes. Additionally, single-channel analyser determines a combination of two
detectors where γ came. In parallel to the positive signal, the negative signal is transformed
into the constant fraction units to supply time indicators for start/halt signals. Then events
are checked for coincidences. The coincidences coming from the single-channel analyser
bearing data on energies (including start/halt signals) and data from the constant fraction
(with exact timings when γ comes). Quality of determination of coincidences depends
on comparisons of timestamps determined at different computers thus a common external
clock is used. If these coincidences take place or when data overlaps, then one has new
start/halt signals which now feature information upon their provenance from γ1γ2. In fi-
nal steps these signals are forwarded to a time-amplitude converter, to create an analogue
signal with amplitude proportional to the time difference between the arrival of the start
and halt signals when data is digitised and sent to a multichannel analyser to record the
histogram of counts/versus time, of each detector pair. Data stored in the multi-channel
analyser is consequently sent to a computer. In the case when a four detectors PAC set-
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up is used for collections one has 8 spectra coming from the 90◦ mounted detectors and 4
from 180◦, this results in twelve spectra. As a result information on provenance, expressed
as counts/versus time is obtained. A contemporary digital spectrometer [106] based on 6
LaBr3:Ce scintillators is shown in Figure 3.2.

FIGURE 3.2: Photography of a digital 6-Detector γ − γ PAC spectrometer. Additional
furnace can be mounted in the centre of the detectors. By courtesy of M. Nagl.

Since the main idea of the current study was to collect information on the defect struc-
ture, performing experiments within temperature ranges as well as under various atmo-
spheres (O2, H2, vacuum) were necessities. PAC technique was applied to study the EFG
at an atomic level, specifically at the Ti sites. Most of elevated-temperatures studies were
done in the 6 detectors arrangement. For the fulfilment of needs, a small tubular resistive
furnace was used from room temperature up to 873 K. A typical scenario was based on sev-
eral stages. Starting, one may need to implant an isotope of interest (at GLM) into a desired
sample, with doses in order of 1011 at.cm-2. The latter being followed by a rapid annealing,
to reduce the damage caused by the implantation, this commonly includes 10 minutes of an-
nealing (873 K, 15 minutes in the current case of TiO2). The third stage was the process of
measurements. PAC measurements were performed only for rutile TiO2, Several attempts
were applied to measure anatase, however the width of the frequency distribution was rela-
tively large and it was not possible to improve it to the rutile’s extend. As for 111mCd the
flat response of the perturbation function and also the fast Fourier transformations without
any lines indicated that there was no perturbation of 111Cd in anatase.

The implantation profiles for the samples of interest can be determined by virtue of
Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) software [107]. The values obtained for
Cd implanted into rutile are in order of 15 nm while the straggling does not excess 5 nm
for implantations at 30 keV. Anatase being less-dense (3.9 versus 4.23 g/cm3) has been
however studied at 40 keV, with the implantation range of 22-23 nm and straggle of 10 nm
(Figure 3.3).

Raw data (R(t)) were additionally put through a compression method in R-studio (can
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FIGURE 3.3: SRIM implantation profiles for rutile (111mCd/Cd, implanted at 30 keV) and
anatase (57Mn/Fe, implanted at 40 keV). Anatase is implanted at the incidence angle of
30◦.

also be done by INTERLUDE software), in order to minimise amplitudes:

yj ≡ y2k =
1

4
(fk−1 + 2fk + fk+1), j = 0, ..., N/2. (3.5)

The method inevitably smooths and does not cause the phase shift [108]. So we might
assume, for instance, f−1 = f0 for the calculation of y0, this is also applied to the end of
the data set.

3.2.2 Radiotracer Diffusion

Tracer diffusion is a method for direct studying self- and solute diffusion in solids. The
macroscopic diffusion of one element that is available as a radioisotope featuring a suitable
half-life is investigated with the radiotracer technique while keeping the sample chemistry
pristine. Depending purely on the sectioning method a broad range of diffusion coefficients
D can be covered by this approach. Based on facilities provided by ISOLDE, in the current
study an ion-beam sputtering set-up called Online Diffusion Chamber (ODC) has been in
use. ODC is a perfect tool for investigation of diffusion in both bulk and thin films and can
determine diffusion coefficients with rates below 10 - 15 m2/s. A schematic photography
of ODC is shown in Figure 3.4.

Diffusion studies were based on the same implantation routine, which was applied to
the111mCd PAC studies. Approximately 4 × 1011 atoms of that 111mCd isotope were im-
planted. To be sure that nothing had an impact on the measurements the samples were
annealed under the same conditions as the other samples with subsequent studies using an
on-line diffusion chamber [109, 110]. Later on, the penetration profile was experimentally
determined by virtue of ion beam sputtering using an Ar-ion beam. In order to measure
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FIGURE 3.4: Diffusion chamber installed at ISOLDE. By courtesy of D. Gaertner.

the activity of each section an available NaJ γ-detector with a 16 K multi-channel analyser
was employed to observe the 245 keV peak. The relative radioactivity of the Cd isotope was
carefully determined by the background subtraction, including the Compton scatter, and
the half-life correction. The penetration depth can be estimated by the mass difference of
the sample before and after the whole experiment using a microbalance, and assuming a
constant sputtering rate. During sputtering the beam current was recorded and proved to
be constant within ± 5%.

3.2.3 Mössbauer Spectroscopy

Utilisation of the Mössbauer effect has made it possible to study the slightest changes in
the energy levels of an atomic nucleus in response to its environment. Based on that, the
method evolved into several miscellaneous approaches where all is based on the same phe-
nomena but experiments differ, depending on the materials under investigation. In the
current study, Conversion Electron Mössbauer Spectroscopy (CEMS) and Emission Mössbauer
Spectroscopy (eMS) were used and described in details, while eMS is paid most attention and
described in the separate section.

Amongst all MS variations CEMS is the most used technique. The approach originates
from the end of the 60s, when it was demonstrated that emitted conversion electrons, fol-
lowing the nuclear resonant absorption, in the Mössbauer absorber could be used for charac-
terisation of surface layers. As those emitted electrons have energies in order of several keV,
thus their penetration depth is shallow and lies approximately within 60 nm. The spectra are
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FIGURE 3.5: CEMS detector.

commonly collected with the integral technique (no energy resolution) and mainly based on
use of flow type proportional counters. These counters are known for having high countrate.
Incident radiation used in CEMS interacts with the absorber via several ways: 1) Compton
and photoelectric effects 2) resonant absorption. After successful resonant absorption, the
process resonant emission begins in the absorber and is carried out via emission of either a
γ photon or an electron of the internal conversion. When the second scenario is ongoing, it
leaves a hole in an inner shell (energy excess is compensated by an X-ray or Auger electron
emission). Hence, there are 2 types of emitted electrons: first are from the de-excitations
by the beam (Auger and internal conversion electrons), and secondary by the conventional
interactions of photons emitted after resonant absorption [111]. One important thing to
consider is called the radiation conversion coefficient, α = Ne/Nγ , where Ne and Nγ

stand for quantity of electrons and photons, respectively emitted from the absorber in a
certain time. Moreover, each core level has its own distinct probability to take part in the
internal conversion process. The biggest probability belongs to the K electrons (7.3 keV),
although L (13.6 keV) and M (14.3 keV) core levels can have their contributions as well
(see Figure 3.6) [112]. An electronic schematic description for MS set-ups is provided in
section 3.3 having the only differences in detectors used.

In the current study, CEMS measurements were carried out with a standard 57Co source
in Rh matrix. Thin films of TiO2 were treated with hydrogen plasma, and then changes
taking place in the upper-surface layers were followed. Additionally, experiments performed
with UV-light on TiO2 took place, for that a special version of a CEMS detector had been
constructed and shown in Figure 3.5. As one can see a common design was extended by
placing a cooling Cu-based plate with soldered 365 and 355 nm LED diodes on it.
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FIGURE 3.6: Deexcitition scheme of the 57Fe absorber following resonant absorption of an
incident γ-ray.

3.3 eMS at ISOLDE/CERN

Most of Mössbauer experiments were performed at ISOLDE/CERN in the eMS arrange-
ment [100]. Used implantation chamber is operated in high vacuum conditions (down to
10−6 mbar) and is connected to the GLM beamline (see Figure 3.1). The chamber makes
use of various sample holders, however in the current work a sample holder with 4 positions
is employed for experiments under elevated temperatures (up to 750 K) allowing a serial
measurements without the need of breaking the vacuum. At the initial stage a beam op-
timisation and calibration are done. For the first task, one needs to shoot the 39K∗ beam
through an empty sample holder at a Faradey cup, in order to adjust the beams alignment
and current. The alignment is performed when one has to compare the transmission be-
tween two points: prior the eMS chamber and in it.

Afterwards, the set-up is connected to the pumps and the beam-line vacuum line with
soft bellows (to get rid from vibrations). At this stage the eMS chamber is connected to
the GLM beam-line and stays this way until the end of a beamtime. In order to preserve
the radioactive target one has to keep an eye on the vacuum’s stability, since the chamber
is continuously being opened and closed while a beamtime is ongoing. A picture of the
implantation set-up is shown in Figure 3.7.

Due to a special experimental design all implantation routines are done at an incident
angle of θi = 30◦ and samples are measured at θm = 60◦ in relation to the sample’s surface
normal n̂. A Mössbauer drive with constant acceleration is located in front of the chamber
at 90◦ relative to the beam direction. A Beryllium window is placed on chamber flange in
between the chamber and the drive in order to remove electrons with high energy created
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during β− decay. The Be window does not impede and γ-rays can go through.

Incoming 50-60 keV
57Mn* Beam

Faraday Cup

Be window

PPAC

Implantation 
Chamber

Sample

θm

θi

60 o

30 o

FIGURE 3.7: Photography of the current eMS experimental set-up at ISOLDE/CERN.
Samples are mounted on various lids, so different experimental conditions can be created.
Spectra are recorded using an avalanche parallel plate detector, which is filled with acetone
vapours.

3.4 Sample Implantation

In order to carry out studies by means of PAC or eMS one needs to introduce required iso-
topes into the lattice of materials under study. Once they are introduced, they act as probes.
Generally speaking, there are four ways to make it: 1) chemical deposition or evaporation
with following heat treatment of a desired isotope; 2) doping during synthesis 3) via ion
implantation and 4) activating in a neutron flux at a reactor. For PAC experiments 111mCd
isotopes were used. Implantation of Cd took place at ISOLDE. The decay scheme of the
111mCd is shown in Figure 3.9 [104]. The isotope is not commercially available and can be
produced only at accelerator facilities.

Cd probe decays with a half-life of 48.5 minutes via an isomeric transition emitting
consecutively γ photons with 150.8 and 245.4 keV cascade (spin: 5/2+) into the ground
state of 111Cd. The nuclear quadrupole moment of the intermediate nuclear state relevant
for the hyperfine interaction is Q = 0.76(2) b [113]. Regarding the magnetic moment it
is 0.766µN and sufficient enough to provide sensitivity for magnetic fields. Intermediate
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FIGURE 3.9: Decay scheme for 111mCd nucleus. Intermediate PAC probe state has energy
E = 245.4 keV and probes the local environment during the life time of the intermediate
state of 84.5 ns.

level half-life is 84.5 ns, which suits well for on-line measurements for it cannot out diffuse
rapidly while being measured at elevated temperature since one measurement takes in order
of 15 minutes. No after-effects (i.e., slow rearrangement of the probe and neighbourhood
atom’s to the final stable configuration) have been observed for this isotope. Implantations
of 57Mn for emission Mössbauer studies were performed at ISOLDE as well. 57Mn is
not an isotope used in Mössbauer studies, however it decays via 57Mn → 57Fe β- transition,
thus populates the 14.4 keV 57Fe Mössbauer state. The decay scheme is shown in Figure 3.8.
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3.4. Sample Implantation

Concentration commonly do not exceed 10−3 at.%, therefore this method is well suitable
for studies of truly dilute samples. Upon implantation the probe stops movement inside
the material after 10-12 s. Hereafter, the implanted 57Mn resides in the sample during its
half-life, where possible annealing can take place. Relocation of the probe following the β-

decay may lead to the possible formation of interstitial Fe, in this case the bond-dissociation
energy of the studied material should be less than the recoil energy (for the current decay is
40 eV) [38, 114]. The spectrum is recorded on the time scale of 98.3 s after the decay. For
off-line experiments, a common source of 57Co in Rh matrix was used.
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Local Probe Studies on Defect Dynamics in Titania 4

The current chapter focuses on atomic scale studies of the EFG in two used TiO2

polymorphs: rutile and anatase. The studies are complemented with DFT calcula-
tions and additional measurements such as GIXRD, tracer diffusion and XPS. The

EFG is probed with 57Mn/Fe, 57Fe and 111mCd isotopes in pristine and hydrogenated
states. The majority of measurements is carried out as a temperature dependence, where the
temperature range starts from RT and goes up to 700 K. Each separate experiment (section)
contains the most important aspects from the literature relevant to the analysis as well as the
experimental procedures are briefly described as the sections in this chapter are organised as
self-containing articles.

4.1 Hyperfine Interactions and Diffusion at Cd in Rutile Single
Crystals

In the current section, an investigation of the electronic and defect structure in (TiO2) rutile
single crystals by virtue of γ-γ TDPAC spectroscopy is presented. Studies were performed
using 111mCd, implanted at ISOLDE/CERN complemented with diffusion studies and
DFT calculations. Hyperfine field parameters were probed as a function of temperature be-
tween 298 K and 873 K. The results demonstrate that 111mCd/Cd implanted rutile has two
local environments. The first environment is characterised with parameters attributed to Cd
localised at the cationic site which goes relatively along with a specific case where a charged
supercell with two additional electrons Cd:Ti(2ē) is in the scope. The origin of the second
fraction could be rising from the subsurface regions, where according to a tracer diffusion
study the major part of implant is bounded featuring different diffusion mechanisms. Per-
formed ab-initio calculations suggest that the disruptive surface environment could contain
apical or equatorial vacancies near the probe, inducing high EFGs for the second fraction.
Current results seem to differ from those obtained before with different methods of probing
(Ag/Cd and In/Cd). This subsection is based on Zyabkin et al. “Hyperfine Interactions and
Diffusion of Cd in TiO2 (rutile)”, J. Appl. Phys. 126, 015102 (2019).
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4. LOCAL PROBE STUDIES ON DEFECT DYNAMICS IN TITANIA

4.1.1 Overview

Titania has been studied extensively in the field of surface science, where TiO2 is required to
have high light absorption, good electron transport and large charge separation. However,
the wide band-gap and low conductivity limit its technological application. There have been
numerous studies devoted to doping, structural and surface modification aim at overcoming
such limitations [115–117]. Recently, TiO2 has been suggested as a promising semiconduc-
tor having high temperature ferromagnetic behaviour when doped with Cd, due to p−d hy-
bridisation between Cd and the nearest oxygen atom [118]. This is different from the room
temperature ferromagnetism observed with Au/Fe doping in TiO2, where the phenomenon
is often attributed to dopant-cluster formation [119]. Not long ago, hydrogen doping and
controllable creation of oxygen vacancies (Vo) have bolstered photocatalytic activity, which
significantly narrows the band-gap and adds mid-gap or tail states [40]. Regardless, even
changes taking place in undoped samples remain ambiguous. The diversity is due to inner
defects, which can vary based on the preparation method/subsequent annealing [120]. For
instance, nonstoichiometric TiO2 could be formed as TinO2n−1 Magnéli phases when sam-
ples feature oxygen deficiency. TDPAC stands as one of the few subtle methods allowing to
probe the local lattice environment utilising diverse isotopes and is an excellent tool to study
inner defects such as Vo. The required amount of implanted isotopes is small, which causes
the least amount of impact on the local environment upon implantation damage recovery.
However, even at low implantation fluences, one can affect the structure significantly, lead-
ing to new phase formations (such as Ti interstitials, Vo arrangements or Magnéli) [39].
The last can be formed as well in the case of oxygen insufficiency.

FIGURE 4.1: Rutile lattice with incorporated Cd isotope at the cationic site. Grey spheres
are Ti ions, while red represent O anions

Depending on the subsequent annealing, most of these defects can be stamped out
when the structure is fully annealed and implanted isotopes reside at the Ti site as shown
in Figure 4.1. In spite of this, when annealing is performed in oxygen-lacking-atmosphere,
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4.1. Hyperfine Interactions and Diffusion at Cd in Rutile Single Crystals

it could influence further development of those phases leading to the crystallographic shear
formation as well as intensification of Cd diffusion [29, 30].

In spite of having studies on TiO2 rutile (P42/mnm), where its hyperfine structure was
investigated by means of TDPAC spectroscopy with heterogeneous parent isotopes, the re-
sults seem to be quite inconsistent. Wenzel et al. [121] carried out studies with 111In/Cd
within a temperature range on pristine powder, in both vacuum and O2. Studies in both
atmospheres showed that Cd was surrounded with 2 local environments. Where the first
had a well defined EFG with observable frequency νQ = 105 MHz and asymmetry η = 0.18,
second was characterised by νQ = 110 MHz and η = 0.35, attributed to the substitutional
site and defect complexes, respectively. Adams et al. [83] performed similar measurements
with 111In/Cd on polycrystalline samples. The authors noticed similar results at first; how-
ever, during temperature measurements, asymmetry behaved unexpectedly and vanished
first at 750 K and then emerged and rose over the previous maximal value, in what fol-
lowed a similar trend as in nuclear resonance observations, but not as in the case of other
isotopes [82]. The results turned out impossible to explain solely on the basis of charge and
ionic size changes. Das et al. [122] studied interactions in the bulk and nanoparticles of
rutile with 111Ag/Cd. The obtained hyperfine results followed a phase-transition (anatase-
rutile) depending on the time/temperature of annealing. The authors noticed a different
impact of the same probe (111Cd) originating from different parent isotopes (In/Cd and
Ag/Cd) on Vzz , where the EFG in case of 111Ag/Cd was in the order of 20.3 · 1021 V·m-2

while 5.8 · 1021 V·m-2 when In/Cd was employed. The observations were temporally asso-
ciated to various after-effects originating from various decays [122]. That said, no sound
explanation was suggested. Additionally, calculations partly supported with PAC measure-
ments on single crystals with various orientations were published, where Cd was considered
as an impurity. Qualitatively, influence of temperature was calculated by applying ther-
mal expansion coefficients, and the findings suggested that the structural relaxations were
changed with temperatures [123]. Schell et al. [124] observed various behaviours implant-
ing simultaneously In and Cd isotopes in single crystals. The authors suggested that partial
charge compensation could occur with 111mCd/Cd, while it develops fully in the case of
111In/Cd.

In the aforementioned experiments, the comprehension was potentially affected by the
after-effects. The decay causes an additional dynamic interaction, which has been well
demonstrated recently [85]. Furthermore, most published results on TiO2 rutile have
shown dependencies of hyperfine parameters on measurement temperature as well as var-
ious electric field gradients originating from several parent isotopes [121]. The change is
observed seemingly due to large relaxations which in turn affect the local environment [125].
Hence, depending on the parent isotope producing 111Cd, the local environment is subject
to change.

In the current section, the temperature dependence of 111mCd/Cd on TiO2 rutile (sin-
gle crystals) hyperfine parameters by means of ion implantation with subsequent TDPAC
studies is presented. All experiments were performed at the on-line isotope mass separator
ISOLDE/CERN [98]. The intermediate state has a lifetime t1/2 = 85 ns whilst the parent
state decays with t1/2 = 48.5 minutes. The nuclear quadrupole moment of the intermediate
nuclear state relevant for the hyperfine interaction isQ = 0.76(2) b [113]. The experimental
results are complemented with ab-initio calculations, diffusion studies and compared with
previously published data.
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4. LOCAL PROBE STUDIES ON DEFECT DYNAMICS IN TITANIA

4.1.2 Experimental

PAC experiments were carried out on a basis of coplanar 4-detector TDPAC spectrometer
equipped with BaF2 detectors placed around a tubular furnace at 90◦ geometry with a de-
cent time resolution (650 ps). Commercially obtained rutile TiO2 single crystalline samples
with dimensions of 3× 0.5 mm were received from Goodfellow. Isotopes of 111mCd were
implanted at room temperature into samples with energy of 30 keV and a dilute concentra-
tion in the order of 1.1 × 1011 at/cm2 provided by the ISOLDE/CERN radioactive beam
facility [98]. Since the implantation damage had to be reduced, all samples were annealed
for 15 minutes at 873 K in a quartz tube, in air (annealed were all but samples measured at
873 K) prior to TDPAC measurements. It is important to point out that samples measured
at RT were measured outside of the furnace. The chosen 111mCd isotope decays to 111Cd
and a cascade of 151-245 keV is released via isomeric transition, thus after-effects or/and
chemical rearrangements can be excluded. SRIM calculations [107] showed that the depth
of implantation should not exceed 30 nm (average 15 nm). The simulated implantation
profile was shown in Figure 3.3, subsection 3.2.1.
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FIGURE 4.2: XRD pattern of pristine samples prior to studies.

A tracer diffusion method was applied with the same Cd isotope (see section 3.2.2).
Approximately 4 × 1011 atoms of that 111mCd isotope were implanted. To be sure that
nothing had an impact on the measurements the samples were annealed under the same
conditions as the other samples with subsequent studies using an on-line diffusion cham-
ber [109, 110]. Later on, the penetration profile was experimentally determined by virtue
of ion beam sputtering using an Ar-ion beam. To measure the activity of each section,
an available NaJ γ-detector with a 16 K multi-channel analyser was employed to observe
the 245 keV peak. The relative radioactivity of the Cd isotope was carefully determined
by the background subtraction, including the Compton scattering, and the half-life correc-
tion. The penetration depth can be estimated by the mass difference of the sample before
and after the whole experiment using a microbalance, and assuming a constant sputtering
rate. During sputtering, the beam current was recorded and proved to be constant within
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4.1. Hyperfine Interactions and Diffusion at Cd in Rutile Single Crystals

± 5%. X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded with a SIEMENS/BRUKER D 5000 X-
ray diffraction using Cu-Kα radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA, with a pristine sample being
scanned from 20◦ to 80◦ with a step size of 0.02◦ in Bragg-Brentano geometry (shown in
Figure 4.2).

4.1.3 Results and Discussion

4.1.3.1 Annealing of the Local Environment

Figure 4.3 represents perturbation functions for TiO2 measured over a temperature range,
while Figure 4.4 shows derived hyperfine parameters. Two fractions (labelled as F.I and
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FIGURE 4.3: Perturbation functions for TiO2 samples implanted with 111mCd/Cd probe
and measured at indicated temperatures. The red solid line represents experimental fitting.
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4. LOCAL PROBE STUDIES ON DEFECT DYNAMICS IN TITANIA

F.II) were needed to fit the following spectra. The derived parameters are shown in Ta-
ble 4.1. A sample measured at room temperature (298 K) exhibited a well defined frequency
(F.I) ω01 = 100.2(2) Mrad·s-1, asymmetry parameter η01 = 0.20(1) and distribution width
δ01 = 3.3(2)%. Since these numbers are close to Ag/Cd studies [121], it is indoubtable
to attribute Cd being at the substitutional site. The second fraction was characterised with
ω02 = 286.5(9) Mrad·s-1 and η02 = 0.24(1). The fractions ratio is 61.9(22) and 38.1(27)%
for F.I and II, respectively.

Table 4.1: 111mCd:TiO2 fitting parameters featuring two fractions. Here, ω0 is given in
Mrad·s-1, δ and percentage are in % while Vzz numbers are presented in (1021 V·m-2).

Temp. Fraction I
percentage ω01 η01 δ01 Vzz

298 K 61.9(22) 100.2(2) 0.20(1) 3.3(2) 5.786
481 K 75.6(66) 98.4(3) 0.13(1) 1.9(3) 5.680
581 K 85.2(56) 98.5(2) 0.07(1) 1.7(2) 5.687
681 K 87(6) 98.3(2) 0.06(2) 2.8(2) 5.672
781 K 89.1(54) 98.6(2) 0 2.1(2) 5.695
881 K 91.4(47) 98.0(2) 0 3.4(2) 5.657
Temp. Fraction II

percentage ω02 η02 δ02 Vzz

298 K 38.1(27) 286.5(9) 0.24(1) 4.6(9) 16.54
481 K 24.4(33) 282.3(11) 0.23(1) 1.0(4) 16.30
581 K 14.8(10) 201.8(15) 0.25(5) 0 11.65
681 K 13(1) 183.2(11) 0.24(1) 0 10.55
781 K 10.9(7) 166.1(23) 0.22(5) 0 9.593
881 K 8.6(9) 142.5(5) 0.25(1) 0 8.228

To be able to easily follow changes taking place in derived parameters of F.I, Figure 4.4
is complemented with previously reported experimental data. Figure 4.4 shows previously
reported Vzz which were recalculated considering the last reported Q of Cd based on the
same calculations [113]. The current results at room temperature are slightly different from
previous ones captured in monocrystals. While the EFG is slightly lower than ones previ-
ously reported, the asymmetry parameter is higher. It is reasonable to expect the decrease
of ω0 with an increase of temperature due to the lattice thermal expansion, local relaxation.
As the temperature is rising the asymmetry decreases down to η = 0.07(1) and vanishes later
on. Linear growth occurred after asymmetry reached 0 in previous experiments performed
on polycrystalline samples [83] at 700-800 K. On the current set of experiments one cannot
clarify this growth.

Variations in the fraction ratio are depicted in Figure 4.4. Following annealing at 700
- 800 K F.I reaches 90%, whilst F.II almost disappears with 8.6%. The EFG of the first
fraction shows minor fluctuations from 481 to 781 K, after it drops to its minimum of Vzz

= 5.657·1021 V·m-2 at 881 K. Previously, both single (5.83) and poly (5.86) crystallines’ Vzz
have been characterised having higher EFGs which have not been observed in the current
study [83, 126]. The distribution width fluctuates over temperatures for the F.I, while it
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FIGURE 4.4: Hyperfine parameters of TiO2 samples implanted with 111mCd/Cd probe and
measured at indicated temperatures, accompanied by results of similar studies performed on
bulk samples of rutile. For the convenience of following the trends data point were fitted
with the polynomial regression function. The data from the references is shown for a good
comparability, and belongs to the left axis (F.I). EFGs from references were recalculated
utilising the last reported Q of Cd, based on the same first-principle calculations.

disappears for F.II from 581 K. A piking behaviour between of 500 - 800 K is similar to
the polycrystalline 111In/Cd study [30]. One could explain the peak of distribution width
in terms of Vo, which become highly mobile and the probe atoms commence their presence
in a defect free local environment with rising temperatures [38]. Possessing initially high
ω0 F.II drops twice to 142.5(5) by 600 K. Based on the gradual decline of distribution
width δ02, one could assume that the lattice recovery is taking place during annealing and
measurements performed above RT. Albeit, asymmetry of the second fraction is not affected
by annealing and stays in order of 0.24(1) over the course of temperatures.

Measurements performed with 111mCd/Cd isotope cannot distinguish whether the re-
laxation caused by hopping of trapped Vo happens. Additionally, the high temperature
ferromagnetic behaviour has not been observed. In order to understand how mobile Cd
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4. LOCAL PROBE STUDIES ON DEFECT DYNAMICS IN TITANIA

impurities were tracer diffusion studies were carried out.

4.1.3.2 Cd-tracer Diffusion

The concentration profile of 111mCd in rutile (blue circles) is presented in Figure 4.5 as a
function of the penetration depth. The resulting tracer distribution is characterised by a high
near-surface activity followed by a decrease of the concentration following approximately the
Gaussian solution of the diffusion problem [127]:

c∗(x, t) =
M0√
πDvt

exp
(
− x2

4Dvt

)
. (4.1)

Here, c∗ is the relative specific activity of the layer, which is proportional to the solute
concentration, M0 is the initial tracer amount, x is the penetration depth, t is the diffu-
sion time, and Dv is the volume diffusion coefficient. However, previous diffusion exper-
iments performed in the same on-line diffusion chamber under the same conditions show
the influence of distinctly increasing tracer concentrations at the near-surface branches of
the penetration profiles [128, 129]. Accordingly, the profiles were analysed using Strohm’s
solution [130] :

c∗(x, t) =
M0
2√

1 + (2Dvt
σ2 )

×

erfc

− x0
2σ2 − x

4Dv√
1

2σ2 + 1
4Dv

 · exp
(
−(x− x0)

2

2σ2 + 4Dvt

)

+k · erfc

− x0
2σ2 + x

4Dv√
1

2σ2 + 1
4Dv

 · exp
(
−(x+ x0)

2

2σ2 + 4Dvt

) , (4.2)

with M0 being the maximum relative specific activity, x0 the implantation depth, σ2
the width of the implanted tracer distribution, and k which accounts for the surface con-
ditions. If k = +1, the surface acts as a perfect reflector for the diffusing atoms or the
surface acts as a perfect sink if k = −1. In this experiment, no Cd evaporation at the sur-
face was observed; however, Strohm’s solution is generally applicable for tracer experiments
with implanted tracer atoms in a specific depth. The value k was found to be +1, so the
sample surface acted as a perfect reflector for the diffusing Cd atoms during the annealing
treatment under air conditions. In the near-surface branch, the volume diffusion coefficient
was found to beDI

v = 4.9×10−18 m2s−1. Beginning at a depth of approximately 300 nm a
second branch with a decreasing tracer concentration to the background level following the
Gaussian solution was observed. In this branch, the volume diffusion coefficient was found
to be DII

v = 4.5× 10−16 m2s−1, which is approximately 2 orders of magnitude faster than
in the near-surface branch. Sasaki et al. [131] found that the charge state of the impurity in
single-crystalline rutile plays an important role according to the diffusion mechanism, i.e.,
divalent impurities like Co and Ni diffuse rapidly along the “open channels” parallel to the
c-axis in the rutile structure and trivalent impurities like Sc and Cr diffuse by interstitialcy
mechanism. There are also impurities like Fe and Mn which are so-called mixed-valent
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impurities and diffuse both along the open channels and by the interstitialcy mechanism.
Recently, abnormal diffusion behaviour in the open channels of rutile has been described,
which is dependent on the size of dopants [132].
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FIGURE 4.5: Penetration profile for Cd-diffusion measured at 873 K (blue circles). The red
solid line corresponds to the fits by Eq.( 4.1), and (4.2) and x is the penetration depth.

In this experiment, Cd likely belongs to the group of divalent impurities, and shows
anisotropic migration (similar to Co, Ni) of dopants [131]. In accordance to Sasaki et
al. [131], one can expect solely one mechanism taking place; however, current results seem
to feature two distinct realisations. The second one could be related to the fact that rutile
is typically nonstoichiometric and always contains not only Vo but also interstitial Ti ions.
Those interstitials can in turn enable the diffusion process perpendicular to the c-axis via so-
called “kick-off ” mechanism [132]. Through this path, a dopant is switching between the
substitutional and interstitial site. Thus, the slow near-surface branch is mainly influenced
by the Cd-ions diffusing perpendicularly to the c-axis via the kick-off realisation, while the
second branch in the range of 300 − 800 nm corresponds to the Cd-ions diffusing rapidly
along the open channels.

Even though TDPAC spectra were well analysed in terms of two fractions, one may
suspect that there may be a presence of another influence. That being said, the surface is
still abounded in defects caused by implantation such as various Vo and complexes, which
cannot be annihilated that easily, and one may expect the whole picture to be different and
the surface layers feature in addition Magnéli phases or high quantity of interstitial Ti. On
the whole, calculations may shed some light on this. There have been numerous attempts to
study electronic properties of rutile TiO2 based on many various approximations, and this
task was remarkably simplified by varying solely scenarios where Vo could cause influence
on the EFGs. In Table 4.2, Vzz DFT-based calculated hyperfine parameters for TiO2

with Cd are summarised. It is important to point out that over the course of the studies
performed on TiO2, various authors used the different quadrupole moments of Cd. This in
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fact influenced final Vzz and some previous experimental results may be misleading.

4.1.3.3 Ab-initio Studies of the Electronic Structure

Since calculated hyperfine parameters are less sensitive to subtle changes which one cannot
take into account, it is always preferable to compare them with experimental data. There-
fore, to enhance the aforementioned results, several DFT-based ab-initio calculations for
Cd-doped TiO2 rutile were performed. For calculations with an isolated impurity, one had
to construct a supercell sufficient enough for each impurity to not interact with its nearest
one. The 2 × 2 × 3 supercell is composed of 12 rutile unit cells. This supercell is tetrag-
onal with a = b = 9.173 Å and c = 8.862 Å constants taken from 15 K neutron powder
diffraction study [133]. Given the fact that real samples could feature various electron re-
combination processes near the impurity, it is vital to properly describe the structural and
electronic properties of the system. Thus, were carried out calculations for various possible
scenarios where Cd is replacing Ti. Likely, these scenarios are: an idealised situation where
the impurity Cd:Ti0 has a neutral charge, one and two additional electrons provided, and
where equatorial and apical Vo are near the probe.

Table 4.2: Comparison of calculated hyperfine parameters with current experimental data
of TiO2 rutile. Current scenarios are: Cd at the Ti site, 1, 2 additional electrons; and Voap.
ap. and Voeq. eq. are apical and equatorial oxygen vacancies, respectively. Me-O d1 Me-
O d2 are the distances after relaxation given in Å, between Me and four and two oxygen
neighbours, respectively. Results from other publications are shown for the comparison.
Experimental data from the current work taken at RT. In d1 for Vo eq. an average distance
(of 3) is used. Vzz numbers are presented in (1021 V·m-2)

System: Vzz; direc. η Me-O d1 Me-O d2 Aprox. Refs.
Rutile - - 1.95 1.97 PAW-PBE This work
Cd:Ti0 6.14 0.91 2.19 2.12 PAW-PBE This work
Cd:Ti0 -7.16; X 0.91 2.15 2.11 LDA Ref. [134]
Cd:Ti0 -7.90 0.80 2.15 2.11 PBE Ref. [134]
Cd:Ti0 6.00 0.83 - - GGA-WC Ref. [135]
Cd:Ti(1ē) 6.41 0.41 2.20 2.12 PAW-PBE This work
Cd:Ti(2ē) 6.18 0.30 2.20 2.12 PAW-PBE This work
Cd:Ti(2ē) 4.55; Y 0.26 2.18 2.11 LDA Ref. [134]
Cd:Ti(2ē) 5.00 0.39 2.20 2.13 GGA-WC Ref. [135]
Cd:Ti + Vo eq. 20.15 0.15 2.21 2.11 PAW-PBE This work
Cd:Ti + Vo ap. 17.65 0.37 2.17 2.25 PAW-PBE This work
Exp. F.I 5.79 0.20 - - This work
Exp. F.II 16.54 0.24 - - This work

Ab-initio calculations have been performed utilising the PAW method [136] based on
3×3×3 k-points grids implemented in VASP environment [93] (5.4.1). In the current calcu-
lation the theoretical PBE exchange-correlation functional [137] with a 2× 2× 3 supercell
was utilised. In the crystal lattice, various possibilities are feasible (as well as functionals).
Hence, only scenarios missing in the literature were taken into consideration. In this case, it
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was related to oxygen vacancies. Determined hyperfine parameters are shown in Table 4.2
and complemented with existing measurements based on different approximations. The
atomic coordinates were relaxed until the forces were smaller than 1 meV/ Å. Table 4.2
shows the results for the relaxation of the six nearest oxygen neighbours of the Cd impurity.

Calculations performed for rutile match closely with previous theoretical calculations
and experimental results [133, 135]. As it is evident, d1 and d2 are anisotropic, where dis-
tances of d2 are bigger than d1. Any changes in the local environment develop into inevitable
swapping of anisotropy and d1 becomes bigger. This observation has been well described
previously [126] and based on the assumption that stretching of Cd-O d2 bond induces
shortening of Ti-O d2, while Ti-O d1 is less exposed to changes due to expansion of Cd-O
d1. The addition of electrons does not affect bonds significantly and they remain close to
Cd:Ti0 and coincide with ones calculated with Generalised Gradient Approximation by Wu
and Cohen (GGA-WC) functional. A slightly different picture is observed in the case of
Cd:Ti + Vo eq. and ap. The latter shows decrease of equatorial oxygen distances, but the
growth of the remaining apical distances. Moreover, in Cd:Ti + Vo eq. scenario, equato-
rial oxygen distances are now different for each atom of oxygen: d(Cd1-O41) = 2.1677 Å,
d(Cd1-O32) = 2.1445 Å and d(Cd1-O33) = 2.3153 and 2.10891 Å (apical).

a

Ti+
O-

Cd+

b

FIGURE 4.6: Two different Cd:Ti + Vo configurations in the 2×2×3 rutile supercell. Here
(a) stands for Vo apical and (b) represents Vo equatorial. Titanium and oxygen atoms are
denoted as grey and red spheres, respectively, while green ones show cadmium.

Small differences between GGA-WC and LDA could be explained in terms of a strong
EFG dependency r-3. This dependency is induced by the charge sources due to the non-
spherical charge distribution near the Cd nucleus and were observed in other doped metal
oxide systems [78, 85]. Measurements performed at 298 K resemble our calculations most
where the first fraction matches closely with PAW-PBE Cd:Ti(2ē) and LDA calculations [134].
The local environment of Cd is changed once it is leaving its metallic state, which is unlikely
to exist. To overcome the latter, 2 electrons are needed to fill the O-p band. Once electrons
are provided, the local symmetry is affected. Obviously, the EFG is beyond these numbers.

Significant impact on the asymmetry could take place when implanted Cd is located
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in the disrupted surface environment, where Vo are most stable [138]. The ion implanta-
tion leaves the surface layers in a more disrupted state, then they were before, making it a
favourable place for defect accumulations, which can be hardly recovered after annealing.
Based on the tracer study, it is possible to tentatively attribute additional environment for
the second fraction. This attribution is additionally supported by calculations where cases
featuring Cd:Ti near either Vo eq. (20.15 1021 V·m-2) or Vo ap. (17.65 1021 V·m-2) are
considered (see Figure 4.6). Rising of temperature, however, decreases both the amount of
F.II and the EFG, seemingly due to Cd diffusion into the bulk.

4.1.4 Conclusions

In the current study the hyperfine structure analysis of 111mCd/Cd as a function of tempera-
ture in TiO2 single crystalline rutile has been presented. For a more accurate understanding
of the processes taking place within, the results are complemented with both a tracer dif-
fusion study and ab-initio theoretical study. Experimental data has shown the presence of
two fractions - two local environments. Applied tracer diffusion studies have well demon-
strated that Cd is fairly mobile. On the other hand, the biggest Cd fraction is located near
the surface. Calculated results considering the presence of oxygen vacancies (apical) match
closely with experimental data.
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4.2 Defect Behaviour andThermal Stability in Hydrogenated
Anatase

Emission Mössbauer spectroscopy experiments using 57Mn radioactive beam implanted at
ISOLDE/CERN into pristine and hydrogenated anatase (TiO2) thin films in dilute con-
centrations are reported. Studies contain both experimental and theoretical parts. The latter
is by carrying out first-principles calculations based on the density functional theory. Ob-
tained experimental results depict the evolution of electronic structure of pristine anatase
thin films doped with Fe in a temperature range 300 - 700 K. Throughout the measurements
both Fe2+ and Fe3+ have been spotted. Two annealing stages have been distinguished: 1) a
300-373 K stage where most of Fe3+ is transformed into Fe2+ due to vacancies movement;
2) up to 623 K, which is induced by Ti interstitials Ti vacancies mutual annihilation. Dis-
sociation energy in anatase has been estimated to be of > 1.8 eV for Mn-Vo pairs. Hydro-
genated eMS spectra show no Fe3+, suggesting that hydrogen behaves as a shallow donor.
In addition, surrounding oxygen vacancies favour the Fe2+ state. Depending on a degree
of hydrogenation hydrogen in films acts differently. Sample treated at room temperature
(RT) shows two distinct processes of hydrogen motion, starting with interstitial switching
over to covalent, while in a 573 K treated sample both stages lay over each other due to
bulk defect hindering desorption. What is more, UV-vis and conductivity measurements
have been performed to determine an impact of the treatments on properties of the films,
showing improved conductivity and higher absorption. XPS at RT reveals that the sam-
ple hydrogenated at 573 K shows presence not only of Ti3+ but also Ti2+ states, pointing
out at significant amount of oxygen vacancies (Vo) and -OH bonds. Theory suggests that
in anatase implanted with Mn(Fe), probes were located close to a vacancy, as next-nearest
neighbours. This subsection is based on Zyabkin et al. “Experimental and Theoretical Study
of Electronic and Hyperfine Properties of Hydrogenated Anatase (TiO2): Defect Interplay
and Thermal Stability”, J. Phys. Chem. C., 124 (13), 7511-7522 (2020).

4.2.1 Overview

Recently, anatase has attracted significant attention due to good performance for water split-
ting with high yields under ultraviolet exposure. High photocatalytic activity, in contrast
to other TiO2 polymorphs (rutile and brookite), is attributed to high carrier separation
efficiency, mainly due to a different octahedral arrangement of Ti-O6 [139, 140]. Fur-
thermore, the material is abundant, stable, and highly reactive [141–143]. Recently, the
reduction of anatase in different atmospheres (e.g., hydrogen) has triggered numerous ex-
periments towards its application (from hydrogen production to photocatalytic reduction).
The approach is based on the principle of introducing a plethora of defects, creating enough
lattice disorder at the surface or near-surface regions of TiO2 (i.e., oxygen deficiency and
hydrogen doping) [40, 144, 145]. Such treatments have shown to remarkably intensify
both visible and infrared absorption, thereby increasing the yields of hydrogen production
above most photocatalysts of this type. The structure of hydrogenated anatase is identified
as consisting of a crystalline lattice core surrounded by an amorphous shell (such as Ti4O7)
containing the hydrogen dopant [40, 144, 146]. Besides the intentional lattice dopant, hy-
drogen is well known to be a common impurity in semiconductors with a prominent impact
on electronic and optical properties. Theoretical investigations have shown that hydrogen
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in TiO2 primarily tends to bond with oxygen and then acts as a donor or as an amphoteric
defect [51, 147].

Even though there is a lack of experimental data available on anatase doped with hy-
drogen, the results obtained on rutile vary remarkably. Recent studies on rutile have shown
that the electron associated with a hydrogen centre is not delocalised (same as anatase), as
one may assume for a shallow effective mass donor, but localised close to a Ti ion as a po-
laron [148, 149]. A few IR absorption studies on hydrogenated anatase show that after
hydrogenation several new lines become evident. This has been attributed to the stretching
of the local vibrational mode of -OH bonds [150, 151].

The photocatalytic efficiency of TiO2-based materials is confined not only by the large
band-gap (3.2 keV for anatase) but also by the losses due to the defect-induced recombina-
tion [152]. On the contrary, when defects such as oxygen vacancies (Vo) or Ti3+ are induced
in small quantities, they affect the photocatalytic performance positively [146]. Therefore,
it is of great importance to understand the role of defects and their interactions in hydro-
genated TiO2.

In this work, I report on studies of the defect and electronic structure of pristine and
hydrogenated anatase TiO2 thin films by means of 57Fe emission Mössbauer spectroscopy
(eMS) [100] following the implantation of 57Mn (t1/2=1.5 min.) in a temperature range
from ∼ 295 to 700 K. In addition, I complement the eMS studies with X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS), resistivity measurements, grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
(GIXRD) and ab-initio density functional theory calculations within VASP and WIEN2K en-
vironments [92, 93].

To develop a clear picture of hydrogen behaviour in thin film two differently hydro-
genated samples have been studied. Obtained results show that hydrogen has a strong influ-
ence on the electronic structure (in comparison to pristine samples) and shows a behaviour
depending on the hydrogenation degree. One could clearly observe two types of hydrogen
present in the samples: interstitial and covalently bound. Oxygen vacancies may potentially
support hydrogen in the lattice up to high temperatures. Theory suggests that the defect
interplay is more complex than previously expected.

4.2.2 Experimental Section

4.2.2.1 Sample Preparation

TiO2 thin films were deposited onto Si and quartz substrates by radio frequency sputtering
(LA 440S by VON ARDENNE) utilising a ceramic TiO2 target (99.9% FHR Anlagenbau,
Germany). During the process, the sputtering power was maintained at 200 W and the Ar
flux was fixed at 80 sccm. The thickness of thin films was measured with an ellipsometer
(Sentech SE 801) and the crystal structure was determined by virtue of GIXRD. Prior to
hydrogenation, the samples were annealed at 773 K for 3 hours to ensure their crystallisation
into anatase. Thereafter, the samples were treated in a chamber for plasma-enhanced hy-
drogenation treatment, where an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) instrument (Plasma Lab
100 ICP-CVD, Oxford Instruments) was used. The H2 plasma treatment was performed
for 30 minutes at two distinct temperatures, room temperature and 573 K, producing the
TiO2:H-RT and TiO2:H-573 samples, respectively. The ICP power was held at 2000 W,
the chamber pressure at 3.5 Pa, and the H2 flow rate at 50 sccm.
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4.2.2.2 Sample Characterisation

The samples were characterised by GIXRD, UV-vis optical absorption, XPS, and resistivity
measurements, while the information on Fe related defects and their charge states were
obtained from emission Mössbauer Spectroscopy experiments.

GIXRD patterns were recorded with a SIEMENS/BRUKER D5000 X-ray diffrac-
tometer using Cu-Kα radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA, with the samples being scanned from
23◦ to 80◦ with a step size of 0.02◦. Optical absorption in the UV to visible wavelength
range was measured using a UV-vis spectrometer (Varian Cary 5000 UV-vis-NIR). Room
temperature resistivity measurements were conducted using a 10 V four-point probe setup
( Jandel engineering) in linear Van der Pauw arrangement. XPS analysis was performed
utilising the normal emission utilising monochromatic Al-Kα (hv = 1486.7 eV) radiation.
Further details of the experimental setup are described in [153]. Core-level spectra were
recorded at a constant pass energy (13 eV) with a total energy resolution of 0.6 eV in the
absence of charge neutralisation as well as a further binding energy correction. The correc-
tion of the binding energy was made with the C 1s peak, assigned with a binding energy of
285 eV. The accuracy for binding energy assignment was estimated to be ±0.2 eV.

57Fe eMS measurements were carried out at the ISOLDE/ CERN facility [98, 154]
where the parent radioactive isotope was produced with 1.4 GeV proton induced fission in
a heated UC2 target and element-selective laser ionization [155]. Following acceleration to
40 keV and magnetic mass separation, the 57Mn ions were implanted into the polycrystalline
anatase TiO2 samples held at the implantation/measurement temperature ranging from
295 to 735 K within an implantation chamber. Samples were mounted with surface normal
at 30◦ relative to the beam direction. Emission Mössbauer spectra were recorded during
the implantation using a resonance detector equipped with a 57Fe enriched stainless steel
electrode, mounted on a conventional drive system outside the implantation chamber at 60◦
relative to the sample’s normal.

In all cases, the samples were implanted with a total fluence below 3 × 1012 57Mn
ions/cm2, thus providing a truly dilute concentration. From SRIM calculations [107], the
ion range was estimated to be 22 nm, the maximum local concentration ∼ 10−3 at.%. Iso-
mer shift values are given relative to α-Fe at RT.

4.2.3 Results and Discussion

4.2.3.1 General Characterisation

Figure 4.7a shows the GIXRD patterns of the anatase thin films, as prepared (TiO2:as-
prepared), after 3 hours of annealing at 773 K (TiO2: pristine) and the two hydrogen
treated samples (TiO2: H-RT and TiO2: H-573 K). The films were 100(7) nm thick.
The results show that the as-prepared film is amorphous, which, after 773 K annealing,
is crystallised into the single anatase phase, with the diffraction reflections corresponding
close to expectations (PDF-89-4921). After hydrogenation, the diffraction peaks increased
slightly in intensity and became clearer. Neither the rutile phase, nor TiH2 is observed in
the GIXRD patterns.

After the hydrogenation, the samples changed their colour from white (pristine) to grey
(TiO2:H-RT) and black (TiO2:H-573) reflecting changes in their optical and structural
properties. Sun et al. [156] have reported the amount of hydrogen stored in the TiO2 crys-
tals may be dependent on their facets, which in turn could also affect the colour changes (a
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FIGURE 4.7: (a) XRD patterns and (b) UV-vis absorption spectra of as-prepared TiO2 and
after annealing (pristine), the samples hydrogenated at RT TiO2:H-RT and the sample
hydrogenated at 573 K TiO2:H-573 K.

higher hydrogen concentration equals a darker colour). The amount of stored hydrogen was
around 1.4 wt.% on the (101) surface (which is the most stable facet [157]), whilst 1.0 wt.%
was found on the (001) surface. These authors commented that hydrogen should occupy the
interstitial sites in the titanium-oxygen octahedra [156]. The effects of hydrogenation on
the UV-vis absorption spectra of the films are presented in Figure 4.7b. The impact of hy-
drogenation at both temperatures is visible, however it is not so strong as in the case of TiO2

powders [40]. The optical response of hydrogenated TiO2 shows a clear increase in the ab-
sorbance, which is the characteristic of the oxygen vacancy impact on the light absorption
properties of TiO2 [158]. The TiO2:H-573 sample extends the absorption edge of TiO2

in the UV-visible range with a small red shift. The band-gap can be calculated using the
Tauc model where the band-gap is dependent on equivalent absorption coefficient and the
energy of photons [159]. From these calculations, the sample hydrogenated at room tem-
perature exhibits decreased band-gap by 0.04 eV, while the 573 K sample shows a reduced
band-gap by 0.13 eV. These changes are similar to the finding of previous works [160, 161].
Therefore, the UV-visible absorption spectra indicate the creation of oxygen vacancies in
TiO2 after hydrogenation.

Resistivity measurements show the gradual decrease of resistivity with the hydrogena-
tion treatments. The pristine TiO2 films showed a resistivity greater than 2 × 105 Ω·m
which is above the instrumentation limitation. However, the sample hydrogenated at RT
shows a rapid decrease to 6.2 × 10−6 Ω·m while the sample treated at 573 K shows a further
decrease to 4.3 × 10−6 Ω·m. This can be interpreted as the release of electrons trapped in
Vo or deficient Magnéli formations [29]. Therefore, in correlation with optical absorption
results, the higher Vo concentration, the greater the electron participation in conductiv-
ity [162].

The near-surface/surface chemical bonding and electronic valence band positions of the
TiO2 films were investigated with XPS. Ti 2p and O 1s core-level spectra were recorded to
evaluate the chemical states of Ti and O in TiO2. The spectra of Ti 2p for the TiO2 film
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FIGURE 4.8: XPS core spectra for Ti 2p (a-c) and O 1s (d-f ) of TiO2 films before (a,d) and
after hydrogenation treatments performed at room (b,e) and 573 K temperature (c,f ).

before and after hydrogenation under different conditions are shown in Figures 4.8a-c. For
the pristine sample shown in Figure 4.8a, only peaks due to Ti4+ are observed at 458.9 eV
(2p3/2) and 464.6 eV (2p1/2) which are well known binding energies in pristine TiO2 [163].
The spectrum of the sample hydrogenated at RT depicted in Figure 4.8b shows the evidence
of reduction of Ti4+ ions to Ti3+ with two additional peaks centred at 457.9 eV (2p3/2)
and 463.1 eV (2p1/2) attributed to Ti3+ ions. Previous research did not always report the
presence of Ti3+ after such treatments, implying a high stability of Ti4+ which is against
reduction to Ti3+ [164]. As shown in Figures 4.8a-c, after the hydrogenation at RT and
573 K, the Ti4+(2p3/2) peak moves to 459.5 eV and 458.7 eV, respectively, in accordance
with the previous results [165]. It has been reported that under certain circumstances Ti2+
states can be observed in black titania [41, 166]. Increasing the temperature during the
plasma treatment caused a Ti2+ state to appear. This can be observed in Figure 4.8c, the
new peaks emerged at 454.9 eV (2p3/2) and 460.8 eV (2p1/2) after hydrogen treatment at
573 K, which correspond to Ti2+.

Figures 4.8d-f show the O 1s core level XPS spectra for the pristine and hydrogenated
samples at RT and 573 K. The O 1s spectra of the pristine sample can be deconvoluted
into two peaks at 530.2 eV and 532.1 eV. The first is ascribed to oxygen in Ti-O-Ti bonds
and the second to oxygen in Ti-OH in accordance with earlier data [167, 168]. There is
evidence of changes in peak fractions of these two peaks representing Ti-O and Ti-OH
bonds, although binding energies remain almost the same before and after hydrogenation
treatments. However, a small positive shift in the binding energies of Ti-O-Ti after RT
hydrogenation (from 530.1 to 530.9 eV) resembles the behaviour of Ti4+(2p3/2), where
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energies increased and returned after treatment at 573 K (from 458.9 eV to 459.5 eV).
There is a third component on the surface, which has a binding energy of 533.5 eV and is
assigned to an O-C-O bond owing to unintentional carbon contamination during sample
handling/plasma treatments.

In addition, there is a clear trend of an increasing Ti-OH fraction and its further dom-
inance over Ti-O-Ti after hydrogenation at 573 K. A similar tendency was observed and
reported in other hydrogenated TiO2 [40], which suggested the creation of more -OH
bonds in subsurface regions.

Hydrogenated thin films show no significant disorder as presented in Figure 4.7. Even
though the same hydrogenation parameters on rutile samples were utilised for a longer time
period, a slightly amorphous phase of upper layers was detected by GIXRD. Based on the
fact that there are no significant structural changes, and that the light absorption of the film
after hydrogenation has been improved, One can deduce that the band-gap narrowing took
place with hydrogenation. Several suggestions on the origin of the band-gap narrowing
have been proposed. However due to its complexity and mutual Ti interstitial and vacancy
interplay, the reasons remain unclear [40, 160]. Ti defects alone might play a small role;
therefore one may guess that the localised states at 0.7-1.0 eV and 0.92-1.37 eV are induced
by oxygen vacancies and Ti-H bonds, respectively [44, 158]. Researchers observed that the
high electroconductivity in TiO2 is due to Ti3+ and Ti2+ states along with oxygen vacancies,
and this is in accordance with XPS results which show an increase of Ti defects with the
temperature of the hydrogenation treatment [169, 170]. However, such extreme changes in
electroconductivity have not been reported before. Typically, reduction from Ti4+ to Ti3+
originates from the surface and is always accompanied by a loss of oxygen.

With increasing time/temperature of hydrogenation treatments, hydrogen tends to in-
crease its number of bonds with TiO2. This is demonstrated in the changes of the Ti-O-
Ti/Ti-OH ratio with hydrogenation as shown in Figures 4.8a-c.

XPS results indicate the presence of both the Ti2+ and Ti3+ states, which are likely
accompanied by Vo defects in the TiO2 films after hydrogenation treatment. Therefore,
eMS was applied to probe these defects and their temperature-dependent interactions in
hydrogenated TiO2 on the atomic scale.

4.2.3.2 EmissionMössbauer Spectroscopy

A series of emission Mössbauer spectra recorded in the pristine sample is shown in Fig-
ures 4.9a-e, while Figure 4.9f is focused on the magnetic features (wings). I evaluated the
spectra in terms of three components by virtue of the VINDA programme [88]. The central
part consists of a doublet due to high-spin Fe2+ (D0). This part was calculated as a dis-
tribution of quadrupole splitting [171]. The quadrupole splitting and the isomer shift are
coupled as δ = δ0 + δ1 ·∆EQ, where δ1 and δ0 are fitting variables. The derived isomer shift
and quadrupole splitting at RT are δRT = 0.80(4) and ∆EQ = 1.98(7) mm/s, respectively.
It is straightforward to assign D0 to Fe ions at the substitutional sites in anatase [172]. The
wings of the spectra show magnetic hyperfine splitting, similar to those observed previously
in the eMS studies on rutile TiO2 [38], which were attributed to high-spin Fe+3 showing
spin-lattice relaxations on a comparable time scale as the lifetime of the 14.4 keV Mössbauer
state of 57Fe. This part of the spectra was analysed with the semi-empirical Blume-Tjon-
based model (BT1&2) [173]. Figure 4.10c shows the relative area fractions of both Fe2+
and Fe3+ based on the simultaneous analysis of the spectra, while Figures 4.10a,b,d concen-
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FIGURE 4.9: (a-e) 57Fe emission Mössbauer spectra obtained at the temperatures indicated
after implantation of 57Mn into pristine anatase TiO2. (f ) Magnified view of the spectra
showing the effect of the magnetic splitting.

trate on the hyperfine parameters of Fe2+. The derived results reveal two annealing stages:
1) between 300 K and 373 K and 2) from 373 to 623 K.

During the first stage, the majority of the Fe3+ ions are transformed into Fe2+ with in-
creasing temperature, which is clearly observable in Figure 4.10c. The quadrupole splitting
value of Fe2+ shown in Figure 4.10b shifts, and the isomer shift demonstrates an increase
relative to the second-order Doppler shift (SOD) trend (in Figure 4.10a, shown as a solid
line). The relative line broadening presented in Figure 4.10d decreases, and the quadrupole
splitting distribution becomes more symmetric, as observed through the coupling parame-
ter δ1 between the isomer shift and the quadrupole splitting (not shown). This annealing
stage is very similar to the annealing stage reported for rutile TiO2 [38] around 330 K. At
this temperature the Fe2+ area fraction, isomer shift and quadrupole splitting increased,
while the quadrupole splitting distribution became narrower. One may attribute this stage
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FIGURE 4.10: Temperature dependence of hyperfine parameters of Fe2+ (D0). (a) Average
isomer shift. The solid line shows the second-order Doppler shift. (b) Average quadrupole
splitting. The solid line shows the linear trend above 373 K. (c) Area fractions of the spectral
components of the spectra in Figure 4.9. (d) Relative standard deviation of the quadrupole
splitting distribution function. The dashed line shows the average above 373 K.

to the mobility of Ti interstitials (TiI) and/or Ti vacancies (VTi), leaving the probe atom
in an environment with oxygen vacancies, thus promoting the 2+ state over the 3+ state.
Gunnlaugsson et al. [38] interpreted the annealing effect in terms of TiI, mostly because
rutile tends to form these interstitials more easily than anatase [174]. For this reason, the
absence of the sharp annealing stage here at 330 K (unlike in rutile) can be in general inter-
preted as a less noticeable contribution of VTi and TiI mutual annihilation [174].

There is no evidence of the ∼ 550-600 K annealing stage reported in rutile TiO2 [38],
which the authors attributed to the dissociation of Mn-Vo pairs within the 1.45 min half-
life of 57Mn. This suggests that Mn-Vo pairs have higher dissociation energy in anatase,
compared to rutile. Using the same method as in Ref. [38], one finds a dissociation en-
ergy > 1.8 eV for Mn-Vo pairs in anatase TiO2. Furthermore, the second annealing stage
observed here with Fe2+ (D0 component) dominating the spectra up to 650 K can be ad-
ditionally supported by the fact that Vo are easily formed in anatase, especially under ion
radiation [174, 175].

During the 57Mn → 57Fe β− decay an average recoil energy of 40 eV is transferred to
the 57Fe atom, which may lead to a relocation of atoms into the interstitial sites. However
results show no indication of a spectral component that could be interpreted as due to in-
terstitial Ti (the threshold displacement energy of Ti atoms is around 39(1) eV [176]). If
interstitial Fe are formed, this could indicate that they can find their regular lattice site in
less than 100 ns or they possess too low Debye-Waller factor to be observed in eMS mea-
surements. The isomer shift shown in Figure 4.10a follows roughly the SOD at T> 370 K.
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FIGURE 4.11: 57Fe emission Mössbauer spectra obtained at the temperatures indicated after
implantation of 57Mn into TiO2:H-RT.

The average quadrupole splitting in Figure 4.10b shows a smooth dependency above 370 K,
with a sudden increase from 300 to 370 K. This resembles the results observed in rutile and
is supposedly due to changes in the local environment [38]. Figure 4.10d shows that the
same trend with the width of the quadrupole splitting distribution, suggesting that Fe2+ is
not located in the amorphous environment in anatase. Only at higher doses of implantation,
anatase becomes amorphous (1×1016 ions/cm2) [177].

Figure 4.11 shows a series of eMS spectra obtained on the TiO2:H-RT sample. There
are two major differences in comparison with the spectra obtained on the pristine sample
(see Figure 4.9): 1) no Fe3+ component is observed and 2) the spectra have additionally
an apparent single line (SL) and a doublet (D1), which resembles D0 in pristine TiO2 and
assigned to a high-spin Fe2+. While the absence of Fe3+ can be explained by the doping
effects of hydrogen, the presence of a single line in the eMS spectra from the noncubic
structure of anatase at first glance represents an unexpected feature. The hyperfine param-
eters and relative area fractions of Fe2+ determined from the simultaneous analysis of the
spectra are presented in Figures 4.12a-c. The derived isomer shift and quadrupole split-
ting for TiO2:H-RT obtained at RT for D1 are δRT = 0.90(4) and ∆EQ = 2.19(6) mm/s,
respectively. Apparently, these hyperfine parameters resemble those obtained in rutile.

The unknown SL has an isomer shift of δRT = 0.72(2) mm/s and demonstrates a temper-
ature dependence. The isomer shift of D1 for the sample obtained after hydrogenation at RT
depicted in Figure 4.12a does not follow the SOD. It is characterised by δRT = 0.90(4) mm/s
close to 300 K and by δ ∼ 0.4 mm/s close to 750 K. The δRT is similar to the previously
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FIGURE 4.12: Temperature dependence of hyperfine parameters of Fe2+ (D1) for TiO2:H-
RT. (a) Average isomer shift. The solid line is a comparison to the SOD shift. (b) Average
quadrupole splitting. (c) Area fractions of the spectral components of the spectra in Fig-
ure 4.11. (d) Relative standard deviation of the quadrupole splitting distribution function.

obtained D0 in the pristine sample shown in Fig 4.10. This could suggest either a change in
the local environment or addition of another unresolved spectral component with a lower
isomer shift. The quadrupole splitting ∆EQ of D1 is close to ∼ 2.2 mm/s, which is similar
to the value obtained for D0 in the analysis of eMS spectra of the pristine sample above
the 330 K annealing stage. For the pristine sample, the (extrapolated) quadrupole split-
ting of D0 is ∼ 1.8 mm/s at 700 K, while for D1 of the sample hydrogenated at RT, the
value 1.2 mm/s is obtained. The presence of two unresolved quadrupole split components
in Figure 4.12d explains the broadening of the D1 component. Approximately at 300 K,
the spectra are dominated by a contribution similar to D0 of the pristine sample, while at
750 K, they are also composed of another contribution that has a lower isomer shift and
quadrupole splitting. The addition of the two contributions would give a broader final com-
ponent at elevated temperatures. This suggests a broad annealing stage centred at around
500 K, coinciding with the peak in the SL area fraction as shown in Figure 4.12c. Moreover,
there is no 330 K annealing stage observed in the pristine sample.

The sample hydrogenated at 573 K demonstrates a different temperature behaviour as
depicted in Figure 4.13. There is no annealing stage visible in the pristine sample. However,
the collapsing stage persists up to 650 K. The isomer shift of D2 component shown in
Figure 4.14a has slightly higher values δRT = 0.92(3) mm/s near 300 K and at 700 K (if
extrapolated) reaches δ ∼ 0.6 mm/s and seems to follow the SOD. The quadrupole splitting
value is slightly lower at RT in comparison to TiO2:H-RT, although if it is extrapolated up
to 700 K it appears to be on the order of 1.7 mm/s, which is significantly larger than in the
previous sample (see Figures 4.14b and 4.12b). The influence of hydrogenation on the area
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fractions shows a steeper evolution of TiO2:H-573 K features, where the SL contributes
only 11.2% of the spectral area (22.4% in the case of TiO2:H-RT) at RT. Here, the fractions
(D1 and SL) almost reach a parity at 500 K, afterwards the SL decreases steadily, which
is different for the 573 K sample, where both components are stretch out for each other at
600 K. At this point, one may assume that the local atomic environment of D1 at RT is
different to the one after the equivalent stage at 500 K (see Figure 4.12). Although Fe2+
components seem to be similar in pristine and after-hydrogenation samples near 300 K, the
broadening of the D2 component remains alike to that in the TiO2:H-RT sample.

The hyperfine parameters change marginally after the hydrogenation treatment at 573 K.
The D2 component shows only a small growth of δRT = 0.92(3) and decrease of ∆EQ =
2.12(5) mm/s. The increase of quadrupole splitting for the hydrogenated samples shows that
the electric local environment around probes has become more asymmetrical. Additional Vo
and -OH bonds should increase the s-electron density at the nucleus, resulting in changes
of isomer shift, which is reasonable since both act as shallow donors in TiO2 even when H
is isolated [24, 51, 147].
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FIGURE 4.13: 57Fe emission Mössbauer spectra obtained at the temperatures indicated after
implantation of 57Mn into TiO2:H-573.

The nature of the SL and the absence of Fe3+ require more attention. To investigate
this, one may need to study the local atomic environment further. At this point, the results
can be explained in terms of charge transfer. In the current system, this transfer can be
invoked by: 1) high amount of Vo in the upper layers, which supports the Fe2+ state as well
as the presence of Ti2+ and Ti3+, as detected by XPS measurements; 2) hydrogen bonds
-OH; 3) both combined. Considering more than one degree of freedom, the annealing
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FIGURE 4.14: Temperature dependence of hyperfine parameters of Fe2+ (D2) for TiO2:H-
573. (a) Average isomer shift. The solid line is a fit to the SOD shift. (b) Average
quadrupole splitting. (c) Area fractions of the spectral components of the spectra in Fig-
ure 4.13. (d) Relative standard deviation of the quadrupole splitting distribution function.

behaviour of the treated samples could be slightly ambiguous. As Vo undergo changes at
low temperatures (at 360 K), I focus on point 2) hydrogen bonds - OH. On the grounds
of a few experimental studies on metal oxides the hydrogen impurities are expected to be in
several forms [60, 178]. By and large, it is energetically favourable for hydrogen to occupy
two states in the bulk with different mobilities (i.e., activation energy). One form has a
covalent bond to an oxygen atom (H•

C , placed perpendicular to c-axis), while the other
behaves as a deep metastable interstitial (H•

I ) or/and bound weakly via longer bonds to
more than one neighbouring oxygen atom [54]. According to previous studies the charge
state of H•

I remains to be unknown but is often assumed to be positive [179]. Results
of another metal oxide WO3 have shown that upon annealing hydrogen which is weakly
bound (or free) can leave as H2, whereas -OH leaves in the form of water [60]. The lower
hydrogen concentration is, the higher energy is needed (the jumping frequency lowers). A
recent IR absorption study on anatase has revealed that the barrier energy for hydrogen
motion is beyond 0.9 eV, which is two times higher than that for rutile (0.53 eV) [180].
Thus, hydrogen in rutile cannot be accumulated in high quantities. Therefore, it is likely
stabilised by the nearest defects. Bearing this in mind, it can be assumed that in the current
case a possible synergistic configuration of a higher amount of hydrogen and vacancies is
responsible for the observed annealing behaviour.

Due to the low activation energy, H•
I can already start to slowly diffuse out at RT. If

the latter does not develop that swiftly, a hopping of hydrogen among equivalent oxygen
neighbours could occur with high rates. A proton can be located vibrating near an oxygen
atom, then it jumps over the shortest bond lengths (smaller activation energy) to another
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oxygen and hops backwards to finalise the vibration near another oxygen [181]. The results
show that implanted 57Fe ions replace Ti ions in the lattice, where the hydrogen hopping to
various oxygen atoms happens to be in the vicinity of the probes, thus affecting the electric-
field gradient direction rapidly, on the time scale of the 14.4 keV lifetime of 57Fe Mössbauer
state. This can result in the occurrence of SL, which by all means is not a natural state in
the tetragonal structure and can only be caused by dynamic processes. A similar tendency
of H, for instance, was observed in SiO2 [181].

With increasing temperature more atoms participate in the motion, which could result
in a formation of an identical defect occupying a different lattice position (i.e diffusion of
the species). Nonetheless, if the activation energy is not sufficient for breaking up a chem-
ical bond, it may lead to a transition (or reorientation) between equivalent positions in the
lattice [56]. For these reasons, one may need to consider that unbound-hydrogen has a
significant impact on the electric field distribution around the probes. Studies performed
by Lavrov et al. [150] have shown that anatase (TiO2) doped with hydrogen is unstable
against annealing at temperatures above 570 K. Combined stepping annealing and XPS
analysis along with nuclear reaction analysis studies have shown that in rutile (TiO2) hydro-
gen remains in the lattice up to 600 K, after which it depletes steeply [182]. Therefore, one
may conclude that hydrogen movement in anatase consists primarily of two steps, with the
second step superimposing on the first at higher temperatures. First, H•

I , which has a lower
motion threshold, changes its orientation or moves throughout equivalent positions. This
assertion can be justified by the eMS results in terms of the SL alteration with temperature.
The eMS spectra obtained for the TiO2:H-RT sample shows no temperature dependence
up to 350-400 K, whereas from ≈ 440 K a “jumping” of hydrogen throughout equivalent
positions occurs. Second, when the activation energy is high enough, the H•

C covalent bond
dissociation is triggered. As the speed of desorption is always dependent on the concentra-
tion gradient the recovery of areal fractions begins when most of the hydrogen is depleted
from upper layers, thus explaining the “de-collapsing” of SL after ≈ 620 K.

The sample treated at 573 K exhibits a more perplexing scenario. Generally, it is similar
to TiO2:H-RT; however, the collapsing stage is evident throughout the high temperature
ranges. The phenomena could be explained in terms of “hydrogen traps”. These traps are
commonly formed when samples under study are with bulk defects, which in turn could be
formed on a basis of Vo agglomeration. Once these bulk defects are formed, they prevent
hydrogen atoms from swift diffusion and consequently from the early desorption [57, 182].
Besides, another scenario could take place. When two hydrogen interstitials form a single
H2 molecule, it could remain in the lattice under certain circumstances up to 973 K [183].
The gradual decrease in quadrupole splitting indicates a slow but steady recovery of defects.
In this case it is fair to expect its development via the thermally-activated surface to the bulk
diffusion of reduced Ti interstitials [184].

4.2.3.3 Ab-initioCalculations

To the best of my knowledge, there have been solely few attempts to perform density func-
tional theory (DFT) calculations on anatase doped with Fe and only one study on changes in
the electric field gradient (EFG) upon doping complemented with transmission Mössbauer
measurements. For the comparison with calculations, only samples doped with relatively
high amount of 57Fe (2.8 and 5.4%) were used, calculations performed with one Fe atom
in the supercell could miss out possible lattice distortions [185]. This mismatch between
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theoretical approximations and experiments may cause a shift in the EFG that in fact could
explain a typical 10-15% divergence of the experimental data from calculated results. Like-
wise, the obtained experimental data does not match well with the early published results by
Rodríguez et al. [185] (FLAPW with LSDA and GGA was used). Therefore, it was neces-
sary to perform our own calculations to check whether a closer match to our experimental
results could be obtained.

O-

H+

a b

c d e

Ti+

Fe+

FIGURE 4.15: Possible TiO2 configurations reconstructed using ab-initio calculations:
(a) Fe:Ti; (b) Fe:Ti+Vo equatorial; (c) Fe:Ti+Vo equatorial nnn.; (d) Fe:Ti+OH#1; (e)
Fe:Ti+OH#2.

To simulate isolated impurities, various approaches have been employed. Since our sam-
ples were implanted with dilute (ppm) amount of impurities, a 2×2×1 supercell (SC) was
utilised, taking into account that impurities did not interact with each other and structural
relaxations were not affected. A tetragonal unit cell was featured with a = b = 3.806 Å and
c = 9.724 Å constants taken from a 15 K neutron powder diffraction study [186]. In the
current situation, it is important to predict and describe the charge state and structural, elec-
tronic, and hyperfine features of the impurity-host system. For that, calculations featuring
various scenarios such as Fe being at the cationic site while surrounded with H and multi-
ple configurations of equatorial/apical Vo around the Fe impurity and with added electrons
were performed.

The ab-initio calculations were carried out employing the PAW method implemented in
the VASP environment. The theoretical PBE exchange-correlation functional with 3×3×3
k-point grids were used. Following the same strategy a SC with a = b = 7.612 Å and c =
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9.724 Å was constructed. For several cases the lattice parameters were optimised and only
small differences were discovered in the results which are not presented here. In order to
check the results, parameters for Fe:Ti and Fe:Ti(1ē) with an additional electron by means of
WIEN2K (17.1), using the accurate (linearised) augmented plane wave plus the local orbitals
((L)APW+lo) method were simultaneously calculated. The basis-set-size was defined by
Kmax = 6/1.58 = 3.8 arb.units −1, and a 5×5×3 k-points mesh. Besides, two more possible
sources of error were tested: the size of the supercell and the use of the DFT+U approach to
describe the d-electrons of Fe and Ti. The quadrupole splitting values was calculated based
on ∆EQ = 6|νQ|

√
1 + η2/3 where the quadrupole coupling constant is given as follows:

νQ = (ecQVzz)/[4Ie(2Ie − 1)E0] with the asymmetry parameter η = (Vxx − Vyy)/Vzz .
The nuclear electric quadrupole moment, Q, represents the first excited state of 57Fe, e is
the elementary charge and Vzz is the EFG along the major axis (provides information on
the symmetry of the electric field charge distribution) [187].

Table 4.3: Calculations obtained for TiO2 anatase. Here dAV is the mean length of Fe-O
bonds (Å). Vzz is the largest component (given in 1021 V·m−2) and η is the asymmetry
parameter of the EFG tensor. ∆EQ and η are given in mm/s. U3 or U5 eV reflect when a
charge is added to d-orbitals of Ti/Fe. Experimental data is for Fe2+ component taken at
RT. δA is the isomer shift, based on the empirical model by Gunnlaugsson et al.. Mark ⋄

is added for a 3 × 3 × 1 SC. Equatorial and apical Vo - eq. and ap.; nnn stands for a
next-nearest neighbour and m stands for a metastable state.

System: dAV Vzz η ∆EQ δA
Fe:Ti⋄ 1.936 1.74 0 0.309 0.954
Fe:Ti+1ē⋄ 2.012 2.17 0 0.385 1.025
Fe:Ti+OH#1 m. 2.010 -5.50 0.65 1.044 1.023
Fe:Ti+OH#2 2.031 -3.13 0.97 0.638 1.043
Fe:Ti+Vo ap. 2.017 -2.76 0.16 0.461 1.030
Fe:Ti+Vo eq.+U3 2.022 -7.25 0.37 1.318 1.035
Fe:Ti+Vo eq.+U5 2.026 -8.24 0.45 1.514 1.038
Fe:Ti+Vo nnn. 2.040 9.69 0.34 1.768 1.052
Fe:Ti+Vo eq.nnn.⋄ 1.994 -14.7 0.20 2.631 1.008
TiO2 Pristineexp D0 1.98(1) 0.80(4)
TiO2:H-RTexp D1 2.19(6) 0.90(4)
TiO2:H-RTexp SL - 0.72(2)
TiO2:H-573Kexp D2 2.12(5) 0.92(3)
TiO2:H-573Kexp SL - 0.86(2)

Since eMS experiments were carried out with 57Mn/Fe it was straightforward to con-
sider the Fe:Ti configuration as the starting point. For this reason, a case where a Ti atom
was substituted by Fe (see Figure 4.15a) and additionally Fe:Ti(1ē) (checked with VASP
& WIEN2K) was reconstructed first. Second, other calculations were implemented on the
grounds of the Fe:Ti, additionally having hydrogen in two (OH#1) and (OH#2) configura-
tions (Figures 4.15b-c). It was assumed that OH#1 could behave as H•

I , while OH#2 could
feature more robust bonding. Last but not least, Fe:Ti with either equatorial or apical Vo
(Figures 4.15d-e) were performed. The calculated parameters are listed in Table 4.3. Besides
the aforementioned calculations of the EFG, an empirical model was applied to determine
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the Mössbauer isomer shifts in ionic and covalent binary compounds. The model predicts
room temperature isomer shift values for Fe2+ in metal oxides. The empirical model relies
mainly on the nearest-neighbour distances and Pauling electronegativity (∆χP < 2) [97].
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FIGURE 4.16: Densities of states for (a) Fe:Ti, (b) Fe:Ti+1ē, (c) Fe:Ti+OH#1 m., (d)
Fe:Ti+OH#2, (e) Fe:Ti+Vo apical, (f ) Fe:Ti+Vo equatorial.

The performed calculations show that after relaxation local distortions affecting Fe:Ti
bond lengths are anisotropic and higher than what have been observed with calculations
performed by Rodríguez-Torres et al. [185], however slightly lower (1.94 Å) than the previ-
ously published XAFS data (Fe:Ti) (1.97 Å) [188]. The difference in bond lengths could be
related to the displacement, which is symmetric in the PBE approximation. Furthermore,
results for the calculated hyperfine parameters differ from ones obtained experimentally,
similarly as in the previous study. On the basis of these calculations, one may ponder that
a combined configuration of Fe:Ti+OH#2 with Fe:Ti+Vo could result in close match with
experimental data. In a charged supercell, the IS of a doublet likely remains within the
range of Fe3+. The trace of hydrogen breaks the symmetry of the EFG near the probe.
Including Vo along with Fe doping in the calculation demonstrates that neither the high
energetic stability nor results are close to the experimental data. Compared with the pre-
vious observation [185], the current experimental results are in better agreement with the
calculated results of Fe-O next-nearest neighbour locations and QS match relatively close
(1.77 with 1.98 mm/s, respectively) and the deviations are on order of 10-12%. Moreover,
the performed calculations are done at 0 K and if there is a low crystal field splitting near the
probe, then average values of the QS are used. Generally speaking, for Fe2+ there is always
an additional electron in the system, which bears an extra part to the EFG and can jump
between orbitals, that likely cancels out the QS which is evident in eMS results shown in
Figures 4.12 and 4.14. Hence, Vo induce Fe2+ with reasonable QS values, while in the case
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of -OH configurations they are characterised by lower QS values and likely are responsible
for the SL.

The densities of states of the used configurations are shown in Figure 4.16. In most
cases one finds semiconductors, where the valence band is mainly dominated by O p states,
with insignificant hybridisation of Ti d states. However, the conduction band is almost
completely given to Ti d states. One exception is the oxygen vacancy at the equatorial site,
when the Fermi level moves to the bottom of the conduction band, thus turning the system
metallic. The Fe impurity states are distributed in the valence band and localised in the
peaks inside of the band-gap.

4.2.4 Conclusions

To summarise, hydrogenated anatase films show the presence of surface-bulk defects such
as Ti-OH and Vo, which have a positive impact on light absorption and conductivity. 57Fe
emission Mössbauer spectroscopy following implantation of 57Mn (t1/2 = 1.5 min) to a
maximum local concentration of 10−3 at.% into pristine anatase films at various tempera-
tures reveals two distinct annealing stages from RT up to 373 K and to 623 K. The first
stage occurs due to a movement of vacancies and leaves the probes in a highly disturbed
local atomic environment.

The second stage is induced by mutual annihilation of VTi and TiI. The hydrogenated
samples show a different behaviour depending on the degree of hydrogenation. In both
cases, there is no sign of Fe3+, which is due to hydrogen being a shallow donor. Specifically,
for the sample treated at RT, the interstitial hydrogen (with a small activation energy) starts
hopping throughout equivalent positions around the probes even at RT. With increasing
temperature there is a breakdown of the -OH bond and a further increase in temperature
brings the additional amount of hydrogen into play. The latter manifests in eMS as the
collapse of a doublet into a single broad line. Nonetheless, for the sample treated at 573 K,
these two annealing stages overlap each other due to the bulk hydrogen traps. This is mani-
fested as the collapsed eMS spectra at high temperatures because H2 could be trapped in the
bulk defects up to elevated temperatures. Ab-initio studies suggest that the observed eMS
results are most likely related to a vacancy configuration near the probe (Fe:Ti+Vo eq.nnn.⋄).
Regarding the hydrogenated anatase, additional ab-initio studies are needed to reconstruct
the position in the lattice that could yield the EFG values close to the experimental results.
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4.3 Cd-H Pairs in Rutile

In the current section, an investigation of the electronic structure in hydrogenated rutile
films is presented. The structure is probed by means of Time-Differential γ-γ Perturbed
Angular Correlation spectroscopy with 111mCd/Cd isotope, implanted at ISOLDE/CERN.
The measurements were conducted at 581 K as a function of hydrogenation temperature
(temperature of the samples during hydrogenation). Despite the fact, that rutile single crys-
tals show the presence of two local environments, the current pristine thin films sample had
a single EFG. Upon various degrees of hydrogenation it underwent alterations, resulting in
up to 3 different local surroundings, generally with high electric field gradient. Broad EFG
distributions are likely due to randomly distributed point defects in the neighbourhood of
Cd acceptors. Observed results suggest that hydrogenations at RT and 423 K are not suffi-
cient enough to promote unique defect configurations, while in the range of 473-573 K the
formation of specific defect configurations are observed. Therefore, one may assume that
the formation Cd-defect complexes (Cd-H pairs) are temperature enhanced. At higher lev-
els of hydrogenation (663 K), the sample becomes partly amorphous, which confines the
reasonable usage of PAC. Complexes seem to be stable against annealing up to 581 K. This
subsection has not been published/submitted yet.

4.3.1 Overview

Hydrogen is a well known impurity in semiconductors with a prominent impact on electri-
cal, structural and optical properties. Intentional hydrogen incorporation (generally with
plasma or implantation) allows to tune the band-gap and consequently improve solar light
absorption caused by both reduction of ions and hydrogen doping [40]. Depending on a
semiconductor type, hydrogen behaves differently. In wide-band-metal-oxides, hydrogen
tends to bound to oxygen and can mainly act as an amphoteric impurity or as a donor [189].
The latter is the case for TiO2. In stable rutile, oxygen vacancies are also considered to
contribute to the system. However, when there is an excess of electrons they tend to be
localised at the Ti site, giving rise to a polaron formation. Moreover, a polaron remains
favourable even when additional electrons are induced via a dopant [20, 190]. In the 70s
an improvement of n-type conductivity was spotted after hydrogenation in TiO2. An in-
terstitial hydrogen was suggested to form a single dative bond to an oxygen atom, where
hydrogen was located in the open c channel of the crystal [191].

More recent studies with IR absorption spectroscopy have shown that hydrogen nature
in metal oxides is far more complicated. It has been shown that hydrogen could feature
several forms stable against low temperature annealing, and furthermore if it is stabilised
by a defect nearby can remain in the lattice up to 1150 K [54, 182, 192, 193]. Stability of
these complexes against other impacts raises questions. Under IR and electron irradiation
diffusivity of hydrogen has significantly improved and is anisotropic, with the activation
barrier remarkable lower in the c-direction [194, 195].

One of the subtle methods to probe structure, electronic properties and stability of impu-
rities complexes in solids on the atomic scale is perturbed angular correlation spectroscopy.
PAC is sensitive to the local electric field gradients present in the lattice near the probe atom.
The EFG can be mainly described by the quadrupole coupling constant νQ = eQV zz/ℏ
(here Q is nuclear quadrupole moment and Vzz is the largest component of EFG tensor).
In the current study ω0 is employed instead, as the spin of Cd is specified 5/2+. More details
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about the method can be found in sections 2.1 and 2.2. The method has been previously
applied for studying acceptor complexes, passivation, influence of pressure and annealing
on hydrogen bonds dissociation and impact of hydrogen on the electric field gradient in
semiconductors (Si, GaP, InP, and InAs ) [196]. In those studies hydrogen was introduced
in several ways, including hydrogen plasma or low energy implantation. In the case of Si,
for instance, hydrogen formed pairs with the majority of probes ( up to 80%) and its in-
corporation in the lattice did not influence the axial asymmetry parameter, η, of the EFG,
and only alterations in the observable frequencies demonstrated the changes [66]. Studies
performed with another hyperfine interaction method - emission Mössbauer spectroscopy
on hydrogen plasma treated anatase samples have shown that hydrogen complexes are likely
to be featured in at least two main forms: interstitial (or weakly bounded with longer bonds)
H•

I and hydrogen with a covalent bond to an oxygen atom H•
C . These complexes have differ-

ent activation energy, and thus their thermal motion was triggered in two consequent steps:
1) H•

I moves through equivalent positions 2) H•
C , once activation energy is sufficient to

break its bond (see section 4.2.3.2). In the case of highly doped and Vo-abundant samples
both steps could overlap with each other. I performed several experiments with 111mCd on
anatase samples and obtained no perturbations, as it happened in the case of 111Ag/Cd iso-
tope [122]. As pristine rutile behaves in a similar way as anatase does (see section 4.2.3.2),
here I aim to spot ongoing changes in the electronic structure taking place during the first
step of hydrogen dissociation [38, 182].

4.3.2 Experimental

TiO2 thin films were prepared by radio frequency sputtering (LA 440S by VON AR-
DENNE) onto 1× 1 cm Si substrates, utilising a ceramic TiO2 target (99.9% FHR Anla-
genbau, Germany). During the process, the sputtering power was kept at 210 W and the
Ar flux was fixed at 80 sccm. The thickness of thin films was controlled with an ellipsometer
(Sentech SE 801) and was in order of 500 nm. Prior to hydrogenation, the samples were
annealed at 1073 K for 5 hours with slow cooling, to ensure their full crystallisation into ru-
tile. Thereafter, the samples were treated in a chamber for plasma-enhanced hydrogenation
treatment, where an inductively coupled plasma instrument (Plasma Lab 100 ICP-CVD,
Oxford Instruments) was used. The H2 plasma treatment was performed for 30 minutes
in a broad temperature range (temperature of substrate) specifically at: room temperature
(RT), 423, 473, 573 and 663 K. The ICP power was held at 3000 W, the chamber pressure
at 3.5 Pa, and the H2 flow rate at 50 sccm.

PAC experiments were carried out on a basis of 6-detector TDPAC spectrometer equipped
with LaBr3 detectors placed around a tubular furnace at 90◦ geometry with a decent time
resolution (360 ps). Isotopes of 111mCd/Cd were implanted at room temperature into sam-
ples with energy of 30 keV and fluence in the order of 1.1 × 1011 at/cm2 provided by the
ISOLDE radioactive beam facility at CERN [98]. Since, the hydrogenation was done prior
to the implantation the radiation-damage-recovery-annealings were performed during the
measurements up to a certain extend. This decision was based on an early study of implanta-
tion damage in rutile where approximately 20% of damage was recovered near 500 K [197].
The chosen 111mCd isotope decays to 111Cd and a cascade of 151-245 keV is released via iso-
meric transition, thus after-effects or/and chemical rearrangements can be excluded. SRIM
calculations [107]) showed that the depth of implantation should not exceed 30 nm (average
15 nm). Quadrupole moment used for calculations of the EFG is 0.76(2) b [113].
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X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded with a SIEMENS/BRUKER D 5000 X-ray
diffraction using Cu-Kα radiation at 40 kV and 40 mA, with a pristine sample being
scanned from 20◦ to 80◦ with a step size of 0.02◦ in Grazing incidence.

4.3.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.3.1 Stability of Cd-H
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FIGURE 4.17: PAC spectra as a function of hydrogenation temperature with the correspond-
ing Fourier transforms. Solid lines are the least-squares fit of the appropriate theoretical
function to the experimental data.

Figure 4.17 shows the observable R(t) spectra and their Fourier transforms, as measured
at 581 K after implantation of 111mCd, for pristine and several TiO2 samples hydrogenated
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Table 4.4: 111mCd/Cd fitting parameters featuring main EFGs fractions. ω0 is given in
Mrad·s-1, δ and perc. are in % while Vzz numbers are presented in (1021 V·m-2). EFG of
the same origin are marked with colours.

State: EFG: Data:
perc. ω0n η0n δ0n Vzz

Pristine 1 100 96.5(3) 0.19(2) 3.6(3) 5.57(2)

H2-RT
2 8.4(5) 127.2(21) 0.37(8) 1.1(3) 7.35(2)
3 27.7(46) 178.8(16) 0.46(2) 3.5(10) 10.32(3)
4 63.9(71) 250.6(21) 0.39(1) 7.0(5) 14.49(4)

H2-423K
5 38.2(75) 286.2(53) 0.68(2) 6.7(19) 16.52(5)
1′ 16.9(34) 94.7(18) 0.19(7) 4.2(8) 5.47(2)
3′ 44.9(41) 184.2(13) 0.83(2) 7.1(10) 10.63(2)

H2-473K 5′ 37.4(27) 295.3(10) 0.63(1) 1,3(1) 17.1(4)
6 62.6(60) 292(14) 0.00 24.3(45) 16.86(9)

H2-573K 5′′ 29.0(22) 296.2(6) 0.64(1) 0.6(1) 17.10(4)
6′ 71.1(24) 300.3(19) 0.57(2) 15.1(21) 17.34(4)

H2-663K
5′′′ 9.6(32) 276.7(21) 0.81(1) 1.1(8) 15.98(4)
7 66.2(71) 160.8(11) 0.54(2) 9.5(12) 9.28(3)
8 24.2(46) 85.3(20) 0.75(3) 8,0(11) 4.93(2)

different temperatures. Table 4.4 summarises the fitting parameters of the main fractions
of 111Cd probe nuclei interacting with different EFG distributions.

Annealing at 581 K seems to be sufficient to recover most of the implantation damage
of the pristine sample, where solely one fraction of a single triplet of frequencies, is seen
to be present in the corresponding R(t) Fourier spectrum. The corresponding R(t) function
has a well defined pattern, what is the characteristic of a single EFG/environment for the
Cd atoms in TiO2, being only slightly damped as a function of time. The electric field
gradient (EFG 1) resembles the values obtained on rutile [134, 198]. Absence of signifi-
cant remaining implantation damage is evidenced by several factors. Firstly, one points the
small damping of the R(t) function that reveals a low density of defects, with an essentially
defect free local environment. Secondly, the main frequency measured at this temperature
ω01 = 96.52(3) Mrad·s-1 matches closely with previously reported values on rutile [198, 199]
ω0 = 98.5(2) Mrad·s-1.

The non-zero axially asymmetry parameter resembles results already measured at room
temperature, although being slightly higher (η = 0.19(2) than previously measured values
on single crystals (η = 0.7(1) [134, 198]. Based on these results, one may presume that most
of atoms reside at the Ti substitutional site, in essentially defects-free environment.

After hydrogenation the spectra became remarkably complex and, without Fourier trans-
form analysis it would be fairly challenging to distinguish amongst the variety of local envi-
ronments/EFGs and their corresponding fractions. Upon hydrogenation treatment at RT,
there is no evidence for EFG1. The spectrum was best fitted with the help of three EFG
distributions, leading to a strongly damped R(t) function, which is evidence for Cd atoms
in a variety of local environments, characterised by EFG2, 3 and 4. One may point that
it is known that the limit of solubility of deuterium in metal oxides is temperature depen-
dent [200]; consequently, hydrogenation treatment at RT is likely not efficient to introduce
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and promote hydrogen deeply into the lattice. Thus, a possible scenario, leading to the cur-
rent PAC results in such sample, hints the existence of complex of hydrogen-related defects.
These defects, upon interaction with the Cd probe, lead to a plethora of local environments,
whilst Cd could still reside at or near the Ti sites. The actual matching of the 111mCd atoms
distribution regarding the distribution of hydrogen is unknown. Most likely their relative
distributions are not homogeneously overlapping.

At the limit of the experimental resolving power — statistics-wise, the assigned EFG2
contributes with small 8.4(5)% of a relatively undamped perturbation function (i.e., the sig-
nature of a relatively regular defect configuration). EFG3 contributes with 28(5) and has
close Vzz and η EFG parameters such as EFG2, but demonstrating a much wider distri-
bution, i.e., revealing the increase of defects density nearby. EFG4, being the principal
contribution to the perturbation function (64(7)%), lastly characterises a fairly broad EFG
distribution with a different characteristic Vzz and η. EFG4 likely evidences severe dis-
order induced during hydrogenation, which could not recover fast enough to be observed
during the first ∼1 hour of measurements performed at 581 K, when most of the statistics
contribute to the TDPAC measurement.

It would be definitely difficult to say, without modelling of defects with theoretical cal-
culations, what are the reasons of the observed EFGs? Regardless, it seems that although
some preferential configurations of Cd related defects might prevail, these cannot be re-
solved due to the still high concentration of randomly distributed H atoms or H-related
complex defects.

It is noteworthy that, the particular H-complex defect configurations formed during
hydrogenation at RT, might be correlated with intrinsic defects in TiO2 created during
that process. We imply that the “likely” high density of poorly diffusing hydrogen atoms
in the TiO2 lattice induces the generation of intrinsic defects. This situation leads to the
formation of complex hydrogen-lattice defects that are stable enough to remain observable
during the TDPAC measurements performed at 581 K. However, as soon as the sample is
heated during hydrogenation most of such complex defects will not predominate, e.g., after
hydrogenation at 423 K, as observed during the following TDPAC experiments. This fact
suggests that temperature activated hydrogenation with enhanced H-diffusion reduces the
number of H-complex defects as well as H-lattice correlated defects.

Measurements performed on the sample hydrogenated at 423 K open a pathway for
further discussions. The spectrum is analysed in terms of three broad EFG distributions,
namely EFG1′ , EFG3′ and EFG5. The corresponding R(t) function has a slightly clearer
and more developed shape, though still shows evidence for the broad EFG distributions.
Seemingly, the current hydrogenation temperature allowed to bring back a small 17(3)%
fraction of EFG1 (designated here as EFG1′), which is characterised with similar to EFG1
Vzz and η electric field gradient parameters.

This fraction demonstrates a relatively narrow EFG distribution. Next component,
EFG3′, may have the same nature as the one formed after hydrogenation at RT — EFG3.
In comparison to EFG3, one may notice a growth of the principal contribution to the per-
turbation function from 28(5)% to 45(4)%, whilst Vzz and the wide distribution remain
almost the same, δ03 = 3.5(1)% and δ03′ = 7(1)%.

Apparently, the complex defects change and lead to more axially asymmetric EFGs
signatures, as seen through the growth of η03′ up to 0.83. EFG5, characterised with Vzz =
16.52(5) 21 V·m-2 and η05 = 0.68(2), may be due to the further temperature development
during hydrogenation of the defect configuration responsible for EFG4, with a similar wide
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FIGURE 4.18: XRD patterns of hydrogenated rutile (a) and (b) the magnified (110) peak
demonstrating a gradual shift.

EFG distribution. However, significant changes in the main frequency and axial asymmetry
parameters, between EFG4 and EFG5 require that by no ways Cd is interacting with the
same defect complex. At this point, one may argue that hydrogenation performed at 423 K
is not entirely efficient to avoid the formation of still, e.g., H-lattice highly stable defects.
Regardless, at this stage the material seems to be less damaged that further allowed a certain
recuperation of implantation defects at relatively H-free zones for the implanted 111mCd
probe atoms. Possibly, bestowed energy during hydrogenation, leading to higher dilution
and less complex defects, allows hydrogen to interact more freely with the Cd acceptors in
multiple ways, as might be seen in the case of samples hydrogenated at higher temperatures.

Upon hydrogenation at 473 K the corresponding R(t) function became even more well
defined and solely two different EFGs are needed for analysis (EFG5′ and EFG6). One
can notice that EFG5′, with a surprisingly narrow distribution function contributing with
37(3)% to the R(t), has central Vzz and η05′ EFG parameters witch are quite close to the
previously observed EFG5. Both EFG5′ and EFG6 bear similar Vzz parameters: 17.0(4)
and 16.9(9) 21 V·m-2, respectively. While nevertheless, both the axial asymmetry parame-
ter η05′ = 0.63(1) differs from η06 = 0, as well as the relative attenuation parameter δ05′ =
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1.3(1)% and δ06 = 24(2)%. EFG6 is obviously a representative of a set of 111mCd probes at
a particular local defect configuration with axial symmetry η06=0, which is located in places
with important density of randomly distributed defects. Even though it is not a trivial task
to make anthologies, the spectral shape resembles results previously observed in other hydro-
genated semiconductors (GaP:H, InP:H and InSb:H) [201]. Moreover, it has been argued
that Cd-H pairs in these semiconductors generally have η = 0, which could hint on the
origin of EFG6 observed at this temperature.

Following hydrogenation at 573 K, 111mCd implantation and subsequent measurement
at 581 K, there is an obvious evidence for the remnants of EFG5′, with a slightly decreased
fraction, now designated as EFG5′′. Undoubtedly, the defect interacting with the Cd atoms
at the origin of EFG6, characterised by Vzz = 16.9(9) 21 V·m-2, η06 = 0 and δ06 = 24(4)%
is gone. A new predominant EFG6′, which still has a wide distribution and characterised
with Vzz 17.3(4) 21 V·m-2, η06′ = 0.57(2) and δ06′ = 15(2)% appears. Noteworthy is the fact
that both Cd-defect configurations, EFG5′′ and EFG6′, evolve now in places with lower
concentration of randomly distributed defects (see Table 4.4). From IR studies performed
by Lavrov et al, one could think that hydrogen could remain in the lattice up to 1173K, if
stabilised by an impurity or native defect in the local surroundings [192]. This might be
only one factor explaining the lack of time dynamic effects observable in the R (t) spectra,
due to H dynamics and trapping/de-trapping of H at the Cd probe atoms.

The presence of H-related defects and the further interactions with the Cd probe atoms
do look highly stable at the measuring temperatures. These are probably complex defects,
that act as deep traps for hydrogen and the Cd related probe atom, leading to no observable
dynamics on the atomic scale under the present experimental conditions. Nonetheless, one
can be convinced that partial implantation damage annealing is happening within the first
half an hour of the measurement, the actual relevance of the diluted concentration of Cd and
associated defects on the present set of experiments, looks very much irrelevant, regarding
the hydrogenation (damage and doping) effects for all processing temperatures.

Hydrogenation at 663 K, implantation of 111mCd probes and subsequent measurement
at 573 K presents quite unexpected results. Among the three different EFG distributions,
therefore required to fit the data in the best feasible way, the only one that resembles an
already measured EFG is EFG5′′, although accounting for a reduced fraction of 10(3)%.
At this point one may think that temperature of hydrogenation was too high, seriously
degrading the sample’s upper layers with no possible recovery (e.g., turning them slightly
amorphous). Regardless, results obtained from GIXRD measurements show no evidence
of such effect, and moreover demonstrate a shifting trend of the (110) reflection throughout
treatments in the left-hand side.

The latter, was observed in ZnO doped with hydrogen and was attributed to hydro-
gen being incorporated into the the lattice [202]. Based on the observed frequencies one
may assume that the family of observed EFG5 components are due to a combined complex,
where one Cd atom is surrounded by the apical vacancy [198] and hydrogen. In order to
perceive the exact location and chemical nature of the unique configuration one need to per-
form various DFT calculations. Preliminary calculations based on the approach described
in section 4.1.3.3, with the same super cell parameters, but including a substitution of Vo
with H were proved to be inadequate, employing the standard PAW method in VASP envi-
ronment (see Figure 4.19). Therefore, performing large-scale quantum molecular dynamics
simulations and and explore other possible defects configurations are two ways to further
investigate the systems under the scope [203].
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FIGURE 4.19: Two different Cd:Ti + Vo+H configurations in the 2× 2× 3 rutile supercell.
Here (a) stands for the case where Vo apical configuration is filled with hydrogen, while (b)
represents Vo equatorial with placed hydrogen. Titanium and oxygen atoms are denoted as
grey and red spheres, respectively, while pink and blue ones are cadmium and hydrogen.

4.3.4 Conclusions

First studies aiming to understand the building up of microscopic H-defect structures in
TiO2 thin films, upon various hydrogenation processes were done with the help of TD-
PAC spectroscopy technique. 111mCd probe atoms were implanted in the pre-processed
TiO2 thin films and subsequent measurements were carried out at 581 K. The PAC re-
sults demonstrate that different and specific Cd-H-defects configuration complexes exist
or vanish essentially depending on the pre-processing hydrogenation temperature. The low
hydrogenation temperature range (423-573 K) studied in the present work, seems to be
not sufficient to recover the TiO2 local structure, keeping a high density of complex H-
defects, maybe also interacting with intrinsic defects created during hydrogenation. When
compared with the results obtained on hydrogenated anatase, rutile still demonstrates a dif-
ferent behaviour or, has the mechanism of dissociation which develops differently. While
some defects show the corresponding EFG signatures, that could hint on the relevance of
Vo and Cd-H paring, there is a necessity of a strong and comprehensive research simula-
tion programme. Supported by quantum molecular dynamics, looking for the stabilisation
of complex H-defect structures and then combining it with an extensive usage of VASP and
WIEN2K first principle simulations we could expect to find matching hyperfine structure
(EFG) parameters that can be compared and validated with the present set of PAC results.
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4.4 Influence of prolonged Hydrogenation on Titania

This section reports on the conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy studies, applied for
studying of the electronic structure of prolonged hydrogenated TiO2 thin films. Studies
are performed at RT in a stepwise mode. Prior hydrogenation the films were co-sputtered
(doped) with 57Fe. Initial structure consisted mostly of high-spin Fe3+, which after hydro-
genation demonstrates a gradual conversion into Fe2+. The conversion is accompanied with
an occurrence of a magnetic sextet, resembling the one of α-Fe. This trend takes place up
to 25-30 minutes of treatment, then a steady recovery occurs up to 125 minutes of treat-
ment. Increase of the hydrogenation temperature from 573 K to 663 K suggest the similar
parameters for Fe3+ as seen after 120 minutes of treatment. High temperature annealing
applied after the hydrogenations for the structural oxidation and possible full recovery does
not results in the pristine structure. The subsection has not been published/submitted yet.

4.4.1 Overview

Recently, hydrogenation of TiO2-based materials in hydrogen atmosphere or plasma has
received a remarkable attention [40, 146, 165]. The main reason for that is its positive influ-
ence on the light absorption and, consequently, better performance during photocatalytic
water splitting [166]. Initially, performed in a way where where samples were placed and
annealed in hydrogen for a time span of several weeks, treatments with plasma turned out
to be superior and allowed one to obtain same or even better results quicker. There is yet
no sound explanation what is the reason behind additional gap states and improved light
absorption and the reasons can be synergistic. When TiO2 is treated in a reducing atmo-
sphere it inevitable looses a certain amount of oxygen, thus forming several suboxide forms
and phases such as TiO, Ti2O3, Ti3O5, Ti4O7 [29]. These suboxide can be responsible for
the room temperature ferromagnetism, which has been ascribed to the metal oxides doped
(i.e., with Fe) in dilute concentrations (so-called dilute magnetic semiconductors) [17, 204].

Historically, treatment of semiconductors in various plasma were applied for the chemi-
cal reduction (especially in C) and considered as an alternative route for the chloride-based
Kroll process. None of these studies were able to result in a product which could be con-
sidered close to the metallic Ti though. Another application of various plasmas was aimed
at the doping and was mostly applied to Si-based materials [205]. If samples were exposed
for a prolonged time, a significant reduction of the upper layers would take place [206].

Mössbauer spectroscopy is often applied for studying the electronic structure behaviour
in metal oxides and moreover in TiO2-based materials. Seemingly, observed behaviour de-
pends strongly on the dopant concentration. While there is just a handful of studies where
dopants have been used in the ppm range and most of the studies have been performed
where amount of dopant was in order of 1-5 at.%. Those studies, on the other hand, often
seem to be not straightforward. Early studies performed by Stampfl et al. [207] on rutile
TiO2 doped with 1 wt.% of 57Fe demonstrated solely the presence of Fe3+ (when annealed
in O2), while only Fe2+ was spotted after the same annealing in argon and hydrogen. It is
often reported about the magnetic splitting seen at samples which contain up to 1 wt.% of
transition metal dopant. This is generally accompanied with a blend of relaxation-blurred
magnetic splitting and paramagnetic doublet configurations. A combined distribution of
various relaxation periods for the paramagnetic relaxation could be responsible for this be-
haviour [208]. Coey et al. [209] applied CEMS for studying ferromagnetic behaviour in
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rutile. It was discovered that both Fe2+ and Fe3+ were in the lattice, with area fractions vary-
ing depending on the Fe concentration. In this case Fe2+ was characterised with δ = 0.96
mm/s and ∆EQ = 2.11 mm/s, whilst Fe3+ had δ = 0.40 and ∆EQ = 0.56 mm/s. While
all authors report on the presence of only high-spin Fe3+ and Fe2+ sates, there is infor-
mation what upon certain conditions (elevated temperature) in rutile one could spot the
intermediate and low-spin (S=2 and S=0)) Fe2+ as well as Fe1+ [210].

Anatase was found to act similarly and the only difference at RT was found in bigger
∆EQ values (1.1 mm/s (A) against 0.07 mm/s (R)) [211]. In the case of a rutile-anatase mix-
ture, it was characterised with two high-spin Fe3+ components, where one had a near zero
∆EQ while the other 0.7 mm/s. Rodríguez-Torres et al. [185] studied hyperfine structure
of anatase doped up to 5.51 at.% and additionally performed ab-initio calculations. Based
on a combined approach they ascribed Fe3+ (δ = 0.68 mm/s and ∆EQ = 0.36 mm/s) as to
being at the vicinity of one apical oxygen vacancy in the first coordination sphere.

Another fingerprint of TiO2 materials doped with iron is a formation of Fe3+ clusters.
These formations are fairly energetically favourable, since one Vo bears a double charge,
whereas a Fe3+ ion substituting Ti4+ atom only a single negative charge. Uhm et al. [212]
reported a component magnetically characterised with hyperfine field splitting of 33 T in
TiO2 doped with 4 wt.% of Fe. The authors claim the observance of Fe particles, which
was additionally confirmed by TEM results.

Earlier in sections 4.2 and 4.3 we have studied several defects, which are formed during
hydrogenation at certain temperatures and for a certain time, their thermal stability against
annealing, pairs formation. However, it is yet to be ascertained what happens when samples
are exposed to hydrogen plasma for a longer time.

4.4.2 Experimental

TiO2 thin films were prepared in the same way as described in subsection 4.2.2.1. The
thickness of thin films was controlled with an ellipsometer (Sentech SE 801) and was in
order of 100 nm. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy showed that Fe content was in
order of 1.8 at.%. Prior to hydrogenation, the sample was annealed at 813 K for 4 hours
and cooled slowly. Final structure was checked with GIXRD and consisted of rutile with
a minor contribution of anatase (approximately 10%). Thereafter, the samples were treated
in a chamber for plasma-enhanced hydrogenation treatment, where an inductively coupled
plasma instrument (Plasma Lab 100 ICP-CVD, Oxford Instruments) was used. The H2

plasma treatment was performed stepwise in the following order 15, 25, 45, 95, 125 minutes
(additively), while the sample was held at 573 K. Then, the same sample was exposed to the
same hydrogenation procedure, while the substrate was held at 663 K for an additional half
an hour. In all cases the ICP power was held at 3000 W, the chamber pressure at 3.5 Pa,
and the H2 flow rate at 50 sccm. After each of these treatment the sample was measured at
CEMS (see section 3.2.3), with a conventional 57Co source in the Rh matrix.

4.4.3 Results and Discussion

4.4.3.1 Stepwise Hydrogen Reduction

A series of variously hydrogenated TiO2 spectra is shown in Figure 4.20. The following
spectra were well evaluated with three components: two doublets and a magnetic sextet
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by means of VINDA programme, while HAPPY SLOTH software was used for simultaneous
analysis [88]. Derived hyperfine parameters are listed in Table 4.5.
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FIGURE 4.20: 57Fe CEMS spectra with the simultaneous routine: (a) pristine, (b-f ) hydro-
genated at 573 K, (g) hydrogenated at 663 K and (h) annealed at 813 K.

Initially, the pristine sample demonstrates two contributions, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.20a. The fractions are assigned to Fe2+ and Fe3+ and characterised with δ = 0.96(3)
mm/s, ∆EQ = 2.2 mm/s and with δ = 0.37 mm/s, ∆EQ = 0.78 mm/s, respectively. Derived
isomer shift parameters seem to be well in agreement with previously published CEMS and
eMS data of Fe doped TiO2 [38, 209], as in rutile Fe tends to adopt Fe3+ oxidation state.
Higher ∆EQ can be explained due to influence of the residual anatase [211].

Upon 15 minutes of hydrogenation the spectrum changed remarkably and a magnetic
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Table 4.5: Derived hyperfine parameters for the hydrogenated spectra series. Here δ and
∆EQ are given in mm/s, while Bhf is in T. Coloured cells correspond to hydrogenated states.
Where error values are >0.01 is marked as such.

State:
Components:

Fe3+ Fe2+ α-Fe
δ ∆EQ δ ∆EQ δ Bhf

Pristine 0.37 0.78 0.96(3) 2.19 - -
+H2 15 min 0.26(1) 0.97(3) 1.00(1) 2.13(1) 0.005 32.72(17)
+H2 25 min 0.27(1) 0.93(3) 1.00(1) 2.09(1) 0.034 32.60(8)
+H2 45 min 0.26(1) 0.91(3) 1.00(1) 2.08(1) 0.032 32.62(8)
+H2 95 min 0.28 0.80(2) 0.97 2.08 0.012 32.24(1)
+H2 125 min 0.27(1) 0.78(2) 0.95(2) 2.04(3) 0.021 32.41(5)
+H2 125+ 35 min [663 K] 0.41(1) 0.78(2) 0.99(1) 2.26(1) 0.001 32.76(3)
Heat treated [813 K] 0.31(1) 0.74(2) 0.92(2) 2.00(4) - -

sextet appeared. Hyperfine parameters of the sextet resemble such of pure α-Fe with δ =
0 mm/s and Bhf = 33 T. As it was assumed that no new components would appear, thus
the spectra were evaluated simultaneously. Such approach allows one to follow precisely
changes in the area fractions over a temperature range. Obtained results are shown in Fig-
ure 4.21. At the outset, the pristine sample consists mostly of Fe3+ component, with a
minor contribution of Fe2+. Presence of Fe2+ at this stage can be explained in terms of Vo,
the natural donor defect in TiO2. Metal oxides receive additional amount of vacancies to
maintain the charge compensation, when doped with a transition metal [208].

Over the course of hydrogenation the fraction behaviour varies, thus making it possi-
ble to earmark 2 stages. The first stage (coloured in pink in Figure 4.21) commences with
hydrogenation, when the majority of Fe3+ is converted into Fe2+. The last reaches approxi-
mately 60 %, while the former is thrice decreased. The current stage is accompanied by the
appearance and further growth of α-Fe. The growth of last continues up to 125 minutes of
treatment. During the second stage (after 25-35 minutes, area coloured in violet) a revere
tendency occurs (oxidation) which shows a falling of Fe2+, while the rest two components
are increasing. After 125 minutes of treatment the α-Fe fraction surpasses Fe2+. Hydro-
genation of the same sample for additional 25 minutes resulted in a sudden drop of Fe3+ and
α-Fe. In order to check how the structure would recover and whether it would be possible
to return the previous doublet to the sample again, a heat treatment procedure (similar to
crystallisation annealing after sputtering) was performed. The structure demonstrates the
signs of recovery, with no trace of α-Fe though, within the current statistics.

Derived hyperfine parameters of Fe3+ presented in Table 4.5 seem to be slightly affected
by the treatments. It shows a drop of IS after the treatment and growth of the QS. Although,
quadrupole splitting somewhat follows the tendency seen in Figure 4.21 where it was rising
along with the increase of Fe2+ and decreasing thereafter and can be explained from the
increasing site distortion point of view.

While one may find it reasonable to observe the first stage (which seems to be in agree-
ment with results discussed in section 4.2), due to the reduction and hydrogen doping of
the upper layers, the sudden arrival of the second stage is out of tune and requires further
discussion. Wdowik et al. [210] reported on findings in single crystalline rutile, that it was
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FIGURE 4.21: Area fractions obtained after a simultaneous fitting routine for the 573 K
hydrogenated sample. There are two stages. The first stage (orange) demonstrates that
the pristine sample is mainly characterised by Fe3+ which then starts to transform into
Fe2+ during hydrogenation. While the second stage demonstrates a steady growth/recovery
of Fe3+. Blue area highlights the sample treated at 663 K. At this stage Fe2+ and Fe3+
behaviour resembles one seen after 30 of treatment. The white area represents the same
sample annealed in air for 4 hours at 813 K and shows a vanishing of α-Fe and growth of
Fe3+. Points are connected with lines to highlight the dynamics.

possible to distinguish and assign intermediate and low-spin states of Fe2+ to be present in
the system. At this point one may think of considering the transition of Fe2+ S=2 to S=1
or S=0 charge state (spin crossover) for their low values of IS. However, it is important to
point out that in tetrahedral complexes the crystal field splitting energy is low, therefore, it
is extremely rare that the crystal field splitting energy exceeds the electron pairing energy.
As a consequence, electrons are rather to move up to the higher energy orbitals, than to
pair [213], thus a transition to low or intermediate spins is very unlikely. Regardless, it is
well known that ferrous low-spin compounds are characterised with high values of ∆EQ,
which does not seem to be the case here (∆EQ ≈ 0.8 mm/s). A more plausible assertion
can be that severely damaged thin films are undergone to a dynamic recovery, which is gen-
erally triggered at 293 K and that the activation energy raises with plummeting of disorder
density [197].

4.4.4 Conclusions

Studies reporting the effect of prolonged hydrogenation of TiO2 films were performed by
virtue of 57Fe CEMS. The current work gives an outlook at the changes happening to the
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hyperfine structure which was subjected to the various hydrogenation time. Based on the
obtained results it is possible to separate two regions. At first, the pristine bears mostly
Fe3+ oxidation state, which starts to transform into Fe2+ during the treatment. The process
goes for 30-40 minutes, after which a recovery process is likely taking over, thus restoring
partly Fe2+. α-Fe is gradually growing in fraction during the treatment. Annealing of the
sample at the crystallisation temperature for the same time in oxidising atmosphere does
not recuperate the structure to its initial state.
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eMIL - Emission Mössbauer System from Ilmenau 5

A concept of a Mössbauer spectrometer based on the emission arrangement was first
suggested shortly after the effect discovery [214]. Albeit, nothing has changed
much since then and the majority of experimental set-ups in use, still rely on the

samples doped either during preparation or when long lived probe nuclides are deposited
electrolytically on desired materials. On the one hand, at ISOLDE, a different approach
has been in use for several decades. In this particular case, a radioactive beam with a short-
lived isotope of interest is employed for doping in small quantities (see section 3.2). With
high yields of implantation a sample is measured within a dozen of minutes. On the other
hand, the current state of the existing device is quite unreliable and lacks numerous impor-
tant aspects. This design of the chamber puts significant limitations to the new types of
experiments (such as under high applied magnetic fields and with light). Furthermore, the
pumping procedure is carried out through a narrow collimator window of 3 mm, making a
system evacuation time in order of 30 minutes (10−4 mbar), while continuously causing vi-
brations, thus affecting the experimental results. Since, the current facility puts limitations
on precision of measurements a major replacement has been developed - EmissionMössbauer
Spectrometer from Ilmenau (eMIL).

Several measures were taken to achieve the required goals:

1. The implantation chamber design was reworked, in order to make it possible to expose
materials to light and induce changes in the hyperfine structure. From now on one
may install various additional sections (extensions);

2. Flexible sample-holder was developed allowing to perform studies with various angles
of exposure (ideally suited for on-line/off-line angular dependence measurements) up
to elevated temperatures (up to 900 K, making studies of phase transition and defects
annealing possible);

3. An automatised pumping station was designed and constructed;

4. Due to installation of completely new equipment the data acquisition, the axis control
and the pumping station’s control software were written anew.

The forthcoming sections issues an outlook of the hardware as well as software design.
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5.1 Design Overview

Most of the absorption experiments are performed in transmission geometry. In this case
one has the detector placed behind a thin absorber (sample) and this sample is being irra-
diated by radiation, coming from a radioactive source. Depending on the realisation, the
emitted γ-rays energy is modulated by applying the Doppler effect either to the source or
the absorber. It results in a spectrum recorded as a function of the relative velocity. On the
other hand, in eMS experiments, the radioactive parent isotope is usually introduced in the
samples of interest by doping or implantation (usually long-lived for off-line and short-lived
for on-line experiments).

When dealing with the on-line experiments, isotopes are produced and implanted at
facilities such as ISOLDE/CERN [100] and may take place simultaneously or time de-
layed (implant and measure). It is possible to highlight the in-beam experiments, in this
group measurements occur on the time scale of Mössbauer state [215]. The main advantage
of on-line studies is the amount of required isotope, where 10−4 at.% is sufficient (unlike
in off-line experiments with a 57Co or Sn source where one has to have at least 0.1 at.%).
Such quantity and swift measuring time allow to measure without a risk of precipitation,
therefore it becomes feasible to study impurities, isolated defects in diluted magnetic sys-
tems [204, 216, 217]. When the implantation is used to introduce the radioactive probe,
the damage imparted on the host material invokes additional concern on the determination
of the exact location of implanted atoms and their properties. Limit of the concentration for
eMS studies is bellow the amorphisation threshold, which is in order of 1013−1014 ions/cm2

depending on the material. When a sample is implanted with fluences below 1013 ions/cm2,
the implanted atom ceases the movement in amorphous zones (few nm across). These zones
can be annealed (recrystallised) at relatively low temperatures, while amorphous layers re-
main stable up to elevated temperatures [218, 219]. Unless done on purpose, a common
fluence applied in on-line eMS seldom goes above the amorphisation threshold.

The situation becomes even more tangled if during a decay to the ground state the recoil
energy (e.g., ⟨ER⟩ = 40 eV for 57Mn β− decay) is sufficient enough to displace an atom to
a random location in the lattice. However, it is possible to perform annealing in order to
moderate the implantation damage.

The majority of the Mössbauer studies are based on the 14.4 keV γ-ray of 57Fe, which is
generally produced when 57Mn or 57Co isotopes decay into the the first excited state. With
first attempts to perform aforementioned on-line experiments are running back to ISOLDE
3 in 1996. Equipment used for the measurements has been constantly upgraded in the last
20 years providing new possibilities for measurements (such as quenching experiments), but
all these modifications have been bearing rather temporary character and the measurements
could turn out fairly time consuming. Here, a newly developed emission Mössbauer spec-
trometer is presented. The spectrometer exploits new electronic solutions and provides a
great flexibility toward its application along with a plug and play experience.

5.2 Hardware Set-up

Presently, a contemporary spectrometer relies mainly on software rather than hardware, for
this reason a selection of unique elements is not longer needed [220]. The specialisation
of hardware has become less diverse than in the case of analogue set-ups. Doubtless, an
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attentive selection of components remains an important stage and impacts the overall per-
formance. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic overview of the emission spectrometer’s hardware
set-up.
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FIGURE 5.1: Schematic diagram of the implantation chamber and the electronics generally
used in for eMS.

The scheme follows the classical principles common for Mössbauer spectroscopy [62,
221]. The main differences are coming through the fact that the source (sample) is kept
inside the implantation chamber. The chamber is shown in Figure 5.2. As the sample is
kept inside the chamber, it imposes limitations on the chamber design. Once the beam,
coming from the UC2 target, has reached the collimator at the chamber entrance (more
details can be found in section 3.2) it hits the sample. The procedure of the ion implantation
is performed at the incident angle of θI = 30◦, whilst measured at θM = 60◦ relative to the
sample surface normal. Due to this special design the detector can only be installed on the
transducer outside the chamber. More details are given in section 3.2.

For measurements in such conditions a detector with a rapid response is of big use. Gas
filled detectors (which are also in use all over experimental nuclear physics) have been used
since the 60s. An appropriate gas (often it is vaporised C3H6O) becomes ionised, when
the ionising radiation interacts with it. Then, a detector produces an energy-dependent
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electrical signal which comes from charged particles. One of the most popular detectors
in the field of nuclear experimental physics is Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter (PPAC).
The detector consists of two parallel thin electrode films separated by several mm. When a
needed voltage corresponding to several hundreds of volts per millimetre is applied between
the anodes and cathodes (in this case one plate is made from 57Fe), ionised electrons from
incident heavy ions immediately cause an electron avalanche. Unlike gas-flow proportional
counters PPAC reveals larger signal-to-background ratio, swifter time response (10−9 s)
and is simpler from the construction point of view [222]. It is important to stress on the
fact that the current detector for eMIL was developed and assembled at Aarhus University,
Denmark.

5.2.1 Chamber Unit

The chamber unit is based on a special 316LN ESR steel tubular chamber (∅= 100 mm).
Use of 316LN ESR steel provides very low magnetic permeability and can withstand harm-
ful impact of corrosion. All the rest CF and KF flanges, crosses are made of 316L steel.

FIGURE 5.2: Picture of the implantation chamber with the PPAC detector mounted on the
transducer. The chamber is plugged to the pumping unit via a soft bellow, the last is used
in order to minimise harmful vibrations originating from the pumps.

The blueprints of the chamber (as well as hot-lid, with corresponding sample holder)
is presented in Appendix A. 60 mm Al-profiles, on which the unit is built, ensure both
sufficient reliability and provide opportunities to alter the set-up in the future. Beneath the
chamber is a unit compartment, which has a heater controller module (Tectra HC 3500)
plugged directly to the button heaters on the hot-lid via a 9 pins D-sub plug. The lid has 4
K-type thermocouples and 8 Cu electrodes to power up the heaters. The heaters are certified
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to be within ±5◦ deviation, however in order to be on the safe side the thermocouples are
additionally installed. Isolation is ensured by the ceramic fish bones. Additional ceramic
crosspieces are placed among sample slots.

A remarkable flexibility of the set-up is achieved by virtue of so-called lids (or sample-
holders). At the moment there is solely one lid available. The lid is built on a custom
CF100 (M6) flange with 2 CF40 ports. One CF40 flange is for a manipulation system (2
stepping motors PKP268MD28B by Oriental Motor mounted on Z and Y stages D 40-150
S2 and LD40- 150S by VAb), which allows samples to be moved along Z and Y positions.
While the second port is for the electrical feedthroughs and K-type thermocouples. The

FIGURE 5.3: Illustration of the sample holder. There are four 1 inch (2.54 cm) button
heaters mounted on ceramic substrates on separate beds (cells). Position of each sample can
be adjusted by clamps, while the clamps are placed in a special way in order to minimise
heat transfer to the other button heaters. Additional position is provided to a permanent
α-Fe foil, for the calibration reasons. Thermocouples are plugged in through the connecting
stems of heaters (underneath).

current design permits 4 samples to be measured without a need of breaking the vacuum
in a temperature range from 300 to 1100 K. The latter is achieved with a special design
and utilisation of button-heaters. The heaters are made from pyrolytic boron nitride and
pyrolytic graphite (by HeatWave Labs). An additional spot is provided to a 5th sample,
which can be a α-Fe foil. The current sample holder is shown in Figure 5.3.

The rotation (Z-axis) can be employed for the determination of the angular dependence
of the collected spectrum. In a general case, an online measurement (implanting and mea-
suring) is being taken for 4-5 minutes at θI = 30◦ (θM = 60◦). After this, the implantation is
stopped and the sample is rotated in a way it is placed parallel to the detector. At this point
the radiation during the decay is being collected for the same amount of time. Depending
on the isotope the whole procedure can be repeated several times as a measure to improve
the statistics. At this point, further expansions (cryogenic, magnetic and chemical measure-
ments) can be easily mounted on another lid, fed through the bottom flange or through the
cross placed on the axis of the beam (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2). Besides, on top of the CF
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flange (placed on the cross in front of the chamber, see Figure 5.7) there is a Faraday cap
(feedback of the beam). The remote control is realised via Arduino Uno Rev3, coupled with
a pair of CNC single axis routers 3A TB6560. An electric scheme of the drives connection
is shown in Figure 5.4. The drives are powered by a 12 V DC power supply.
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FIGURE 5.4: Schematic of the Y and Z drives control via Arduino Uno Rev3 and two CNC
single routers TB6560.

5.2.2 Electronic Rack

During a measurement all radiation comes from a sample through a CF40 window placed
on a side of the chamber and becomes collected by a PPAC detector which is placed on
a MVT-1000 transducer (Wissel GmbH) relative to the incoming beam (at 90◦). The
transducer can reach velocities of far more than 1000 mm/s with a high linearity (± 0.5 %)
in triangular and sinusoidal modes.

Here, the transducer is employed in a constant acceleration mode. In order to remove
the high energetic electrons emitted during the β− decay a Beryllium window is placed on
the CF40 flange of the implantation chamber. This Beryllium filter effectively blocks high
energy electrons, while allows γ-radiation to pass with approximate transmission of 90%. It
is directly connected to a 142PC pre-amplifier (up to 3 kV) input by Ortec. The incoming
signal is being transferred to both an amplifier and an oscilloscope. The last is used for
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FIGURE 5.5: Photo of the developed electronic rack. The flight case includes a NIM crate
with data acquisition modules, computer, oscilloscope, bias.

the adjusting of pulses height and amplitude. The signal is amplified and forwarded to the
single channel analyser (590A amplifier combined with timing single channel analyser or
SCA, Ortec). Output of the single channel analyser is connected to a counter unit. It is of
big importance to control the pulses’ shape as well as the count-rate. Any peculiar behaviour
may hint on possible vacuum leaks, sample absence etc. Furthermore, the signal from SCA
is transmitted to a Multi Channel Analyser (MCA), which allows multichannel scaling data
acquisition (MCA4, by FASTComTech). MCA additionally collects information from the
transducer(the start and channel advance signals). After the evaluation process the MCA
transfers the signal to a PC. All data exchange with the PC and PLC is carried out via
both RS-485 and usb connections (see section 5.2.4). Power supply is given via type C 230
rectangular plugs (DIN EN 175301-803). The system does not use any LEMO plugs and
based solely on RG-58/U coaxial cables. Currently, the PC is built on quad-core i7 6700
3.40 Ghz with 32 Gb of RAM. All modules (omitting MCA) are powered by NIM8301
(CAEN). The only exception is the pre-amplifier, which is powered by CAEN N1471 four
channel high voltage supply. The complete electronic rack is shown in Figure 5.5. Computer
equipment and electronic units are contained in a music case for easy transportability.
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5.2.3 Pumping Unit

A pumping unit is a separate part of eMIL. Due to safety reasons (i.e., one cannot open the
target line when the pressure is insufficiently low) it has been entirely automatised. A the
moment it consists of a fore-pump (roots pump by Pfeiffer ACP15), turbo pump (Pfeiffer
HiPace 300) and 5 valve gates and angle valves (by VAT), Pfeiffer RPT 200 and CPT 200
gauges all controlled by RS-485 serial communication (industrial M8, M12 connectors)
with Siemens Simatic 1212C (with a communication board SB1241RS485). This combi-
nation provides a robust base for establishing a point-to-point communication via RS-485
among nodes. Besides a PC control a HMI (Siemens Simatic KTP700) is placed on a side
of the unit. Pumping scheme is shown Figure 5.6.

              

QM1

QM1

QM1 – Valve gates

QM2 – Angular valves, electro

QM3 – Angular valves, electropneumatic 

GQ1 –  Turbomolecular pump

GQ2 –  Roots pump

BP1 –   Pressure gauge, Pirani

BP2 –   Pressure gauge, Piezo

HQ1 –  Particle filter

HQ2 –  Air filter

GQ2

GQ1

eMS
Chamber

BP1

BP2

QM3

QM3

QM2

QM2

HQ1

HQ2

QM1

New
extensions

FIGURE 5.6: Circuit diagrams of eMIL’s vacuum systems. The used symbols were picked in
accordance with DIN ISO 1219 and DIN 28401, as appropriate.

Without additional alignments one can directly plug the chamber to the GLM branch
and start experiments. Bottom part of the chamber is covered by a special lid, which allows
to plug electro conductivity inputs, can be replaced by an ion pump or just a blind flange.

When the implantation chamber was devised we had to take into account numerous
factors. On the one hand, most of them were attempts to overcome the limitations one came
across before, while flexibility and expanding of applications were prioritised. This turned
out in a bigger chamber, with a Beryllium window which permits use of 2 PPAC detectors,
pumping coming from the pumping station and an additional port for light experiments.
The light port is inspired by the fact that one may see changes in the quadrupole splitting
and isomer shift, whilst a semiconductor sample is being irradiated by a light source (see
Figure 5.7) [223].
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5.2. Hardware Set-up

FIGURE 5.7: Quartz window, for light exposure experiments located next to the beam
(through the GLM chamber) on the left and the Beryllium window on the right.

5.2.4 Software

In order to make the measuring experience reliable and productive two main software ap-
plications were devised and programmed. The first is a LabView-based data acquisition
part, which is the core of the eMIL and is responsible for data acquisition. The second is
a Siemens Simatic application written for a PLC-controller. Simatic can be operated re-
motely from a PC or directly via human-machine-interface mounted on the pumping unit.
The first part consists of numerous function-blocks. Here, the main inspiration was drawn
from software of a Mössbauer spectrometer built on National Instruments’ solutions - Nu-
clear DSP System [224]. The main difference here originates from a fact that our software
does not obtain data directly from the MCA, but requires getting data from a hardware-
dependent server programme (FASTComTech, MPant.EXE). This limitation is imposed
by the closed code of FASTCom’s FPGA. For this reason the starting procedure requires
the MPant-daemon to be run first.

In the main menu the LabView programme multiple options are available. Central in
the window it shows a graph with a measured spectrum with four functions: the First P.
filter, Fold, Part/Shift and Rotate. The function First P. filter is rather practical in its pur-
pose. Due to hardware constraints the first two data points tend to leg behind distorting the
spectrum. The two first data points are therefore when the filter is switched on overwritten
with the third data point. The other options, bear mostly complementary character allowing
to the spectra to be generally transformed. When Fold is on the option Shift allows the two
parts of the folded spectrum to be shifted in relation to each other. When Fold is off, the
function Part allows the user to chose to see the Descending part, Ascending part or the
whole unfolded spectrum. Additionally it is possible to rotate the spectra, i.e., reverse the
velocity scale. On the other tab the count-rate over time is displayed.
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5. EMIL - EMISSION MÖSSBAUER SYSTEM FROM ILMENAU

When a new sample is about to be measured a user can define basic parameters on the
sample (velocity range, XY-relative position, temperature of the button-heaters etc.). Once
acquisition has started, it can be paused and then continued later on. Additionally, software
allows to directly print spectra, read previously saved measurements and transform the out-
put data (i.e., decrease number of channels). The second tab in the Viewer Pop-Up shows
a graph with the count rate over time. It can be set to per second, per minute or per hour.
The preferable output format is *.dat (along with *.txt and ms0), which is commonly used
at ISOLDE/CERN along with VINDA programme [88]. The main window of the viewer is
shown in Figure 5.8.

FIGURE 5.8: eMIL’s spectra viewer window, with statistical information.

A user can easily control parameters such as voltage, current and observe changes in
the real time of the HV-supply and NIM crate. Due to a special organisation of the data
buffer, one has to keep an eye on the processing a queue in the real time (FIFO usage in
runtime per cycle). The latter can be found under the monitoring button. Several auxiliary
functions were additionally implemented. With this, it becomes feasible to estimate spectral
quality (Q-factor). The statistical quality of a measured Mössbauer spectrum is quantified
as follows:

Q =
ε2

ε+ 2
N∞, (5.1)

here ε stands for the resonant effect:

ε =
|N∞ −N0|

N∞
, (5.2)
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5.3. Future Updates

at this point N∞ is the total number of the counts and N0 represents the number of
counts at the maximum (minimum for transmission geometry) of a resonance peak.

In fact, the developed acquisition software has the flexibility to be used for Mössbauer
spectroscopy in all transmission, emission or backscattered geometries.

5.3 Future Updates
Due to aforementioned advantages of the system several new ways of development have
been proposed. At the moment the set-up supports measurements from RT up to elevated,
with a possibility to perform angular-dependent measurements and experiments under ap-
plied light irradiation. However, eMIL provides a solid ground for additional modifications.
One of the ways to improve data acquisition, for instance, is an installation of the second
PPAC detector. Two detectors could significantly boost the data collection time. The bot-
tom flange can serve as the base for a sputtering DC source, if samples are going to be
treated by plasma. In order to make the system more reliable in terms of temperatures
and changes taking place in the lattice is an installation on the bottom lid feedthroughs for
electrical conductivity measurements. This is going to safely observe and check changes in
materials such as V2O3, where it may serve as a method to ensure the metal-to-insulator
transition. For investigation of magnetic structure, there is an extension modular set-up in
works (eMMA), which will allow studies with magnetic field up to 2.7 T (Vibrating Sample
Magnetometer and possibility to measure Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect). eMMA devising
is funded by Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung (BMBF) project 05K19SI1
and INTC (CERN) committee.
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Conclusions and Perspectives 6

The growing demand of efficient and robust semiconductors for water splitting, wa-
ter/air purification and solar cells has unfolded in a continues research and develop-
ment of such materials. Among other approaches, the local structure modification

of TiO2 is being investigated. The most interesting scenario is to adjust the structure by
tuning the local imperfections (e.g., vacancies, interstitials, defect complexes, fine doping).
But the fact remains that it is not certain, how these defects behave and interact with each
other on the atomic scale. The understanding of these behaviour-patterns may suggest the
origin of the changes in the absorption, electronic and band structure.

The present dissertation attempts to answer the question above, and thus deals with
the influence of these defects on the electronic structure and electric field gradients in
anatase and rutile (TiO2). Towards this target, along with standard characterisation tech-
niques, four methods of the nuclear solid state physics have been employed: 1) 57Mn/Fe
emission Mössbauer spectroscopy; 2) 57Fe conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy; 3)
111mCd/Cd time differential perturbed angular γ − γ correlation spectroscopy; 4) Radio-
tracer diffusion. The majority of the experimental studies are complemented with ab-initio
calculations and standard experimental techniques. These results allow more reliable and
broader interpretations of the physical basis behind every case.

Furthermore, for the future promising light excited Mössbauer experiments a contempo-
rary and automatised setup for emission Mössbauer spectroscopy has been devised, built and
optimised. The author additionally constructed a detector for CEMS studies of photocat-
alytic materials equipped with UV light sources, and an off-line Mössbauer LabView-based
system on digital signal processing has been constructed.

The main conclusions of the current dissertation are listed as follows:

• Hyperfine interactions in monocrystalline rutile were probed with TDPAC as a func-
tion of temperature. Results show that the local structure is composed of two fractions
(or electric filed gradients). The first EFG belongs to the Cd at Ti site configuration,
which has slightly lower numbers with 111mCd/Cd, than it was with 111Ag/Cd iso-
tope and is more asymmetric. Another EFG is characterised with high numbers of
Vzz and demonstrates high distributions, where the last almost entirely disappear
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

near 900 K. Cd atoms demonstrate anisotropic migration, with two branches: near-
surface and bulk. Diffusion develops approximately two orders of magnitude faster in
the bulk. It is likely that the ion implantation leaves the surface layers disrupted there-
fore, making them a favourable place for defect accumulations, which can be hardly
recovered after annealing. This assertion is fortified with ab-initio calculations, what
indicate the presence of oxygen vacancies (apical) near the probes. Rising of tem-
perature, however, decreases both the amount of the second EFG and its frequency,
seemingly due to Cd diffusion into bulk.

• Hydrogenated anatase demonstrates the presence of surface-bulk defects such as Ti-
OH and Vo, which have a positive impact on light absorption and conductivity. Emis-
sion Mössbauer studies reveal two distinct annealing stages:

1. from RT up to 373 K,
2. from 373 K to 623 K.

The first stage occurs due to a movement of vacancies and leave the probes in highly
disturbed local atomic environment. The second stage is induced by mutual annihila-
tion of VTi and TiI. The hydrogenated samples show a different behaviour depending
on a degree of hydrogenation. In both cases there is no sign of Fe3+ which is due to
hydrogen being a shallow donor. Specifically, for the sample treated at RT, the inter-
stitial hydrogen (with a small activation energy) starts hopping throughout equivalent
positions around the probes even at RT. With increasing temperature there is a break-
down of the -OH bond and with further increasing temperature brings the additional
amount of hydrogen into play. The later manifests in eMS as the collapsing of a dou-
blet into a broad single line. Nonetheless, for the sample treated at 573 K, these two
annealing stages overlap each other due to the bulk hydrogen traps. This is mani-
fested as the collapsed eMS spectra at high temperatures, for H2 could be trapped
in the bulk defects up to elevated temperatures. Ab-initio calculations suggest that
the observed eMS results are most likely related to a vacancy configuration near the
probe (Fe:Ti+Vo eq.nnn.⋄).

• The PAC results demonstrate that different and specific Cd-H defects configuration
complexes exist or vanish essentially depending on the pre-processing hydrogenation
temperature of rutile TiO2. The low hydrogenation temperature range (423-573 K)
studied in the present work, seems to be not sufficient to recover the TiO2 local
structure, keeping a high density of complex H-defects, maybe also interacting with
intrinsic defects created during hydrogenation. When compared with the results ob-
tained on hydrogenated anatase, rutile still demonstrates a different behaviour or, has
the mechanism of dissociation which develops differently. While some defects show
the corresponding EFG signatures, that could hint on the relevance of Vo and Cd-H
paring.

• When TiO2 is exposed to the hydrogenation treatment for a continuous period of
time the electronic structure demonstrates a peculiar conduct. Based on the obtained
results it is possible to separate two regions. At first, the pristine bears mostly Fe3+
oxidation state, which starts to transform into Fe2+ during the treatment. The pro-
cess goes for 30-40 minutes, after which a recovery process is likely taking over, thus
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restoring partly Fe2+. α-Fe is gradually growing in fraction during the treatment.
Annealing of the sample at the crystallisation temperature for the same time in oxi-
dising atmosphere does not recuperate the structure to its initial state.

• The newly developed emission Mössbauer spectrometer has been devised, developed
and constructed. The fully automatised setup supports measurements from room up
to elevated temperatures, with a possibility to perform angular-dependent measure-
ments and experiments under applied light irradiation. Software for the pumping
unit as well as for the electronic rack is developed and adjusted.

Perspectives:

For future work, additional TDPAC experiments on hydrogenated samples at both
higher and cryogenic temperatures would be desirable. Having this in mind, one may
observe the dynamic processes of hoping hydrogen once this region is more precisely de-
termined. However, experiment featuring 111In/Cd isotope could be of bigger use due to
the implantation caused damage, which in this case can be avoided. Hence, future studies
may take advantage of electrochemically deposited carrier free 111InCl3 and diffused later
on through low temperature annealing.

There is a desirable need of various ab-initio studies, which one may need in order to re-
construct which position in the lattice could yield the EFG values close to the experimental
results. Experimental results of the eMS can be significantly expanded with super cell con-
figurations of bigger volume. Scenarios where apical and equatorial Vo are combined with
various hydrogen configurations would provide a better outlook on the structural relaxation
and the resulting electric field gradient. It is worthy to point out that such calculations
require plenty of time and computational power. Regarding the case of TDPAC studies
performed at 473 K, here one may need to sway to and fro in order to pick appropriate
large-scale quantum molecular dynamics simulations, which can unveil the dynamics of the
ongoing processes.

eMIL has been constructed having in mind the solid ground for the additional modi-
fications. One of the ways is to improve data acquisition, for instance, is an installation of
the second PPAC detector. Two detectors could significantly boost the data collection time.
The bottom lid can serve as the base for a sputtering DC source, if samples are going to be
treated by plasma without breaking the vacuum. In order to make the system more reliable
in terms of temperatures and changes taking place in the lattice is an installation on the bot-
tom lid feedthroughs for electrical conductivity measurements. This is going to allow safely
observe and check changes in materials such as V2O3, where it may serve as a method to
ensure the metal-to-insulator transition. For investigation of magnetic structure there is an
extension modular setup in works (eMMA), which will allow studies with magnetic field
up to 2.7 T (Vibrating Sample Magnetometer and possibility to measure Magneto-Optical
Kerr Effect).
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PARTS LIST
DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM
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DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM
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DESCRIPTIONPART NUMBERQTYITEM
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